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1. ______  a fluent speaker of English?
A) Is her B) He C) Does she D) Is she

2. This is a desk, and ______ tables?
A) those are B) these C) that are D) that is

3. This is ______ boyfriend?
A) hers B) of her C) to him D) her

4. There are ______ people in the office.
A) the B) little C) some D) any

5. ______ money on Helens table?
A) There is some B) There is any
C) Is it some D) Is there any

6. A: Where’s  Helen?
B: She ______ in the office
A) is sitting B) sit C) sitting D) sits

7. She ______ French and English, so she has got a good job.
A) speak B) speaks C) speaking D) is speaking

8. A: What _____ ?
B: She is writing a letter.
A) does she do B) does she C) is she doing D) she is doing

9. She ______ speaks  no foreign languages.
A) is not B) ___ C) doesn’t D) don’t

10. A: Are Peter and Mary still sitting in the office?
B: No, _____
A) they don’t sit B) they standing
C) there aren’t D) they aren’t

11. What language _____?
A) do you speak B) you speak
C) you are speaking D) speak you

12. A: Are there any people in the bar?
B: No, ______
A) any B) there aren’t C) there isn’t D) are there

13. Helen has got only ______ money.
A) any B) a little C) no D) few

14. A: Do you want some tea?
B: No, I don’t want _____ thank you.
A) nothing B) none C) anything D) something

15. I’m sorry, but I ______ the test yet.
A) don’t finish B) haven’t finished
C) didn’t finish D) aren’t finished

16. ______ English before?
A) Have you B) Do you study
C) Are you studying D) Have you studied

17. Marry ______ to the bank on Monday.
A) go B) going C) gone D) went

18. Marry ______ hasn’t telephoned Peter.
A) yet B) still C) always D) never

19. Peter ______ in the living room when the phone rang.
A) was sitting B) has been sitting
C) at D) has she wanted

20. A: What ______?
B: She wanted to talk to him.
A) wanted she B) did she want
C) she wanted D) has she wanted

21. Peter can’t speak Italian, ______?
A) isn’t B) can’t he C) does he D) can he

22. Jack ______ Turkish soon.
A) goes to learn B) learns
C) is going to learn D) is learning

23. He asked her friend to speak ______ on the telephone.
A) clear B) more clearly
C) very clear D) too clearly

24. “What ______ this evening?” Marry asked.
A) you will do B) do you
C) very clear D) are you doing

25. She enjoys ______ to parties.
A) to go B) that they go C) going D) go

26. His girlfriend _______ while he was still having a bath.
A) was arriving B) has arrived C) arrived D) is arriving

27. “If I _______ quickly, we wont be late for the party,” said Peter.
A) drive B) will drive C) drove D) would drive

28. She asked him where ______.
A) the party is B) the party was
C) was the party D) is the party

29. “If I _____ the way to the house, we wouldn’t be so late.” He replied
A) knew B) know B) would know D) had know

30. Peter wanted ______ a policeman.
A) that Mary would ask B) Mary asking
C) Mary should ask D) Mary to ask

31. Marry said she _____ him driving fast, and asked him to slow down.
A) isn’t liking B) hasn’t liking
C) didn’t like D) doesn’t like

32. When they finally arrived, they _____ the car and went in.
A) had parked B) were parking
C) parked D) have parked

33. They were _____ that they didn’t get anything to eat.
A) such late B) so late C) too late D) very late

34. Peter made Mary _____ all night.
A) to dance B) that she danced
C) dance D) dancing

35. When you _____ him tomorrow, you will think he is ten years older.
A) see C) will be
C) would see D) are going to see

36. He promised his wife they _____ here earlier next time.
A) will get B) get C) shall get D) would get

37. _____  Peter nor I was able to drive home.
A) Either B) Not only C) Nor D) Neither

38. Helen found a good job, and _____ Peter.
A) also B) too did C) so did D) so

39. The milk ______ at 8 o’clock the following morning.
A) was delivering B) delivered
C) was delivered D) is delivered

40. “If I’d known I’d feel so ill, I _____ to party,” Peter moaned.
A) would go B) wouldn’t have gone
C) didn’t go D) would have gone

41. He heard on the morning news that a family of 6 _____ in an
explosion.
A) were being injured B) had injured
C) have injured D) had been injured

42. The family had just had a new gas cooker _____ in their kitchen.
A) fitted B) fitting C) to be fitted D) for fit

43. The man who fixed it must ______ a mistake with the connections.
A) have made B) to have made
C) to made D) made

44. He ______ his job properly because a lot of gas escaped.
A) shouldn’t do B) must have done
C) was able to do D) can’t have done

45. After Peter ______ his breakfast, he went to work.
A) finishing B) was finishing
C) had finished D) has finished

46. He thought he ______ able to read about the explosion when he
got home.
A) will be B) is C) would be D) was

47. “By the time I get home the story _____ in the evening newspaper,”
he thought.
A) appears B) would be
C) will have appeared D) has appeared

48. Peter ______ spending weekends alone.
A) didn’t use to B) wasn’t used to
C) hadn’t used to D) used not to

49. He wished she ______ have to spend so much time away.
A) didn’t B) hadn’t C) doesn’t D) couldn’t
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50. He suggested _______ him on Tuesday evening.
A) her to meet B) she should meet
C) she meeting D) that her meeting

51. You ______ have worried because the test wasn’t difficult, was it?
A) could B) needn’t C) must D) wouldn’t

52. Now it’s time ______ a short composition.
A) you write C) you are writing
B) for to write D) you wrote

53. He ______ ill for a long time.
A) has had B) has been C) is D) were

54. I had two eggs for breakfast and ______ of them was fresh.
A) either B) neither C) no D) none

55. A: Have you passed the test?
B: ___________
A) I don’t doubt B) Yes, I doubt it
C) I doubt D) I doubt it

56. I usually watch TV, but at present I ______ to the radio.
A) am listening B) listened C) listen D) will listen

57. He speaks English well ______ he has never been to England.
A) however B) even C) so D) although

58. How long _______ Mr. Brown?
A) do you know B) did you know
C) have you known D) will you known

59. Jane is ______ than Mary.
A) very tall B) taller C) the tallest D) tallest

60. While I _______ my car I heard a scream.
A) was parking B) will park C) park D) have parked

61. Turkish is easy, but English ________.
A) is B) does not C) is not D) is not, either

62. _____ are broken.
A) The legs of the table B) Table’s leg
C) One leg of the table D) One of the legs of the table

63. There is _____ we can do to help you.
A) nothing B) anything C) somewhere D) any

64. My brother is very _____ musician
A) the most talented B) talented
C) more talented D) talent

65. He wrote a _______ book last year.
A) good B) the worst C) worst D) very

66. The detective has not solved the mystery ______.
A) still B) yet C) already D) therefore

67. He ______ in Africa this time tomorrow.
A) is traveling B) was traveling
C) will be traveling D) has been traveling

68. My brother is _______ young to be a team leader.
A) enough B) too C) yet D) much

69. ______ of his books do you like best?
A) Which B) What C) Who D) Whom

70. My friend asked me _____ I wanted to drink anything.
A) what B) which C) if D) that

71. ______ read any good book recently?
A) Have you B) Do you C) Did you D) Are you

72. She doesn’t have _____ money.
A) many B) much C) no D) very

73. George enjoys _____ in the sea.
A) from swimming B) swim
C) to swim D) swimming

74. Can you tell me _____ ?
A) where does Jack live B) where Jack lives
C) where is Jack living D) where is Jack

75. Did you see the pencil ______ two days ago?
A) I bought it B) which I bought it
C) that I bought it D) which I bought

76. He would buy a new car if he ______ more money.
A) had B) would had C) would have D) have had

77. Alice is the same age _______ David.
A) with B) like C) as D) by

78. Who _____ the dinner?
A) did cook B) cooked C) was cook D) is cooked

79. How many times a week did you do English at school?
A) Four times in a week B) Twice in a week
C) Once in a week D) Twice a week

80. She is staying with her parents _____ the time being because she
can’t afford to rent an apartment.
A) during B) for C) since D) in

81. The children want me to ______ them a story now.
A) say B) talk C) tell D) speak

82. He _____ hard because he answered all the questions in the exam.
A) must have studied B) should study
C) should have studied D) ought to study

83. His aunt died three months ago. Since then he ____ to Ankara twice.
A) went B) has gone C) is going D) was gone

84. She married ______ an Englishman.
A) by B) with C) to D) too

85. They met some people _____ sons were all football players.
A) who B) who’s C) whom D) whose

86. They really don’t know ______.
A) when does the football game begin
B) when the football game begin
C) when begins the football game
D) when the football game begins

87. He _____ difficulty on the last test he took.
A) had B) has C) is having D) will have

88. After _____ his coffee, he left the restaurant.
A) drinking B) drank C) drink D) to drink

89. She only takes ____ sugar in her tea.
A) few B) a lot C) a little D) a few

90. The teacher’s  book, _____ lives of great men and women, has 500
pages.
A) who contains B) which contains
C) which is contain D) whose contains

91. They ______ earlier than the others, but they arrived later.
A) are leaving C) had left B) leave D) left

92. You can travel ______.
A) neither by train or by bus B) either by train or by bus
C) either by train nor by bus D) or by train nor by bus

93. They will leave the house as soon as they _____ lunch.
A) finish eating B) will finish to eat
C) finish to eat D) will finish eating

94. ____ all her efforts, she could not please her family.
A) In spite of B) Nevertheless
C) Although D) However

95. We _____ helped you even if we had wanted to because we did not
know how to do it.
A) may not have B) can’t have
C) might not have D) couldn’t have

96. I should have called him right away if I _____ his telephone number.
A) have know B) will know
C) had known D) would know

97. _____ coffee after dinner.
A) I’m used to drinking B) I used to drinking
C) I’m used drinking D) would know

98. They were speaking so loudly that I couldn’t help _____ what they
said.
A) to overhear B) overhearing
C) overhear D) but to overhear

99. He seems to be director. I remember ______ in school.
A) saw him B) seeing him
C) him to see D) to see him

100. To travel in the European Community, Dutch people ______ a
passport.
A) haven’t got B) don’t need
C) mustn’t get D) shouldn’t get
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TEST 2
1. Tom _____ already left when you arrived.

A) he B) just C) had D) was

2. I _____ working until you came.
A) am B) will be C) had been D) won’t

3. The landlord _____ just rented the apartment when I got there.
A) almost B) have C) had been D) had

4. _____ they rented it before you called?
A) How B) Who C) Did D) Had

5. _____ you like to go the movies tonight?
A) How B) Had C) Would D) Why

6. I _____ rather study in the library..
A) would B) can C) much D) will

7. _____ it be possible to go next week?
A) Can B) How C) Rather D) May

8. No, I ____ like to go then.
A) can’t B) can C) wouldn’t D) not

9. If my car _____ start, I will be late.
A) didn’t B) doesn’t C) don’t D) did

10. If Anita doesn’t hurry, she _____ be able to finish.
A) won’t B) would C) can D) can’t

11. Leonard won’t come _____ it rains tomorrow.
A) will B) if C) because D) and

12. If I _____ a chef, I’d make a great meal.
A) was B) were C) am D) cooked

13. If it _____ cold outside, Linda would go to the beach.
A) weren’t B) isn’t C) wasn’t D) won’t be

14. Jim ______ study harder if he had more time.
A) will B) won’t C) were D) would

15. Many cameras _____ in Japan.
A) made B) here C) are making D) are made

16. Watson _____ needed here tomorrow.
A) not B) isn’t C) was D) aren’t

17. The computer _____ guaranteed by the company.
A) is B) are C) it’s D) aren’t

18. These packages are _____ special care because they’re fragile.
A) give B) needing C) given D) giving

19. When the door _____, Frank was very surprised.
A) opens B) is opened C) was opened D) shuts

20. “The letter _____ last week,” Helen said.
A) is sent B) was sent C) will be sent D) sent

21. These houses _____ by settlers many years ago.
A) are maid B) were built C) built D) made

22. America _____ by Christopher Columbus in 1492.
A) was here B) was discovered
C) found D) had ships

23. Wilma ______ called if she had forgotten her keys.
A) had B) would C) found D) would have

24. They would have gone home if we ______ here.
A) aren’t B) won’t be C) hadn’t been D) are

25. If Bruce had been careful, he _____ had an accident.
A) has B) have
C) wouldn’t D) wouldn’t have

26. Would Bruce _____ his car if he had driven slowly?
A) damage B) had damaged
C) have damaged D) damaged

27. Janet taught _____ to play the piano.
A) myself B) herself C) yourself D) I

28. The Nelsons enjoyed _____ on their vacation on a lonely island.
A) themselves B) yourself C) yourselves D) ourselves

29. I’m teaching _____ to speak English.
A) himself B) us C) yourself D) myself

30. It was very cold today. You _____ your sweater.
A) could wear B) should have worn
C) should wear D) couldn’t worn

31. Tom _____ more for the test yesterday.
A) can always study B) will be able to study
C) could have studied D) always studied

32. Ronald _____ left last week.
A) should B) might not C) have D) might have

33. By 5:30 this afternoon, Bob _____ been at work for eight hours.
A) has B) will C) have D) will have

34. Everyone will _____ lunch by 2:30.
A) be B) eat for C) have had D) had have

35. The painters _____ finished their work by tomorrow.
A) have B) will have C) won’t be D) were

36. The package should be here _____ ten o’clock tomorrow.
A) delivered B) sent C) by D) by mail

37. Susan will probably work ______ six.
A) for B) under C) until D) by

38. _____ the time our boss is sixty, he will have worked for forty years.
A) When B) Until C) Over D) By

39. Always put medicine away after _____ it.
A) taking B) took C) you took D) you’re

40. You should always check your tires before _____ your car.
A) drive B) driving C) you drove D) you’re driving

41. Are you interested in ______ a watch?
A) by B) for C) buying D) to buy

42. Joan said that _____ .
A) I’m at my office B) she was at her office
C) she’s been at my office D) you are at your office

43. Jack _____ to Tom.
A) says that he had spoken B) say that he speaks
C) said that he had spoken D) had spoken that he will say

44. Lucy told him that _____ to you.
A) she wants talk B) I want to talk
C) she wanted to talk D) you wanted to talk

45. I thought that he _____ something for me.
A) was supposed to do B) is supposed to do
C) was supposed D) is supposed to

46. Carlos heard that you _____ in town.
A) are B) been C) were D) gone

47. They promised that they _____ Mike next year.
A) visit B) will visit C) would visit D) won’t visit

48. I don’t mind _____ for you.
A) to wait B) waiting C) to waiting D) wait

49. Betty couldn’t  help ____ when Oscar fell down.
A) the laugh B) at laughing C) to laugh D) laughing

50. The old man can’t stand _____ the bus to work.
A) riding B) ride C) the ride D) sitting

51. Don’t be nervous. I want you _____ .
A) not nervous B) to relax C) relax D) relaxing

52. Excuse me, officer. I’d like you _____ me.
A) helping B) to help C) help D) for helping

53. The instructor wants us _____ for the test.
A) student B) study hard C) to prepare D) writing

54. “Would you like me _____ ?” he asked.
A) dancing B) a dance C) to dance D) dance

55. Traffic was bad because the highway _____ repaired.
A) will be B) is C) was being D) being

56. They didn’t consider the traffic problem when the plans for the project
_____ made last year.
A) have been B) was being C) were being D) are carefully

57. The English test _____ yesterday.
A) being B) was given C) being here D) being hard

58. Jean has _____ paid a good salary.
A) earned B) being C) been D) been earning

59. Mr. Bond’s suitcase _____ examined already by the customs officer.
A) carefully B) is C) has D) has been
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60. Their passports _____ checked by the officer.
A) already have B) have already been
C) already been D) have already to be

61. What did the surgeon tell Elizabeth?
He recommended ______ an operation.
A) that she have B) her have
C) she has D) that she will have

62. John _____ in Japan before he came here.
A) learned B) been educated
C) been reading D) had gone to school

63. A: Our house needs painting.
B: You can _____ a  company paint it.
A) get B) have C) ask D) tell

64. Roberts seems _____ ready.
A) it is B) being C) to be D) of being

65. They imagine London _____ like the picture.
A) be B) to be C) being D) look

66. The teacher seems _____ small for all the people.
A) to B) to be too C) it’s to D) too much

67. Nancy had imagined it _____ different.
A) much B) is C) will be D) to be

68. When Adam was a child, he ______ to live on a farm.
A) likes B) farmed C) used D) wishes

69. Mr. Jasper ______ to be a baseball player.
A) as B) used C) has been D) never

70. Before the invention of he automobile, people ______ use horses
for transportation.
A) to B) always C) to travel D) used to

Decide which of the sentences means the same as the given
sentence.

71. She has finished her friendship with him.
A) She has done for him. B) She has done with him.
C) She has done to him. D) She done at him.

72. He cannot be saved. He is certain to die.
A) He is done down. B) He is done up.
C) He is done to. D) He is done for.

73. He took a lot of money from me by cheating.
A) He did me out a lot of money.
B) He did me from a lot of money.
C) He did me up to a lot of money.
D) He did me out from a lot of money.

74. The army is not capable of fighting any more battles.
A) The army is not fit to any more battles.
B) The army is no fit in with any more battles.
C) The army is not fit for any more battles.
D) The army is not fit by any more battles.

75. My friend is difficult. He never manages to adapt his plans to ours.
A) He never fits in to our plans. B) He never fits by our plans.
C) He never fits in for our plans. D) He never fits in with our plans.

76. I am trying to pull all these papers in this drawer.
A) I am trying to fit these papers to the drawer.
B) I am trying to fit these papers in with the drawer.
C) I am trying to fit these papers by the drawer.
D) I am trying to fit these papers into the drawer.

77. These new orders have nothing to do with us.
A) These new orders do not apply to us.
B) These new orders do not apply for us.
C) These new orders do not apply with us.
D) These new orders do not apply by us.

78. I would like that job. I want to get it.
A) I am going to apply by that job.
B) I am going to apply with that job.
C) I am going to apply for that job.
D) I am going to apply to that job.

79. He was just to see that mountain through the fog.
A) He was able to make off with the mountain’s shape.
B) He was able to make out the mountain’s shape.
C) He was able to make over the mountain’s shape.
D) He was able to make up the mountain’s shape.

80. Before he died he decided to leave all his money to a stranger.
A) He made up his money to a stranger.
B) He made out his money to a stranger.
C) He made off with his money to a stranger.
D) He made his money over to a stranger.

81. He loves creating stories for his child.
A) He loves making out stories for his child.
B) He loves making over stories for his child.
C) He loves making up stories for his child.
D) He loves making of with stories for his child.

82. The robber escaped with all the jewels.
A) The robber made off with all the jewels
B) The robber made up with al the jewels
C) The robber made out with all the jewels
D) The robber made over with all the jewels

83. This book is very difficult. I don’t understand it.
A) I can’t make it up. B) I can’t make it out.
C) I can’t make it off D) I can’t make it over.

84. You must concentrate on your work.
A) You must settle up to your work.
B) You must settle down to your work.
C) You must settle down for your work.
D) You must settle down your work.

85. He is well off.
A) He is healthy B) He is away
C) He is wealthy D) He is good-hearted

86. He’s very calculating.
A) He is good at managing a business.
B) He is a good at planning things secretly.
C) He is good at running games.
D) He is good at mathematics.

87. He is a hot-head.
A) He has a fever. B) He is fierce.
C) He is very intelligent. D) He is curious.

88. Peter Brown was the sole survivor of the air crash.
A) He was the only person who wasn’t killed in the crash.
B) He was the only person who was killed in the crash.
C) He was the first person to reach the scene of the crash.
D) He was the only one to blame for the crash.

89. He is a man of spirit.
A) He is strong B) He is energetic
C) He is funny D) He is drunk

90. I won’t go unless Mary goes.
A) I will go if Mary doesn’t go. B) I won’t go if Mary goes.
C) I won’t go if Mary doesn’t go. D) I won’t go when Mary goes.

Choose the word closest in meaning to the words in underlines.

91. Jerry, who is a good athlete, has been able to keeps place on the
team.
A) play B) participate C) maintain D) recruit

92. Your wages will depend on how well you do the job.
A) salary B) skills C) waves D) employers

93. Raymond discovered several errors on his test.
A) answers B) corrections C) mistakes D) numbers

94. Chris became aware of his mistake instantly
A) entirely B) frequently C) obviously D) immediately

95. Mrs. Johnson said that the mayor was very arrogant.
A) official B) crude C) haughty D) attractive

96. The complete set of books will cost sixty dollars.
A) entire B) finish C) common D) interesting

97. After the football game, the field was a scene of total chaos.
A) celebration B) comprehension
C) sports D) confusion

98. Jean was unable to provide an acceptable explanation.
A) simple B) alternative C) additional D) satisfactory

99. If the mechanic had done the work properly, you wouldn’t have had
trouble with the car.
A) on the engine B) completely
C) easily D) correctly

100. Ted will do well in colleges
A) have fun B) be nice C) work hard D) be successful
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TEST 3
1. _____ a pencil in my bag which you can borrow.

A) That’s B) What’s C) It’s D) There’s

2. It gets very hot there in the summer, _____ ?
A) isn’t it B) is there C) doesn’t it D) does there

3. Don’t worry, I’ll do the shopping for you today; I _____ the office
early on Fridays.
A) will leave B) will be leaving
C) leave D) am leaving

4. Henry remembered Mary’s birthday and _____ .
A) her a gift sent B) a gift to her sent
C) to her a gift sent D) sent her a gift

5. I see you are still doing your math home-work. How many problems
_____ so far?
A) will you finish B) are you finished
C) are you finishing D) have you finished

6. My brother finished his dinner _____ than my sister.
A) quickly B) much quicker
C) more quickly D) the quickest

7. I ______ to get on the bus when the doors closed and I was left
behind.
A) was going B) had gone C) would go D) was gone

8. He’s already about _____ his father.
A) so tall than B) as tall as C) as tall than D) so tall as

9. Ali has been with us _____ three years.
A) since B) while C) during D) for

10. This morning you _____ me about your father’s accident when we
were interrupted. I’d like to hear the rest of the story.
A) have told B) were telling C) told D) are telling

11. A: Have you heard anything from Tom lately?
B: Yes, let me be the first to tell you ______ good news about him.
A) the B) his C) any D) these

12. How _____ have you been to Germany?
A) much time B) long for C) many times D) long ago

13. Where have you been? I’ve been looking for you _____ .
A) everywhere B) all pieces C) anywhere D) some places

14. Jack is not only a good student _____ a fine athlete.
A) rather than B) as well as C) but also D) in addition

15. The police wanted _____ our car to a side street.
A) us to move B) well to move C) we moved D) is moved

16. This lesson is ______ than I expected.
A) much harder B) the hardest C) most hard D) more hard

17. A: He’s the best person for the job.
B: I _____ so, too; but now I’m not sure
A) don’t think B)

 
used to think C) think D) am thinking

18. You may find the end of the story quite _____ .
A) surprised B) surprised C) surprising D) surprise

19. A: Mary’s very late. I hope nothing has happened to her.
B: ______
A) I don’t either B) Neither do I
C) So do I D) I hope to

20. The advisor has not yet returned the student lists, but when ____
they will be put on the bulletin board.
A) he will B) they do C) he does D) they are

21. A: Who cooks dinner at your house?
B: It _____ by my elder sister.
A) is cooked B) is cooking C) has cooked D) can cook

22. Mary to Tom: I have something to show you.
Mary told Tom that _____ had something to show _____ .
A) I / you B) she / him C) you / him D) she / you

23. A: What are you boiling that water for?
B: ______ .
A) To make tea B) For make tea
C) Making tea D) Because of making tea

24. The students _____ Don’t interrupt them.
A) are seeming busy B) seem to be busy
C) are seeming busily D) seem busily

25. Father to son : Please, don’t argue with me.
The father ______ argue with him
A) wanted that his son didn’t B) asked his son if he didn’t
C) asked his son not to D) said that his son didn’t

26. He is _____ that he has no time for regular meals.
A) such a busy man B) such busy man
C) so busy man D) a so busy man

27. He drove so fast _____ .
A) when he was caught by the police
B) as his car had broken down
C) that the passengers became frightened
D) than most men had done

28. Tourist to policeman: How far is it to the station?
The tourist _____ to the station.
A) inquired how far it was B) asked me that was it far
C) wanted to know if it was D) said how far it was

29. Dear Mary, this is the first time _____ you a letter.
A) of writing B) for me write
C) that I had written D) I am writing

30. Who’s that girl? I can’t remember _____ her before.
A) to see B) if I see C) seeing D) did I see

31. I wish you _____ so much. It is bad for your health.
A) won’t be smoking B) don’t smoke
C) aren’t smoking D) didn’t smoke

32. A: Oh, your coat’s wet!
B: That’s because _____ .
A) the rainy weather C) the rain is
C) it’s been raining D) it might raining

33. A: Is the math problems very difficult?
B: The problem ______ is not difficult, but it takes a long time to do.
A) which B) that C) it D) itself

34. The lab assistant made the students _____ the experiment all over
again.
A) did B) doing C) do D) done

35. He has been very lonely since _____ .
A) many years B) a long time
C) his dead wife D) his wife died

36. I want to go to the station. Can you tell me which bus _____ ?
A) to take B) takes C) I am taking D) for me to take

37. Don’t touch that hot stove. ______ .
A) It’ll get burned B) It’ll be burned
C) You’ll burn it D) You’ll get burned

38. The reason _____ I’m writing is to tell you about a party on Saturday.
A) because B) for C) why D) of

39. Let’s stay at home tonight, _____ you want to watch TV.
A) that B) since C) because of D) whether

40. I wish I could find ______ .
A) living quiet somewhere B) a quit somewhere to live
C) some quiet where to live D) somewhere quiet to live

41. A: I wonder why my watch isn’t working.
B: You _____ it.

       A) must have dropped B) could drop
C) should have dropped D) must be dropping

42. He is getting his latest novel _____ next month.
       A) to publish B) publishing
       C) published D) be published

43. Although Ali is quite short, _____ reach the apples on the tree.
A) he can also B) he just can’t
C) he’s tall enough to D) he’s too short to

44. You can buy almost anything in this supermarket; _____ , it has a
cafeteria serving good cheap meals.
A) however B) moreover C) meanwhile D) otherwise

45. If I had known that the book was so boring, _____
A) I wouldn’t buy it. B) I wouldn’t have bought it
C) I would have bought it D) I would buy it

46. A: How did the water feel?
B: ______
A) Warm B) Warmth C) Warmly D) Warmest
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47. A manager should have a good knowledge of labor _____ .
A) organizer B) organization C) organized D) organize

48. Petroleum _____ are getting more and more expensive everyday.
A) produces B) products C) production D) productivity

49. We had a very _____ time at  the football match yesterday.
A) excited B) excitement C) exciting D) excitedly

50. He had to pay the library for the _____ book.
A) lose B) lost C) loss D) loser

51. Stop talking and _____ with your work.
A) get on B) get away C) get after D) get back

52. _____ the radio; I can’t hear what you’re saying.
A) Turn up B) Turn on C) Turn away D) Turn down

53. I am sorry I am so late. My car _____ .
A) broke up B) broke away C) broke down D) broke in

54. Will you _____ the baby this morning while I do my shopping.
A) look over B) look back C) look up D) look after

55. Did Alice ______ to live here?
A) used B) use C) used to D) ever

56. A: Are you still employed at the airport?
B: Yes, I ______ there since 1978.
A) had been working B) worked
C) have been working D) am working

57. A: You mean there was no food left when you got to the reception?
B: Exactly, they _____ everything up.
A) will eat B) had eaten C) ate D) have eaten

58. Wasn’t he really doing any work at home? No, I found him _____ in
an armchair
A) sleep B) to sleep C) sleeping D) slept

59. A: Which shoe of this pair did you say was too tight?
B: _____ ; both of them fit me perfectly.
A) None B) Neither C) Nor D) No one

60. You look tired. What _____ ?
A) did you do B) were you doing
C) have you been doing D) you have done

61. A: Do you play snowball in Florida in the winter?
B: No, it _____ for that.
A) isn’t so cold B) is very cold
C) isn’t cold enough D) isn’t too cold

62. If I _____ your father, I would certainly punish you for this.
A) am B) were C) had been D) was

63. The journalist saw two brigands _____ an old man to death.
A) beat B) bit C) bite D) beaten

64. Thousands of traffic accidents ______ by careless drivers every day.
A) are caused B) will cause C) caused D) cause

65. I’ve just finished ______ my shopping.
A) to make B) doing C) to do D) making

66. She has no intention of _____ a poor man like you.
A) marry B) to marry C) marrying D) married

67. I wish _____ what to do in an emergency like this.
A) I knew B) I know C) knowing D) to know

68. You _____ watch what you are saying. The boss is very upset today.
A) would rather B) had better
C) had rather D) would sooner

69. The old woman knew about everything ____ was going on in the
neighborhood.
A) what B) where C) that D) who

70. Very _____ people can learn how to read efficiently.
A) less B) few C) little D) a little

71. He sometimes wishes he _____ a computer.
A) doesn’t touch B) will not touch
C) had never touched D) has never touched

72. Roy didn’t go to school yesterday and _____.
A) nor didn’t James B) neither didn’t James
C) James didn’t either D) James didn’t too

73. If you _____ your money carelessly, you wouldn’t have been penniless
in the middle of your holiday.
A) hadn’t spent B) didn’t spend
C) haven’t spent D) wouldn’t spent

74. The boss made him _____ the report all from the beginning.
A) write B) written C) wrote D) which

75. I was disappointed with my birthday present. It wasn’t exactly _____
I expected.
A) that B) that what C) what D) which

76. We had a test yesterday. I wish _____ .
A) we hadn’t one B) we hadn’t had one
C) we didn’t have one D) we don’t have one

77. The baby is crying. I think she has been _____ by the noise.
A) afraid B) frightened C) frighten D) frightening

78. Your sister never saw me, _____?
         A) did she B) does she C) didn’t you D) doesn’t she

79. Whether one will fail or succeed depends _____  himself.
A) from B) on C) to D) in

80. The moment she _____ her wounded husband, she burst into tears.
A) will see B) sees C) has seen D) saw

81. It’s been rainy all afternoon, ______it?
A) wasn’t B) isn’t C) hasn’t D) doesn’t

82. I am interested ______ English.
A) at B) to C) for D) in

83. After I _____ my dinner, I typed my report.
A) had B) have C) had had D) will have

84. If you’re not feeling well, take a hot bath. It’ll _____ you good.
A) do B) made C) help D) does

85. The twins look almost alike. None of us can _____ the difference
between them.
A) say B) tell C) make D) prove

86. Now that I’ve bought a car, I _____ take the bus to work.
A) needn’t B) must C) mustn’t D) hadn’t

87. It’s time we _____ working.
A) start B) will start C) started D) had started

88. _____ strange car we saw near the post office belongs to the major.
A) One of B) The C) An D) Two

89. The river that runs ______ our town has now become a health hazard.
A) in B) through C) over D) from

90. I wonder if you could give me _____ advice about finding a job.
A) an B) a C) any D) many

91. How long ago did you _____?
A) have painted your house B) had your house painted
C) have your house painted D) have your house paint

92. I really think there is too ____ furniture in your office?
A) much B) more C) many D) most

93. My coffee is _____ hot that I can’t drink it.
A) very B) much C) so D) too

94. I _____ him at 10:00 a.m. tomorrow.
A) am supposed to see B) am supposed to seeing
C) supposed to see D) am suppose to see

95. Paul studies his lessons the most carefully _____ all the students in
class.
A) than B) from C) as D) of

96. Because it was raining, the children _____ out.
A) wasn’t going B) hadn’t gone
C) didn’t go D) have gone

97. While they were mending the wall, the roof _____ in.
A) falls B) fell C) is falling D) had fallen

98. He found that the petrol tank ____ since he left the town.
A) leaked B) is leaking
C) was leaking D) had been leaking

99. It ____ me a long time to realize she had deceived me.
A) take B) took C) takes D) will be taken

100. The bus was crowded yesterday, so we ______ stand all the way.
A) had B) would have C) had to D) will have to
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TEST 4
1. She traveled _____ the world.

A) over B) across C) on D) around

2. There’s a park across the street ____ the hospital.
A) of B) to C) from D) for

3. I’m taking ____ some books.
A) hers B) her C) to her D) she

4. ____ bottle on the table.
A) It has a B) There’s a C) It’s a D) There are

5. A: Does your mother like Turkish coffee?
B: Yes, she ____ .
A) do B) does C) does like D) likes

6. I have a very good radio. I don’t need ____ .
A) other one B) any C) some D) another one

7. Helen is always reading books. She ____ like to read.
A) will B) would C) must D) can

8. I am not ____ to vote.
A) very old B) old enough C) enough old D) old for

9. Tom and Helen ____ the radio.
A) are listening on B) are listening to
C) is listening on D) is listening to

10. Where’s the book?
A) There’s it B) He’s under the chair
C) It’s here D) There’s on a chair

11. What’s her brother doing?
A) They are playing B) He is playing football
C) They are playing golf D) He is playing

12. I am not used to ____ strong coffee.
A) drink B) drinking C) drank D) drunk

13. A: Are you going to find a new job?
B: I don’t know. I ____ .
A) should B) might C) must D) will

14. Tom is tall, and ____ .
A) Henry is, too B) Henry is to
C) George’s too. D) Henry is

15. A: Do Mr. and Mrs. Smith speak French?
B: ____ .
A) He does, but she doesn’t
B) He speaks, but she doesn’t speak
C) He speaks, but she isn’t
D) He is, but she doesn’t

16. Do they live in England?
A) Yes, they live B) No, they don’t have
C) Yes, they do D) No, they aren’t

17. Helen is behind Mary. Mary is ____ Helen.
A) beside B) between C) in front of D) next

18. That’s Helen. She ____ .
A) is long hair B) has long hair
C) have long hair D) have hair long

19. What’s that man?
A) He’s Tom B) He’s a driver
C) It’s tom D) Yes, he is

20. He ____ his own meals while his wife was at her mother’s.
A) often cooks B) cooks quite often
C) often cooked D) has often cooked

21. Is that a dog?
A) Yes, it is B) Yes, that’s
C) Yes, it’s that dog D) Yes, a dog is that

22. There are ____ in the classroom but only one teacher.
A) many student B) much student
C) a lot of students D) a lot of student

23. Helen ____ .
A) gave Tom the pen B) gave the pen Tom
C) gave to Tom the pen D) gave to the pen Tom

24. The sun ____ in the east.
A) is always rising B) rises always
C) always is rising D) always rises

25. There isn’t ____ at the bus-stop.
A) anybody B) any persons C) people D) somebody

26. He hasn’t bought ____ oranges.
A) a lot B) any C) much D) some

27. ____ don’t like red wine.
A) Some people B) Somebody
C) Any people D) Anybody

28. Tom didn’t call the police. Helen didn’t call ____ .
A) them, either B) him, either
C) them, too D) him, too

29. Sally is ____ George.
A) as tall than B) so tall as
C) as tall as D) so tall that

30. Who ____ on Sundays?
A) do help you B) you help
C) do you help D) you do help

31. A: What is Mary like?
B: She ____ .
A) is very well B) likes ice-cream
C) is like tall D) is very pretty

32. ____ to California last month?
A) Did he go B) Was he
C) Is like tall D) Has he gone

33. A: Whose is that?
B: It’s ____ .
A) my B) of Tom
C) my sister D) ours

34. Helen never eats potatoes, and ____ .
A) so doesn’t Ken B) neither doesn’t Ken
C) neither does Ken D) neither Ken does

35. The party will start ____ Sunday.
A) on 9 o’clock at B) at 9 o’clock on
C) at 9 o’clock in D) 9 o’clock

36. This is ____ that.
A) the same as B) the same that
C) different that D) different

37. I don’t know who ____ chocolate.
A) like B) likes C) is liking D) is like

38. Fred eats ____ bread.
A) too many B) fewer C) too much D) any

39. A: Who went to Bursa?
B: Helen ____ .
A) did B) went C) has D) is

40. Ask him ____ .
A) how old is he B) how old he is
C) Helen is D) how old he has

41. This is ____ friend.
A) of Helen B) Helen’s C) Helen is D) Helen

42. ____ the ball.
A) Kicking B) Kick C) What if D) What is

43. I can kick a ball, but I ____ play football.
A) can B) am C) can’t D) will

44. ____ eat the ice-cream.
A) Don’t B) Can’t C) Where D) When

45. Please walk ____ the street.
A) after B) across C) for D) out

46. What ____ in her hand?
A) she has B) is she
C) does she have D) she is

47. Helen has ____ headache.
A) a B) the C) some D) an

48. Tom has ____ flu.
A) a B) the C) some D) an

49. Peter has a fever because he has ____ measles.
A) a B) the C) some D) of
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50. The car is dirty. We ____ wash it.
A) don’t have to B) have
C) have to D) do

51. How many ____ are there?
A) shoe B) pair of shoes
C) pair D) pairs of shoes

52. Whose slippers ____ ?
A) this is B) is this C) are these D) is this

53. We’ll ____ swimming.
A) go to B) going C) to D) go

54. I’m ____ shopping.
A) going B) can’t go C) go D) don’t go

55. The ____ house is on Park Street.
A) Bill’s B) friend C) Browns’ D) boys

56. Peter wants ____ a pocket calculator now.
A) uses B) likes C) to use D) be

57. A: What ____ ?
B: It’s November 22, 1984.
A) the date is B) day C) is the date D) day is today

58. A: When is your birthday?
B: It is ____ August.
A) on B) into C) between D) in

59. My birthday is ____ June 27.
A) on B) into C) between D) in

60. There isn’t ____ at your house now.
A) person B) somebody C) people D) anybody

61. Is there ____ on the meat?
A) anybody B) thing C) anything D) somebody

62. Betty ____ come to the party.
A) may not B) is C) maybe D) does

63. The brown car is ____ than the white car.
A) smaller B) the smallest C) smallest D) small

64. The movie is ____ than the book.
A) most interesting B) interesting
C) more interesting D) interestingly

65. These apples aren’t as ____ those.
A) better than B) good as
C) good D) better

66. That TV program is ____ than the other one.
A) good B) worst C) worse D) well

67. The man ____ you bought this car from cheated you.
A) which B) that C) what D) which that

68. ____ did Tom eat for breakfast?
A) When B) Where C) What D) How

69. A: ____ did you go there?
B: To visit some friends.
A) When B) Why C) How D) What

70. I spent ____ time studying for the test.
A) a lot of B) hours of C) a few D) not much

71. They have been good friends ____ 1978.
A) for B) in C) since D) before

72. David has been ____ for three hours.
A) working B) to work C) worked D) not work

73. I can’t find my book ____ .
A) everywhere B) not here C) where D) anywhere

74. I want to go ____ this weekend.
A) everywhere B) mountains C) somewhere D) beach

75. Tom speaks English ____ .
A) good B) difficult C) easy D) well

76. My friend drives ____ .
A) fast B) bad C) good D) careful

77. We work ____ every day.
A) well B) bad C) good D) much

78. Mrs. Brown feels ____ .
A) beautifully B) nicely C) terrible D) easily

79. If he ____ really as happy as you say, why doesn’t he smile
occasionally?
A) is B) were C) was D) be

80. The movie ____ interesting at the end.
A) stops B) sees C) goes D) gets

81. A: My brothers speak English.
B: So ____ .
A) my brothers do B) my brothers speak
C) do my brothers D) my brothers speak too

82. I went to New York. So ____ .
A) I went B) she goes
C) did my friend D) she also

83. I can’t speak French, and my friend can’t ____ .
A) so B) either C) so too D) neither

84. Tom’s mother sent ____ a letter.
A) him B) for him C) to him D) by him

85. A: ____ can design computers?
B: Engineers can.
A) How B) Who C) Why D) Whom

86. ____ do you write to about the job?
A) What B) Why C) Whom D) When

87. Kathy is wearing a hat ____ is red.
A) it B) so C) that D) such

88. Helen has a friend ____ plays football.
A) who B) always C) he D) his team

89. She showed me some pictures ____ were very interesting.
A) that B) all C) their D) they

90. Do you know where ____ a good dinner?
A) a restaurant for B) get
C) we can get D) can we get

91. It is difficult ____ English?
A) to learn B) having C) have D) speak

92. I don’t understand how ____ the homework.
A) write B) doing C) read D) to do

93. This is my friend ____ house is near mine.
A) who lives in B) whose
C) who is D) in this

94. Do you know ____ car that is?
A) if B) with a C) how fast D) whose

95. It ____ this morning when I woke up.
A) is raining B) will rain C) was raining D) would rain

96. I was sleeping ____ the alarm rang.
A) when B) how C) why D) which

97. If Frank had more time, he ____ to see more movies.
A) would B) would be able
C) can D) had

98. We will work on the problem ____ we solve it.
A) why B) how C) until D) by

99. I look forward ____ you soon.
A) of visiting B) to visiting C) to visit D) visiting

100. He is ____ to understand my instructions.
A) very stupid B) stupid enough
C) too stupid D) such a stupid
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TEST 5
1. A: Did you read this book?

B: No, I didn’t. I wish I ____ it.
A) read B) can read C) had read D) will read

2. He will study ____ .
A) until I will come back B) when I came back
C) when I will come back D) until I come back

3. He has a headache so he ____ take an aspirin.
A) must B) ought C) had to D) must have

4. By the end of the year, I ____ this journey ten times.
A) will do B) will have done
C) will be doing D) will have been doing

5. He would have told me if he ____ it.
A) knew B) would know
C) has known D) had known

6. You will have a long holiday if you ____ your class.
A) will pass B) are going to pass
C) pass D) would pass

7. I didn’t know that your book ____ into English until Charles told me.
A) translating B) translated
C) have been translated D) had been translated

8. The Browns will go on a picnic unless it ____ .
A) doesn’t rain B) won’t rain
C) rains D) will rain

9. The teacher has Ali ____ the blackboard everyday.
A) cleaned B) clean C) cleans D) to clean

10. Don’t mention it. It’s the ____ I can do.
A) little B) least C) less D) likely

11. Don’t you always feel very ____ when you are home?
A) happy B) hardly C) happily D) nicely

12. Helen has finished her school and ____ .
A) so did her brother B) so has her brother
C) so finished her brother D) so her brother has

13. Rose doesn’t like horror films and ____.
A) James doesn’t too B) James doesn’t either
C) James doesn’t neither D) nor doesn’t James

14. He must be the director. I remember ____ in school.
A) to be him B) him to be
C) seeing him D) saw him

15. Both boxers trained very ___ for several weeks before the fight.
A) much B) hardly C) many D) hard

16. A: Helen is leaving home to get a job in New York.
B: I think ____ will make her father sad.
A) her leaving B) she leaving
C) she leaves D) her to leave

17. He ____ mistake in the examination.
A) did a B) was C) made a D) made

18. Do you know where ____ ?
A) will they meet B) they will meet
C) do they meet D) are they meeting

19. These grapes ____ in the sun.
A) has been dried B) have been dry
C) have been dried D) have being dried

20. He ____ for half an hour when he realized he was painting the wrong
wall.
A) worked B) had worked
C) has worked D) has been working

21. I haven’t eaten anything ____ .
A) since five hours B) since yesterday morning
C) for yesterday morning D) for five o’clock

22. The teacher told us ____ noise in class.
A) don’t make B) not to make
C) not make D) not making

23. I can’t remember the writer of the book _____ I have just read.
A) who B) whose C) whom D) that

24. Find the driver ____ car is blocking the entrance.
A) which B) whom C) what D) whose

25. We will have another test tomorrow. I wish ____ .
A) we wouldn’t have one B) we hadn’t had one
C) we don’t have one D) we won’t have one

26. I didn’t take the test last week. I wish ____ .
A) I took it B) I would have take it
C) I had taken it D) I have taken it

27. I haven’t had a peaceful day ____ six months.
A) from B) at C) for D) since

28. She likes Turkish coffee ____ .
A) much B) very much C) very D) as well as

29. Was the sound ____ you heard like a roar of lion?
A) that B) what C) who D) whose

30. Mary ____ the house early yesterday morning.
A) left B) leaves C) has left D) is leaving

31. She’d rather that ____ with her homework.
A) you help B) you to help C) you helped D) will help

32. Which book ____ ?
A) Mary likes B) does Mary likes
C) Mary like D) does Mary like

33. The United Kingdom and France made ____ its doors to European
drug sellers in 1860.
A) China to open B) China opened
C) China open D) China opening

34. She swims ____ than I do.
A) good B) well C) better D) too good

35. ____ Germany nor England really cares for the rights of
underdeveloped countries.
A) Either B) Nor C) Not D) Neither

36. You ____ the car carelessly because it is still very dirty.
A) shouldn’t clean B) could clean
C) must have cleaned D) can’t have cleaned

37. ____ help our friends, shall we?
A) Let’s B) Shall we C) To D) Will we

38. I am interested ____ swimming.
A) for B) in C) to D) at

39. He’s been with us ____ ten years.
A) since B) from C) in D) for

40. Children often cut ____ with a knife.
A) himself B) they C) herself D) themselves

41. The ____ names are Helen and Lucy.
A) woman’s B) women C) their D) women’s

42. I’m sure he ____ a job by the end of the year.
A) will be finding B) will have found
C) will be having D) will have been finding

43. It’s been cloudy all morning, ____ it?
A) hasn’t B) doesn’t C) isn’t D) wasn’t

44. You never went there, ____ you?
A) do B) did C) don’t D) didn’t

45. Stress, ____ is a psychological problem, may lead to physical illness.
A) which B) what C) that D) whose

46. Helen must work hard, ____ she?
A) mustn’t B) doesn’t C) must D) does

47. A: How is your father’s cold?
B: ____ it get worse, we will call the doctor.
A) Should B) Might C) If D) Unless

48. Try to be a little more tactful, ____ you?
A) don’t B) aren’t C) will D) are

49. He said he ____ her.
A) know B) is knowing C) known D) knew
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50. She told me where ____ .
A) she lived B) does she live
C) has she lived D) did she live

51. I was glad we ____ the candles when the lights went out.
A) has had B) have been having
C) were having D) had had

52. Jack asked me if ____ swimming.
A) do I like C) I was liked B) I liked D) did I like

53. He has written two books, and ____ is any good.
A) both of them B) neither
C) one of them D) all of which

54. I told him _____ close the door.
A) do not B) don’t to C) don’t D) not to

55. His teacher told them ____ hard.
A) study B) studied C) to study D) studying

56. When ____ to you?
A) does that letter sent B) was that book sent
C) did that letter sent D) can that book send

57. ____ waste any more time on this project.
A) Do B) Don’t we C) Let’s D) Let’s not

58. He doesn’t know anything about cars, so he ____ by a trained
mechanic.
A) repairs it B) it repairs
C) has it repaired D) is repaired

59. Rarely ____ such terrible poverty as in this African city.
A) she had seen B) she was being seen
C) had she seen D) was she seen

60. ____ all that rubbish thrown away, will you?
A) Please B) Let C) Do D) Have

61. What do you want ____ ?
A) to me to do B) me to do C) to me do D) me do

62. We ____ shelter until it stops snowing, or we’ll freeze.
A) had better B) had had C) had rather to D) would better

63. ____ that dress specially made for you?
A) Have you B) Hadn’t you C) Had you D) Did you have

64. She finally admitted ____ the key.
A) taking B) took C) to take D) takes

65. I’d appreciate ____ from you.
A) to hear B) heard C) hear D) hearing

66. Does she deny ____ that?
A) to say B) says C) saying D) said

67. We’re looking forward ____ the museum.
A) visit B) visiting C) to visiting D) to visit

68. It’s no good ____ the door after the money has been stolen. It’s too
late.
A) lock B) locking C) locks D) to lock

69. Why don’t you try ____ it with a hammer? It might work.
A) hit B) having hit C) hitting D) to be hitting

70. The police said he ____ arrested on several previous occasions.
A) might be B) would have been
C) will be D) had been

71. He never spends ____ money.
A) many B) some C) much D) a lot

72. We will work on the computer ____.
A) when he will come back B) by the time he came back
C) until he comes back D) until he will come back

73. He has an exam tomorrow, so he ____ study.
A) ought B) must C) had to D) must have

74. You say you have gone to his office, but I think you ____
A) ought to phone him B) ought to have phoned him
C) should has phoned him D) should phone him

75. She would tell you so if she ____ it.
A) had known B) would know
C) has known D) knew

76. If you ____ your book, you will have a long holiday.
A) finish B) will finish
C) are going to finish D) finished

77. I would have called him right away if I ____ his telephone number.
A) have known B) will know
C) had known D) would know

78. We will not eat outside ____ it rains.
A) until B) since C) unless D) if

79. ____ have coffee after lunch?
A) Did you B) Were you C) Are you D) You were

80. When ____ born?
A) did you B) were you C) are you D) you were

81. This photograph, ____ I took five years ago, shows the harbor quite
well.
A) who B) when C) which D) what

82. The patient ____ by the doctor.
A) has being examined B) has examined
C) has been examined D) has been exam

83. They haven’t drunk anything ____.
A) since five hours B) since yesterday morning
C) for five o’clock D) for yesterday morning

84. John has written a novel and ____ .
A) so his sister, has B) so got married his sister
C) so has his sister D) so did his sister

85. Rose didn’t do anything yesterday, and ____ .
A) nor James B) neither James
C) James didn’t either D) James hadn’t either

86. He ____ less work than his wife.
A) made B) made a C) was D) did

87. Most of my students would rather ____ .
A) play than study B) play than studies
C) plays than study D) to play than to study

88. Does anybody know where ____ ?
A) are they meeting B) do they meet
C) will they meet D) they will meet

89. I think the roof needs ____ .
A) mending B) to mend
C) be mended D) to be mending

90. She had the servant ____ the windows.
A) to clean B) clean C) cleans D) cleaned

91. Aunt Elizabeth got the roof ____ .
A) mends B) mend C) mended D) to mend

92. I ____ the test when the bell rang.
A) already have finished B) have already finished
C) had already finish D) had already finished

93. She dances ____ than I do.
A) badly B) too badly C) worst D) worse

94. Mary ____ the house early yesterday morning
A) lived B) left C) has left D) leaves

95. We had a test yesterday, I wish ____ .
A) we hadn’t one B) we didn’t have one
C) we hadn’t had one D) we wouldn’t have one

96. Has she ever ____ her leg?
A) broken B) breaking C) broke D) breaks

97. Will you ____ have lunch with us tomorrow?
A) be able to B) are able to C) able to D) be able

98. What kind of books ____ ?
A) does Mary likes B) Mary likes
C) Mary like D) does Mary like

99. I have to go to a dentist tomorrow. I wish ____.
A) I have gone there B) I had gone there
C) I wouldn’t have to D) I wouldn’t have gone there

100. My son is seventeen years old. He is ____ to get married.
A) too old B) old enough
C) too young D) enough young
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TEST  6
1. I ____ here for five years so far.

A) worked B) have worked
C) am working D) was working

2. George must go home now, but he wishes ____ .
A) he hasn’t had to B) hadn’t had to
C) he mustn’t D) he didn’t have to

3. The teacher told us ____ any mistakes.
A) don’t make B) not make
C) not to make D) not made

4. I took a taxi so that I ____ miss the train.
A) can’t B) wouldn’t C) won’t D) don’t

5. The ____ names are David and Samuel.
A) man’s B) men’s C) men D) their

6. You never saw him, ____ you?
A) did B) do C) didn’t D) don’t

7. They walked ____ the hospital.
A) until to B) as far as C) until D) as much as

8. Who ____ ?
A) for you waited B) did you wait for you
C) did you wait for D) did wait for you

9. There’s a boy over there, ____?
A) doesn’t there B) wasn’t there
C) isn’t it D) isn’t there

10. He’ll take ___.
A) them off B) of them C) them of D) bus on

11. We’ll get ____ here.
A) on bus B) the bus on C) on the bus D) bus on

12. She has been with us ____ ten years.
A) since B) from C) for D) in

13. We must be very careful when we drive, ____ we?
A) mustn’t B) must C) oughtn’t D) don’t

14. It’s been rainy all afternoon, ____ it?
A) wasn’t B) isn’t C) hasn’t D) doesn’t

15. Children often hurt ____ while playing in the garden.
A) themselves B) himself C) their D) they

16. New York is ____ important city in USA.
A) the more B) the most C) more D) most

17. I am interested ____ flying kites.
A) at B to C) for D) in

18. The temperature is about 35C today, ____ it?
A) isn’t B) doesn’t C) shall D) won’t

19. His father told him ____ careful.
A) being B) to be C) be D) been

20. She told him where ____.
A) she lived B) does she live
C) has she lived D) did she live

21. ____ their sister given a present last year?
A) Are B) Is C) Was D) Does

22. She’s ____ her lunch.
A) already eaten B) still eaten
C) eaten yet D) yet eaten

23. English ____ almost everywhere in the world.
A) is speaking B) is spoke C) is spoken D) spoken

24. She asked me if ____ her.
A) I had seen B) had I seen C) I have seen D) did I see

25. I asked him ____ close the door.
A) do not B) don’t to C) not to D) don’t

26. Jack asked me if ____ swimming.
A) did I like B) I liked C) do I like D) I was liked

27. When ____ to you?
A) did that letter send B) does that letter send
C) is that letter sending D) was that letter sent

28. Where do you want ____?
A) me go B) to me go C) to me to go D) me to go

29. He said he ____ her before.
A) meets B) has met C) had met D) was met

30. Mary wondered what ____ that I wanted.
A) it was B) is it C) was it D) it is

31. I got the computer ____.
A) repairing B) repaired C) repairs D) to repair

32. I ____ up early last year.
A) use to get B) used to getting
C) used get D) used to get

33. You are ____ I am.
A) the same age as B) the same age with
C) the same age like D) same age as

34. He’s ____ dressed quickly.
A) use getting B) use to getting
C) used to get D) used to getting

35. I wish I ____ yesterday.
A) met B) would meet C) had met D) meet

36. Do you mind ____ the window?
A) closing B) to close C) close D) to closing

37. They came here ____ the second day of May.
A) until B) in C) on D) at

38. She wrote her name on ____ book.
A) most B) each C) all D) both

39. I’d ____ finish this book.
A) not better to B) not better C) better not D) better not to

40. She ____ go there.
A) would rather not B) wouldn’t rather
C) would rather not to D) would rather don’t

41. ____ clever, he would not have passed.
A) Was he not B) If he been
C) If he will not be D) If he had not been

42. The policeman ____ that man if he doesn’t stop disturbing neighbors.
A) arrests B) will arrest C) would arrest D) had arrested

43. He would never have found such a good job ____ his uncle’s help.
A) if B) with C) unless D) but for

44. If only ____ , this wouldn’t have happened.
A) we have been careful B) had we been careful
C) we were not careful D) we had been careful

45. John: I’m tired.
Jerry: Yes, you look as if ____ a good night’s sleep.
A) you need B) you would be needed
C) you would need D) you’ve needed

46. Would he have gone to Europe if ____ Europeans are racists?
A) he had known B) he was knowing
C) had he known D) was he knowing

47. No matter what he said to his girlfriend, she ____ listen to him.
A) isn’t B) wasn’t C) wouldn’t D) couldn’t

48. Mary: Why didn’t you call me?
Jane: Well, ____ all this week.
A) I was trying to call you B) Trying to call you
C) I’ve been trying to call you D) I tried to call you

49. Tony: What a surprise to see you at the airport yesterday!
Bill: Yes, ____ some friends.
A) I’ve been seeing off B) I’ve seen off
C) I was seeing off D) I would see off

50. We’re delighted to see you back! ____ you so much!
A) We’ve missed B) We were missing
C) We had missed D) We are missing

51. Tom: I’ve been reading Turkish books.
Ann: Oh, really? ____ you knew Turkish.
A) I haven’t known B) I didn’t know
C) I hadn’t known D) I don’t know

52. Dan: Have you ever seen her secret house?
Bob: Yes, ____ last year
A) I’d seen it B) I’ve seen it
C) I saw it D) I did see it

53. I think you ____ this work yesterday evening.
A) should have done B) had done
C) should do D) would do

54. They discovered that the files ____ stolen while they were the other
room.
A) is B) will be C) had been D) was been
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55. I asked you to get some white cheese! You ____ bought this!
A) shouldn’t have B) hadn’t to have
C) mustn’t have D) wouldn’t have

56. I always enjoyed ____ in that lake in summer.
A) to have swum B) been swimming
C) to swimming D) swimming

57. The boy told his teacher a lie to avoid ____.
A) be punished B) to be punished
C) being punished D) punishing

58. The two children ____ to look forward ____ to their grandparents
house at Christmas
A) use / to going B) used / to going
C) used to / to go D) use to / to go

59. Having worked hard for three months, he succeeded ____ his exam.
A) to pass B) in to pass C) in passing D) passing

60. They accused him ___ a thief.
A) for being B) as being C) of being D) to be

61. We are very busy at the office. I must ____ my holiday for a while.
A) put up B) put through C) put off D) put in

62. We have an extra room in our house. We will gladly ____ you ____
for a week or two.
A) put / up B) put / off C) put / through D) put / in

63. How do you find your new neighbors? I’ve heard they are difficult
to ____ .
A) get up B) get on with C) get down D) get over

64. I tried to telephone my family several times last night, but I just
couldn’t ____.
A) get up B) get on with C) get down D) get through

65. Who do you think will ____ when he resigns?
A) take over B) take in C) take up D) take off

66. With her blue eyes she seems to ____ her aunt.
A) take after B) take off C) take away D) take for

67. There was so much noise I could hardly ____ what he was saying.
A) make out B) make for C) make up D) make off

68. Despite the snowstorm, we decided to ____ Chicago instead of
sleeping in the car.
A) make out B) make for C) make up D) make off

69. After the operation one of the nurses stayed at his bedside, waiting
for him to ____ .
A) come up B) come around
C) come off D) come away

70. He’s full of wonderful plans, but they very seldom ____ .
A) come in B) come about C) come off D) come down

71. He got a low mark, but he ____ to have answered most of the questions
correctly.
A) contracts B) claims C) blames D) conceives

72. She was fifteen minutes late because she was __ by a traffic jam.
A) bent on B) fled C) troubled D) delayed

73. Teachers like ________ students.
A) conscious B) conscientious
C) consenting D) conscience

74. Her parents will never ________ such outrageous behavior.
A) put up B) endeavor C) concentrate D) tolerate

75. After trying for some time, he gave ________ working on it.
A) way B) up C) in D) on

76. Are you any good ________ making soup?
A) by B) for C) at D) from

77. ________ for his great courage, all lives would have been lost.
A) It had not been B) It wouldn’t have seen
C) Had it not been D) Wouldn’t it have been

78. Yes, I know you’re tired this morning, but ________ to the party,
you wouldn’t have come home late.
A) if you would have gone B) if you hadn’t gone
C) if you have gone D) if you wouldn’t have gone

79. Unless he’s offered more money elsewhere, ________ this job.
A) he won’t accept B) he would accept
C) he’ll accept D) he wouldn’t accept

80. If I’d realized this before, I ________ in such a mess now.
A) won’t have been B) wouldn’t be
C) wouldn’t have been D) won’t be

81. If only ________ it, none of this would’ve happened.
A) I wouldn’t have mentioned B) I hadn’t mentioned
C) I haven’t mentioned D) I would’ve mentioned

82. A: I’ve got a terrible headache.
B: Yes, you look as if ________ an aspirin.
A) you need B) you would need
C) you would’ve needed D) you’ve needed

83. ________ to the market, when it started to the rain.
A) I was just about to go B) I would just go
C) I’m just about to go D) I’ve just about gone

84. ________ but I didn’t have enough money.
A) I would buy it B) I will have bought it
C) I was going to buy it D) I’ll buy it

85. A: Why haven’t you told me about your problems before?
B: Well, ________ all this week.
A) I was trying to tell you all about them
B) I’ve been trying to tell you all about them
C) I’m trying to tell you all about them
D) I tried to tell you all about them

86. A: Did you see your boss at the airport yesterday!
B: Yes, ________ his family.
A) he’s been seeing off B) he was seeing off
C) he was seen off D) he would see off

87. A: What is the most serious disadvantage of living in a city?
B: The most serious one is ________ the city is too noisy.
A) hich is B) about which
C) because of the fact that D) that

88. How nice to be back home! ________ it so much!
A) We’ve missed B) We had missed
C) We were missing D) We are missing

89. A: I’ve been working a lot on my computer these days.
B: Oh, really? ________ you had a computer.
A) I haven’t known B) I hadn’t known
C) I didn’t know D) I don’t know

90. A: Have you written to them?
B: Yes, ________ twice last month.
A) I’d written to them B) I wrote to them
C) I’ve written to them D) I would have written to them

91. A: How long has he been away?
B: Oh, ________ three weeks on Friday.
A) he’ll be gone B) he’ll gone
C) he will have been D) he will have been gone

92. A: I do hope we can watch TV tonight.
B: Oh, yes. I’m sure ________ the serial by now.
A) they’ll put up B) they’ll have put up
C) they’d put up D) they’ll be put up

93. A: What excellent French you speak!
B: So ________ ! I lived in Paris for twenty years.
A) I must B) I should C) I am to D) I have to

94. A: What was that noise?
B: Oh, don’t worry; it ________ the cat.
A) should’ve been B) can be
C) must have been D) ought to be

95. What a lovely carpet you’ve bought! It ________ expensive!
A) should’ve been B) has been
C) must have been D) ought to be

96. He is getting fatter and fatter. He ________ eating too much.
A) must be B) can be C) may D) might

Find the synonyms of the underlined words.

97. It’s incredible to see him in such good health after the accident.
A) creditable B) increasing C) unthinkable D) unbelievable

98. She was angry because he disregarded her feelings in this matter.
A) did not ignore B) discharged
C) paid no attention to D) considered

99. During the ten years he worked in Germany he accumulated a fortune.
A) made B) expanded C) concentrated D) increased

100. He did his work reluctantly because he did not like the director.
A) slowly B) unwillingly C) inefficiently D) unhesitatingly
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TEST  7
1. A: I’ve eaten far too much!

B: Oh ________ all that exercise.
A) it has to be B) it must be
C) it ought to be D) it should be

2. A: There was a lot of noise in this building last night.
B: Well, ________ . I was out at a party all night.
A) it might have been me B) it mustn’t have been me
C) it couldn’t have been me D) it shouldn’t have been me

3. A: I’m surprised your husband didn’t stay longer.
B: Well, ________ , had the weather been better.
A) he should have done B) he might’ve done
C) he has done D) he must have done

4. A: Must I always pay my rent by cheque?
B: No, ________ . Pay it however you want to.
A) you needn’t B) you mustn’t
C) you shouldn’t D) you oughtn’t

5. A: I hate all this polite chat at cocktail parties.
B: Oh, you ________ polite in my house. Say whatever you want!
A) mustn’t be B) shouldn’t be
C) needn’t be D) oughtn’t to be

6. I’m sorry but I can’t ________ anybody at the moment because the
bedrooms are being redecorated.
A) put up B) put up with C) put off D) put with

7. I must say I wouldn’t buy it, but don’t be ________ by me.
A) put up B) put up with C) put off D) put with

8. If he hadn’t been so drunk, he would have ________ his ideas more
convincingly.
A) put across B) put up with C) put through D) put with

9. The noise in the classroom is getting unbearable. I simply won’t
________ it!
A) put across B) put up with C) put through D) put with

10. I’ll never go to that grocer’s again. He seems to ________ his prices
every day.
A) put up B) put up with C) put off D) put with

11. A: How do you find your new colleague?
B: I’m told he’s difficult to ________ .
A) get on with B) get along with   C) get over D) get off

12. They say he’ll never ________ his dismissal.
A) get on with B) get along with   C) get over D) get off

13. I tried to telephone Istanbul yesterday, but I just couldn’t ________.
A) get on with B) get along with
C) get through D) get off

14. Mr. Brown is so old now he just can’t ________ as he used to.
A) get about B) get away C) get around D) off

15. There’s no doubt that he’s guilty and I’m sure he won’t ________ .
A) get about B) get across C) get off D) get away

16. I’ll have so much spare time, I’ll probably ______ some kind of hobby.
A) take up B) take along C) take down D) take in

17. Have you any idea which son of his will _______ when he retires?
A) take up B) take along C) take over D) take in

18. He’s very funny when he ________ his grandfather.
A) takes off B) takes to C) takes after D) takes for

19. She ________ her friends for advice on investing her money.
A) looks after B) looks away C) looks to D) looks into

20. It’s very difficult to ________ a person who has so many prejudices.
A) take to B) take off C) take in D) take for

21. The line’s very bad. It’s difficult to ________ what  he’s saying.
A) make off B) make out C) make for D) make up

22. I don’t really like his being absent so much, but he does ________
the most amusing excuses.
A) make for B) make up C) make away D) make out

23. They attacked the poor man and ________ every penny he had.
A) stole him B) stole of him C) robbed him D) robbed him of

24. To avoid paying death duties, he’ll ________ his whole estate to his
son this year.
A) make over B) make for C) make off D) make up

25. No, the burglar didn’t take too much, but he did manage to ________
some of my best carpets.
A) make for with B) make out with
C) make off with D) make of with

26. Helen served tea ________ them.
A) from B) to C) in D) at

27. I want to pay ________ the book.
A) at B) for C) of D) to

28. She takes ________ her shoes when she enter the house.
A) on B) in C) off D) of

29. Put ________ your sweater before you get out.
A) on B) in C) down D) at

30. The tourist asked ________ some information.
A) of B) for C) from D) to

31. I don’t like ________ hot drinks.
A) serve B) serving to C) to serving D) being served

32. They continued ________ songs.
A) to singing B) to sing C) with singing D) being singing

33. The costumer insists on ________ , so hurry up.
A) serving B) being served C) serve D) having served

34. She didn’t finish ________ coffee.
A) have B) having C) to have D) have

35. The house is ________ for him to buy.
A) made B) did C) had D) making

36. The ________ we climbed, the thinner the air became.
A) high B) higher C) highly D) highest

37. They never ________ plans for the work.
A) make B) do C) perform D) ask

38. His brother was here ________ Saturday.
A) in B) by C) on D) at

39. Ali always goes to school ________ bus.
A) with B) by C) on D) in

40. She is still in school, ________ ?
A) is she B) isn’t it C) isn’t she D) is it

41. A: Don’t you like this lesson?
B: ________ .
A) No, I’m not. B) No, I don’t C) No, I don’t like.   D) Yes, I don’t.

42. The social problems of Spain are ________ those of Turkey.
A) alike B) similar C) same as D) the same as

43. Jim is not ________ a quick worker ________ you are.
A) such / as B) so / that C) such / that D) more / than

44. “You didn’t understand what he was saying. I didn’t, either.” means:
A) Either you or I understood what he was saying.
B) Neither you nor I understood what he was saying.
C) Both you and I understood what he was saying.
D) Just as you understood what he was saying so did I.

45. The guest, ________ , apologized to the host for his attitude.
A) his mistake is realized B) he realized his mistake
C) realizing his mistake D) realized his mistake.

46. “He needn’t have beaten the child.” means:
A) He didn’t beat the child B) The child needed to be beaten.
C) He needed to beat the child. D) He beat the child.

47. “I’d much rather have watched TV at home.” means:
A) I will watch TV at home. B) I couldn’t watch TV at home.
C) I watched TV at home. D) I won’t watch TV at home.

48. “Jane didn’t need to worry about Judy.” means:
A) Jane wanted Judy to worry. B) Jane didn’t need Judy to worry.
C) Jane didn’t worry about Judy. D) Jane worried about Judy.

49. “You could have done more than you did to help her wash the car.”
means:
A) You helped more than she wanted you to.
B) You helped her but not much.
C) You helped as much as you could.
D) You didn’t help her at all.

50. “If I hadn’t been wearing my boots, I would have been sick.” means:
A) It’s a pity I didn’t wear my boots.
B) It’s pity I more my boots.
C) It’s a good thing I was wearing my boots.
D) It’s a good thing I didn’t wear my boots.

51. The furniture ______ wonderful but ______ hard and uncomfortable.
A) seems / sounds B) looks / feels
C) looks / sounds D) feels / seems

52. “You can look after yourself and I can look after myself” means: “We
can look after ________”
A) each other B) yourself C) ourselves D) myself

53. ________ he does, his mother forgives him.
A) Whenever B) Wherever C) Whatever D) However
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54. Witness: Two men and a woman stole the money.
Detective: Did you actually see ______ the money?
A) them to steal B) him to steal
C) them stealing D) him stealing

55. I had lunch with my friends but I  ______ dinner with my family now.
A) have B) have been having
C) am not having D) am having

56. The party _______ by my friend.
A) being organized B) is being organized
C) organized D) is organizing

57. He ______ the accident if he ______ drunk; but he was drunk and
had the accident.
A) wouldn’t have

 
/

 
hadn’t been B) wouldn’t have

 
/

 
weren’t

C) wouldn’t have had
 
/

 
weren’t D) wouldn’t have had

 
/

 
hadn’t been

58. A: What was he arrested ________ ?
B: He smashed up a pub and left ________  paying.
A) _ / on B) for / on C) for/ without D) in/ without

59. You are talking to a foreigner in Turkish, but you don’t think he
understands you. So you say:
“You ________ to understand me.”
A) aren’t sure B) can’t C) don’t seem D) shouldn’t

 
60. ________ did it take her ________ all the dishes?

A) How much / washing B) How long / to wash
C) How long / washing D) How much / to wash

61. Who is that pretty girl ________ ?
A) that everybody is looking B) everybody is looking at her
C) which everybody is looking D) everybody is looking at

62. The bad smell in the kitchen was really _______ . We were all _______.
A) disgusting / disgusted B) disgusting / disgust
C) disgusted / disgusting D) disgust / disgusting

63. Today many parents ________ their children go to bed late.
A) get B) let C) do D) force

64. Arthur: I must finish that work today.
Arthur said he ________ finish the work that day.
A) had to B) must C) would D) might

65. I’ve been short of money ________ I bought a new house.
A) although B) when C) because of D) ever since

66. My friend broke one of the best vases, so she said: “I hope you’ll
excuse me ________ .”
A) to break that vase B) for breaking that vase
C) for being broken D) to be broken

67. Cindy: Is Manhattan near here?
Cindy wanted to know ________ Manhattan was near here.
A) what B) which C) where D) if

68. Nobody wants to do anything about that problem ________
everybody knows it is serious.
A) that’s why B) even though C) thereby D) because of

69. ________ , silent people or talkative ones?
A) What you love is B) Why do you love best
C) Which you prefer is D) Who do you hate most

70. The car is terribly dirty. I’m sure it ________ for weeks.
A) isn’t cleaned B) hasn’t been cleaned
C) hadn’t been cleaned D) wasn’t cleaned

71. A: Why do you save ________  money?
B: To get married.
A) up B) for C) with D) to

72. I ________ to him because I thought I ________ him somewhere.
A) had spoken / saw B) spoke / saw
C) spoke / had seen D) had spoken / had seen

73. A: ________  the burglar before?
B: No, I ________ him before I saw him in the bank.
A) Did you ever see / hadn’t met
B) Had you ever seen / hadn’t met
C) Have you ever seen / didn’t meet
D) Had you ever seen / didn’t meet

74. A: Why did you leave the concert early?
B: Because I found ________ .
A) it boring B) it bored C) bored D) boring

75. I’d like you ________ spending all our money on that old car. In fact,
you don’t even have ________ that car.
A) to stop / to drive B) stopping / to drive
C) to stop / driving D) stop / to drive

76. No matter how hard they struggled with it, the window _____ open.
A) isn’t B) wasn’t C) wouldn’t D) couldn’t

77. “I think she might be on this bus.” means: ________  on this bus.
A) She is pure she is B) She is possibly
C) She won’t be D) She is definitely

78. A: I’ve got a terrible cold.
B: You ________ .
A) had better go to bed B) had better not go to a doctor
C) must go out D) need to work harder

79. ________  have a cup of coffee if you don’t mind.
A) I decided to B) I’m sure to C) I’d rather D) I prefer

80. The car ________  if you ________ to a mechanic.
A) breaks down / will take it
B) will break down / will take
C) is going to break down / don’t take it
D) will break down / won’t take it

81. Those policemen react ________  faster in emergencies.
A) many B) a lot of C) some D) much

82. That’s the ________  car I’ve ever seen. It uses ________  petrol than
any other car I know.
A) cheapest / less B) cheaper / less
C) cheapest / the least D) cheaper / more

83. Ali studies 3 hours a day. Emre studies 2 hours a day. Emre doesn’t
study ________  Ali does.
A) so hard that B) as hard as C) as good as D) less than

84. He always leaves ________  work at 5:30 and goes ________  home.
A) from / to B) _ / _ C) _  / to D) from / _

85. How are we going to finish this work when we’ve got only ________
time and ________  people to do it?
A) a few / a few B) a little / a little
C) a few / a little D) a little / a few

86. There isn’t ________  food left but there are ________  drinks.
A) any / some B) some / some C) some / any D) any / any

87. A: People have a duty to fight inflation.
B: ________ .
A) Neither does the Government B) So does the Government
C) So did the Government D) The Government doesn’t either

88. Don’t disturb them. They ________  to an important lecture.
A) listened B) listen C) are listening D) have listened

89. What are those students in the line waiting ________  ?
A) about B) to C) for D) at

90. _____ you leave the letter on the table,  my sister will post it for you.
A) Unless B) If C) Wherever D) Even though

91. A: Why didn’t you answer me?
B: I didn’t hear ________ .
A) why did you ask it B) what did you ask
C) what you asked D) why you asked

92. “He isn’t sure he can repair the damage but, he hopes to.” Means
“He ________ be able to repair it.”
A) will B) should C) may D) would

93. “It’s time salaries went up” means:
A) This time salaries went up
B) Salaries went up that time
C) Salaries went up and it was the right time
D) We think salaries ought to go up

94. A: When did they give the workers a rise?
B: A rise ________ last month.
A) was given to them B) gave them
C) was given for them D) had been given to them

95. A: Did you manage to pass the exam?
B: It was ________ , but I managed it all right.
A) difficult enough B) too difficult
C) extremely difficult D) such difficult

96. ________ his good work and manners he didn’t get a promotion.
A) Because of B) In spite of C) Even though D) As a result of

97. It is clear that progress destroys beauty. That’s why most people
object to it ________ our surrounding this way.
A) change B) be changed C) changed D) changing

98. A: You ought to explain this matter to the union.
B: It’s already been explained ________ .
A) them B) to them C) for them D) to this matter

99. That scientist was one of the first ________ with bacteria.
A) experimenting B) to experiment
C) experiment D) experiments

100. She ________ found her photographs, because she is still looking
for them.
A) mustn’t has B) can’t have C) needn’t have D) oughtn’t have
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TEST  8
1. I’m not  _________ that subject.

A) interesting with B) interested with
C) interested in D) interested by

2. Alice is unhappy today. She can’t study ________ .
A) something B) anything
C) nothing D) everything

3. The student ________ something to write with.
A) is need B) needs C) is needing D) is needed

4. Who is going to answer ________ question?
A) that B) to that C) for that D) _

5. Can you tell me where ________ ?
A) does John live B) John is alive
C) John lives D) is John living

6. ________ you like some tea?
A) Will B) Would C) Are D) Can

7. Do you mind ________ the window?
A) open B) to open C) opening D) you open

8. My brother doesn’t like coffee, ________ I do.
A) neither B) but C) nor D) so

9. She felt ill after ________ the food.
A) being eaten B) to eat C) eating D) eaten

10. Jane is the same age ________ Mary.
A) like B) with C) as D) so

11. He lives ________ 27 Gulf Street.
A) at B) on C) in D) of

12. Where is the new student from?   ________ .
A) He is coming from Bursa B) He is from Bursa
C) He can come from Bursa D) He came from Bursa

13. When did your school begin?   ________ .
A) Since September B) At September
C) In September D) For September

14. There are several kinds of mushrooms in Turkey ________ poisonous.
A) they are B) that are
C) which they are D) being

15. They would buy the car if they ________ enough money.
A) would have B) had C) have had D) had had

16. Did you like the house ________ yesterday?
A) which I showed you B) I showed you which
C) which I showed you it D) I showed it

17. George’s father told him ________ .
A) don’t go out B) not go out
C) not to go out D) do not go out

18. How long have you lived here? ________ .
A) Since ten years B) For ten years
C) From ten years D) In ten years

19. Haven’t you ever seen a tiger? ________ .
A) No, never B) Not, not never
C) No, not ever D) Yes. Never

20. A: Which man is your teacher?
B: ________ .
A) The man is near the window is my teacher
B) The man near the window is my teacher
C) The man who is my teacher near the window
D) The man is near the window who is my teacher

21. Turks ________ in Anatolia for a thousand years by 2099.
A) will be living B) have lived
C) will have lived D) will live

22. A: What does Mary’s mother do?
B: ________ .
A) She is a woman B) She teaches English
C) She is very well D) She lives happily

23. What would you have done if you ________ a lot of money?
A) had B) have had
C) had had D) should have had

24. Istanbul is ________ in Turkey.
A) the most important city B) most important a city
C) the most important a city D) most important a city

25. _______ four years in the country, he came back healthier than ever.
A) Having spent B) Spending
C) After spent D) After spend

26. Mary suggested that she ________ a pretty next week.
A) will have B) should have C) will have to D) has

27. A: What was happening at the TV studio when you visited it?
B: Programs ________ and recordings ________.
A) were being produced / made
B) produced / were being made
C) were produced / made
D) were being produced / were being made

28. The teacher wrote our names down ________ she should forget.
A) because B) in order to C) lest D) so as  not to

29. The Government publish health warnings on cigarettes ________
people would become aware of the dangers of smoking.
A) even though B) so that C) as soon as D) in case

30. How can you leave him because of ________ ?
A) his poverty B) he is poor C) his poor D) he is poverty

31. If she ever decides to get married, I’m sure I will be the last person
________ .
A) who has found about it B) to find out about it
C) will find out about it D) who find out about it

32. Susan was introduced to Mr. Baker _______ had died in a car accident.
A) whose younger son B) the younger son of
C) whom younger son D) who younger son

33. The students didn’t study for the exam. They ________ studied
because most of them ________ passed.
A) might / should have B) should / might have
C) should have / might have D) might have / should have

34. Only when every possible treatment had been tried ________ decide
for an operation.
A) didn’t they B) did they C) they did D) they didn’t

35. A: Did they type the letters in time?
B: Yes, ________ in time.
A) they were typed the letters B) the letters were typed
C) the letters typed D) the letters have been typed

36. I don’t mind your ________ it but I don’t like you ________ it.
A) think / say B) think / saying
C) thinking / saying D) thinking / say

37. My uncle is an engineer and ________ my aunt.
A) so is B) so does C) so D) does

38. It’s difficult to make both ends meet these days the taxes ______ so
high.
A) with B) are C) being D) to be

39. Our teacher is opposed ________ students read novels written 200
years ago.
A) making B) to make C) make D) to making

40. A: Have they taken the car to the garage?
B: Yes, ________ to the garage.
A) the car was taken B) the car have been taken
C) the car had been taken D) the car has been taken

41. ________ the world’s population is rising fast, food production is
keeping pace with it.
A) Because of B) In spite of C) Although D) Unless

42. I don’t know her well, but I’ve met her ________ times.
A) plenty B) another C) several D) more

43. Thousands of people have seen the exhibition ________ it opened
last month.
A) while B) when C) until D) since

44. We should never forget how our ancestors have struggled ________
freedom.
A) for B) on C) of D) by

45. We know each other ______ we have never been officially introduced.
A) even B) if even C) even though D) however

46. I wouldn’t ask for your help ________ I had no choice.
A) since B) despite C) even if D) although

47. He is sick of being mistaken ________ his brother.
A) by B) as C) of D) for

48. Since the coal mines closed, there ________  no jobs here.
A) are B) have been C) is D) were being

49. There must be some other reason for her failure ________ this.
A) as well B) too C) also D) besides

50. Their arguments are bound to result ________ a fight.
A) to B) on C) with D) in
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51. A man who spends all the money he has is ________ .
A) fool B) a fool C) foolishly D) foolish man

52. Can you tell what model each of ________ ?
A) them to be B) them are C) they are D) them is

53. The diplomats haven’t been able to arrive ______ an agreement yet.
A) by B) at C) on D) to

54. All athletes who have taken drugs will be disqualified ______ the race.
A) out B) to C) against D) from

55. ________ a drop of rain fell for months, and all the crops died.
A) No B) None C) Not D) Not any

56. He is ________ short-sighted to be pilot.
A) so B) too C) not D) enough

57. Most people ________ the dark.
A) fear B) are in fear C) frightened D) afraid of

58. He had difficulty ________ his wife to stay home.
A) convince B) to convince C) convincing D) for convincing

59. If you want to succeed, you must ________ .
A) keep to try B) keep in trying
C) keep on trying D) keep on to try

60. When he was a boy, he ________ to himself all day.
A) will sing B) would sing C) has sung D) is singing

61. ________ of the wine was spoilt.
A) Few B) Several C) A good deal D) A good many

62. The American Indians today are deprived ________ all the privileges
the white man is enjoying.
A) of B) off C) _ D) from

63. She was glad ________ the opportunity to discuss the matter.
A) of B) to C) on D) for

64. ________ he promises to quit gambling, we’ll offer him the job.
A) For B) Although C) Even D) Provided

65. ________ hard I try, I can’t seem to be of any help to anybody.
A) Even though B) However C) When D) So

66. No one ________ to enter the building until the police have checked
the victim’s identification.
A) will allow B) will be allowing
C) has been allowed D) is going to be allowed

67. I’m very satisfied ________ your last report.
A) on B) for C) of D) with

68. He is envious ________ his brother’s success, and this makes him a
sullen person.
A) of B) from C) to D) by

69. She isn’t content ________ their present income and keeps nagging
her husband.
A) with B) for C) of D) to

70. I was very tempted, but I refrained ________ the last glass.
A) drink B) to drink C) drinking D) from drinking

71. Everyone must pay a fee before ________ his certificate.
A) to collect B) collecting
C) to have collected D) collect

72. I wish I ________ of writing the report on the computer long ago.
A) thought B) think C) had thought D) have thought

73. The British contractors are said ________ half the government officials
in the country.
A) to have bribed  B) bribing C) be bribed D) has bribed

74. ________ of this land has been poisoned by chemicals.
A) A good many B) Several
C) A good deal D) Few

75. We have the pleasure ________ you that your book has been awarded
the first prize.
A) of informing B) in informing
C) on informing D) informing

76. Spiders mainly feed ________ insects.
A) by B) at C) from D) on

77. Our company is three times ________ yours.
A) bigger as B) bigger C) as bigger than  D) as big as

78. She did nothing but ________ excuses all the time.
A) to making B) to make C) make D) making

79. Tom ________ a computer, so he can’t find a good job.
A) uses B) is using C) cannot use D) used

80. Tom, ________ no foreign languages, can’t find a good job.
A) speaking B) spoke C) speaks D) is speaking

81. The detective asked the gangster where ________ .
A) the gun was B) was the gun
C) did he hide the gun D) the gun hidden

82. After Jack ________ his poem, he decided not to show it to anybody.
A) finishing B) had finished C) was finishing D) has finished

83. He thought he ________ able to find more information on British
imperialism.
A) will be B) would be C) is D) was

84. If it ________ so expensive, Linda would often eat out.
A) weren’t B) wasn’t C) isn’t D) won’t be

85. Americans Indians ______ feel so unhappy if they were treated fairly.
A) will B) were C) won’t D) would not

86. It is easy to develop bad study habits, but it is extremely difficult to
rid ________ of them.
A) ourselves B) itself C) themselves D) yourselves

87. We will probably have to work ________ midnight today because
the report should be ready tomorrow.
A) for B) until C) under D) by

88. ________ cause extensive damage to our city each year.
A) Because of the winds during hurricanes
B) The winds of hurricanes
C) The winds which
D) That the winds of hurricanes

89. Malaria ________ by the female mosquito.
A) transmits B) transmitted C) is transmitted D) to transmit

90. Water, ________ , is also one of the most abundant compounds on
earth.
A) is necessary for human survival
B) one of the most critical elements for human survival
C) it is necessary for human survival
D) for human survival

91. The Social Security Act of 1935 was ________ .
A) written to insure workers against unemployment
B) it insured workers against unemployment
C) written that it insured workers against unemployment
D) workers against unemployment

92. Philosophers are not sure _______ .
A) how can universal peace be secured
B) universal peace can be
C) precisely how universal peace can be secured
D) can universal peace be secured

93. Overexposure to the sun ________ .
A) more than damage to the skin
B) damage to the skin
C) can produce damage to the skin
D) more damage to the skin

94. Antarctica is larger ________ , but it has no native human population.
A) with some countries
B) Europe and Australia put together
C) from Europe or Australia
D) than Europe or Australia

95. ________ paper was first used by the Chinese.
A) That the belief B) The belief that
C) To believe that D) It is believed that

96. Gold is the preferred choice of jewelry makers ________
indestructible.
A) since it is B) it is C) because of D) insofar as

97. ________ growing awareness of social ills, the philosophers wrote
increasingly more to warn people.
A) A B) When a C) Because her D) Due to her

98. ________ categorized as lipids.
A) Fats and also oils B) While fats and oils
C) Fats and oils are D) Fats and oils

99. The overwhelming majority of people who ________ in the rescue
operations were volunteers.
A) they served B) did they serve
C) serving D) served

100. ________ is found in many kinds of fruits and vegetables.
A) Vitamin C B) That vitamin C
C) It is latex vitamin C D) Because vitamin C
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TEST  9
1. They asked a lot of questions ________ his job.

A) about B) of C) for D) on

2. They need some gas. They’re looking ________ a gas station.
A) for B) to C) from D) at

3. She was ________ Paris last month.
A) to B) at C) in D) from

4. There’s park across the street ________ the hospital.
A) of B) from C) to D) for

5. He has an apartment ________ Maple Street.
A) at B) on C) into D) between

6. There aren’t any pictures ________ the wall.
A) to B) in C) at D) on

7. He never watches TV ________ Sunday.
A) at B) in C) on D) with

8. I have only been here ________ 1983.
A) for B) by C) since D) in

9. My uncle has not been here ________ the end of May.
A) since B) during C) for D) while

10. I have not seen my best friend ________ nearly a fortnight.
A) ago B) for C) since D) while

11. My brother was ________ all week.
A) at the home B) at home C) in the home D) in home

12. You don’t like hamburgers, ________ ?
A) you don’t B) don’t you C) you do D) do you

13. She likes to exercise, ________ ?
A) does she B) she doesn’t C) doesn’t she D) she does

14. There aren’t any more books, ________ ?
A) are they B) are there C) aren’t there D) aren’t they

15. She’s found her money, ________ ?
A) is she B) hasn’t she C) isn’t she D) has she

16. I’ll be 29 next month, ________ ?
A) am I B) aren’t I C) will I D) won’t I

17. Where are the glasses? ________ on the shelf
A) They’re B) There C) Their D) There are

18. The boys are cleaning ________ shoes.
A) there B) their C) theirs D) them

19. She ________ the bus every day.
A) taking B) takes C) is taking D) take

20. I know it is here ________ .
A) anywhere B) everywhere C) somewhere D) in

21. I can’t find that book ________ .
A) everywhere B) where C) not here D) anywhere

22. That book is not Helen’s. It is ________ .
A) her B) my C) his D) them

23. Is there ________ on the meat?
A) anybody B) anything C) somebody D) thing

24. The ________ house is on Taylor Street .
A) Bill’s B) friend C) Brown’s D) families

25. This is ________ friend.
A) Helen B) Helen’s
C) one of Helen’s D) of Helen’s

26. My friend and ________ went for a walk.
A) me B) my C) mine D) I

27. Maria ________ at home yesterday.
A) is B) were C) was D) went

28. Did she ________ anything strange there?
A) saw B) seeing C) see D) look

29. What has ________ ?
A) he doing B) been done C) it does D) being done

30. They ________ football now.
A) is playing B) plays C) play D) are playing

31. They ________ at the King’s Restaurant last night.
A) eat B) did eat C) eating D) ate

32. He ________ today.
A) are working B) is working C) work D) working

33. Nancy ________ speak French.
A) is B) wants C) want to D) can

34. Peter ________ the dinner although he was ordered to.
A) didn’t prepare B) wasn’t prepared
C) had to be prepared D) should have been prepared

35. A: Does Anne like music?
B: Yes, she ________ .
A) do B) likes C) does D) does like

36. He ________ at that office for a  long  time.
A) works B) is working
C) has been working D) working

37. Mary has been ________ English for three years.
A) studied B) study C) studying D) to study

38. I ________ go shopping tomorrow.
A) am B) may C) want D) think

39. A man who is very healthy ________ to see a doctor frequently.
A) should go B) doesn’t have C) ought D) has

40. Unfortunately, I ________ wash the dishes now.
A) can B) like to C) have to D) try to

41. Do they always watch television? Yes, they ________ .
A) watch B) do C) do watch D) does

42. ________ you like to go the movies tonight?
A) How B) Had C) Would D) Why

43. We won’t have ________ apples.
A) much B) any C) some D) few

44. There’s ________ milk in the refrigerator.
A) a little B) a few C) much D) many

45. He doesn’t drink ________ coffee.
A) much B) a little C) some D) many

46. I spent ________ time studying for the test.
A) a lot of B) a few C) not much D) hours

47. There aren’t any glasses on the shelf. There aren’t ________ on the
table, either.
A) some B) a few C) none D) any

48. There are ________ magazines in the living room.
A) any B) a few C) much D) a little

49. She doesn’t have any sugar. She needs ________ .
A) any B) one C) some D) another

50. I’m only going to buy ________ stamps.
A) many B) much C) a few D) a little

51. There wasn’t ________ traffic on that street last night.
A) many B) a lot of C) a little D) much

52. We bought ________ food today.
A) much B) many C) a lot of D) plenty

53. If I ________ a chef, I would make a great meal.
A) am B) was C) were D) had been

54. We ________ to go with him if we can’t get permission.
A) want to be B) won’t be able
C) don’t D) can’t
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55. Leonard won’t come here ________ it rains tomorrow.
A) will B) if C) because D) and

56. If Tom goes ________ movies, he won’t be able to come to dinner.
A) to B) to the C) the D) inside

57. If Anita doesn’t hurry, she ________ be able to finish her paper.
A) won’t B) would C) can D) can’t

58. A: ________ is responsible for all this confusion?
B: It may be Jack.
A) How B) Why C) Who D) Whom

59. A: ________ do you go there?
B: To visit some friends.
A) When B) Why C) What D) Where

60. ________ did Helen eat for breakfast?
A) When B) What C) Where D) Why

61. He hasn’t bought ________ apples.
A) a lot B) any C) much D) some

62. Sarah, what ________ doing?
A) she is B) are C) are you D) is

63. Are there six books on the table?
A) No, five are. B) No, there is.
C) No, there are three. D) No, there are any.

64. A: ________ does she go to work?
B: At nine o’clock.
A) Why B) Where C) When D) How

65. Wind power is both clean ________ .
A) and expensive B) but expensive
C) but expensive also D) cheap

66. Tom will mend the window when ________ home.
A) he come B) does he come
C) he is coming D) he comes

67. Are you making any more cakes?
A) Yes, I do B) Yes, I am
C) Yes, I am doing D) Yes, I am making

68. A: Were you singing when I came in?
B: Yes, I ________ .
A) sang B) was C) were D) did

69. Lately, he has become interested in ________ antiques.
A) collecting B) to collect C) collect D) for collecting

70. I wonder when ________ home.
A) is she coming B) will she come
C) she is coming D) can she come

71. The singer ________ many compliments on her new album.
A) paid B) has been paid
C) being paid D) has been paying

72. He is ________ .
A) artist B) of artist C) an artist D) artistically

73. Gloria is a good dancer. She dances ________ .
A) good B) goodly C) very good D) well

74. We work ________ every day.
A) hard B) hardly C) careful D) good

75. ________ Helen reads in bed.
A) Never B) Seldom C) Sometimes D) Almost

76. You seem ________a jazz fan.
A) liking B) to be C) are D) to himself

77. That man ________ terrible.
A) cooks B) feels C) runs D) works

78. The cookies taste ________ .
A) well B) much C) good D) beautifully

79. ________ bottle in the sink.
A) It has a B) It is C) There’s a D) There are

80. ________ magazines in the closet.
A) They’re B) Their C) There D) There are

81. ________ coffee in the pot.
A) It’s a B) It has C) There’s a D) There’s some

82. A video set is ________ than a television set.
A) more expensive B) expensive
C) most expensive D) the most expensive

83. The yellow car is ________ car in the parking lot.
A) dirtier B) the dirtier C) the dirtiest D) the dirty

84. My hat is different ________ yours.
A) to B) as C) like D) from

85. Barbara doesn’t have a car, ________ she takes the bus to work.
A) as B) because C) then D) so

86. ________ Tom nor his wife has a cold.
A) Neither B) Nor C) Either D) Or

87. We managed to reach our house ________ the road was flooded.
A) whether B) because C) although D) unless

88. He was late, ________ he took a taxi.
A) as B) so C) then D) since

89. Mrs. Simpson will visit ________ Spain or Greece.
A) both B) either C) neither D) between

90. The car is both fast ________ economical.
A) if B) and C) or D) but

91. Gold ________ in many countries.
A) is found B) finds C) has found D) finding

92. Many cameras ________ in Japan.
A) made B) are making C) here D) are made

93. There was a storm. Two trees ________ down.
A) were blowing B) were blown
C) were to blow D) blew

94. The electric light bulb ________ by Thomas Edison.
A) is invented B) was invented
C) invented D) invents

95. Even though construction costs are high, a new hospital ________
next year.
A) will be built B) would be built
C) is built D) builds

96. I don’t know ________ book this is.
A) interesting B) who C) whose D) your

97. This is my friend ________ house is near mine.
A) who lives is B) who is C) whose D) in his

98. Helen is wearing a jacket ________ is red.
A) it B) as red C) that D) such

99. Do you know a good place ________ we can have lunch?
A) somewhere B) where C) anywhere D) there

100. This is the ________ suit I have ever bought.
A) more expensive B) most expensively
C) most expensive D) more expensively
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TEST  10
1. ________ is going to the party.

A) All B) Everyone C) Every D) Some

2. Tom cut ________ while he was shaving this morning.
A) him B) his C) himself D) he

3. The food is on the table. Please help ________ to meat.
A) you B) your C) it D) yourself

4. We came out of the swimming pool and dried ________ carefully.
A) us B) our C) ourselves D) ours

5. Tom and Martha are learning judo so that they can protect ________
if necessary.
A) them B) their C) theirs D) themselves

6. My pen must be ________ but I can’t find it.
A) anywhere B) somewhere C) nowhere D) anything

7. There isn’t ________ at the door.
A) anyone B) someone C) no one D) nobody

8. The government ________ is in danger of falling.
A) itself B) its C) it D) they

9. Mary and Tom ________ the house.
A) is looking B) are looking at
C) is looking at D) are looking

10. Do they live in England?
A) Yes, they live. B) No, they don’t.
C) Yes, they are. D) No, they don’t live

11. What is his sister doing?
A) Read. B) He’s reading.
C) She’s reading D) It’s reading

12. Where is the book?
A) There is. B) It’s here.
C) He’s under the chair. D) There’s one chair.

13. Allan ________ his trip carefully.
A) planning B) had been planning
C) he plans D) has a plan for

14. Bruce ________ driving safely before the accident.
A) hadn’t been B) always C) he was D) wasn’t he

15. We often ________ dinner at six.
A) having B) has C) are having D) have

16. She ________ play tennis yesterday because it was raining.
A) won’t B) always C) couldn’t D) shouldn’t

17. Carlos heard that you ________ in town.
A) are B) been C) were D) gone

18. He promised that they ________ the following Saturday.
A) come B) shall come C) would come D) are coming

19. The tree is ________ the door.
A) between B) in front C) beside D) next

20. Tom is in front of Helen. Helen is ________ Tom.
A) beside B) behind C) before D) between

21. She flew ________ high mountains.
A) over B) under C) in D) at

22. She looks ________ an actress.
A) as B) as if C) like D) as though

23. Paula hurried ________ station.
A) into B) as if C) to the D) as through

24. She’s thinking ________ her house.
A) to sell B) of selling C) on selling D) she sell

25. I’m interested ________ getting a job at the airport.
A) for B) in C) about D) to

26. Peter received a letter ________ France yesterday.
A) to B) by C) of D) from

27. There are some good restaurants ________ our little town.
A) at B) for C) in D) from

28. She drives her husband ________ work.
A) to B) with C) at D) in

29. My friends ________ to play tennis.
A) like B) wants C) can D) likes

30. Do you know where ________ a passport?
A) get me B) can get me C) to get D) get

31. She’s asking ________ some questions.
A) them B) to them C) for them D) of them

32. She will make dinner when she ________ home.
A) gets B) gets to C) will get D) is getting

33. They went ________ after school.
A) to home B) at home C) home D) to the home

34. You are the ________ person I’ve ever known.
A) luckier B) more lucky C) too lucky D) luckiest

35. She prefers playing cards ________ television.
A) than watch B) to watch C) to watching D) than watching

36. They work in the ________ building in Istanbul.
A) modern B) too modern
C) more modern D) most modern

37. He wasn’t ________ to carry the case by himself.
A) too strong B) strong enough
C) so strong D) as strong

38. Is Helen ________ Kate?
A) taller B) so tall as C) as tall as D) tall than

39. Please tell me where ________ .
A) does Peter live B) Peter live
C) Peter lives D) Peter does live

40. Where ________ yesterday?
A) was you B) have you been
C) did you D) were you

41. How ________ to the station from here?
A) to go B) do you go C) do one go D) go we

42. Where ________ .
A) Ali works? B) works Ali?
C) does Ali work? D) Ali is working?

43. What’s that man?
A) He’s Tom. B) It’s Tom C) Yes, it’s Tom D) He’s a pilot

44. Do you dance or draw?
A) I’m dancing but drawing. B) I’m dancing, but I not drawing.
C) I dance, but I don’t draw. D) I dance, but I am not drawing.

45. If Mr. White ________ mayor, he will save the city park.
A) will become B) becomes C) is becoming D) became

46. They ________ raise animals if they lived on a farm.
A) shall B) should C) can D) could

47. If he had more time, he ________ take piano lessons.
A) can B) will C) would D) may

48. If I were you, I ________ take the bus.
A) shall B) can C) will D) would

49. They will work overtime if they ________ for it.
A) get paid B) will get paid
C) would get paid D) have gotten paid

50. We expect them ________ at nine o’clock.
A) are coming B) come C) to come D) will come

51. In cold countries people wear thick clothes ________ warm.
A) for keeping B) for to keep C) to keep D) keep

52. The movie ________ interesting at the end.
A) goes B) gets C) sees D) stops
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53. The flowers smell ________ .
A) much B) very much C) good D) well

54. The theater seems ________ small for all the people.
A) to B) to be too C) it’s to D) too much

55. Jean enjoys jogging and ________ .
A) to swim B) a swim C) swimming D) swim

56. Edmond enjoys hiking and ________ .
A) to camp B) to climb mountains
C) fishing D) a fish

57. Tomorrow I’ll go to the library ________ .
A) and study B) for studying
C) and studying D) reading

58. The cake is delicious, but I can’t eat ________ more.
A) some B) no C) any D) nothing

59. ________ people take the bus.
A) Much B) A little C) A lot of D) Any

60. They don’t have ________ clothes.
A) much B) some C) few D) many

61. There wasn’t ________ traffic on that street last night.
A) many B) some C) a little D) much

62. He has spent a large ________ of money on his new house.
A) deal B) amount C) number D) place

63. Helen has answered ________ questions.
A) the more B) very much C) any D) a few

64. America ________ by Christopher Columbus in 1492.
A) was here B) found
C) was discovered D) had ships

65. The computer ________ guaranteed by the company.
A) is B) are C) it’s D) aren’t

66. These houses ________ by settlers many yeas ago.
A) are made B) were built C) built D) made

67. Where is the girl ________ saw the accident?
A) whom B) _ C) she D) who

68. This is the watch ________ does not work properly.
A) who B) that C) it D) _

69. You didn’t lose your watch, ________ ?
A) did you B) it’s lost C) didn’t you D) either

70. Linda was studying last night, ________ ?
A) wasn’t she B) she wasn’t C) she was D) did she

71. You didn’t mind waiting for us, ________ ?
A) haven’t you B) aren’t you C) don’t you D) did you

72. You didn’t like our new computer, ________ ?
A) didn’t you B) you didn’t C) you did D) did you

73. Helen and Tom were both excited about the project, ________ ?
A) were they B) weren’t they C) they were D) she was

74. Roberta wasn’t in class today, ________ ?
A) wasn’t she B) was she C) weren’t they D) very much

75. Jimmy isn’t ________ to go out alone.
A) very old B) enough old C) old enough D) old for

76. Last week Tom ________ his leg.
A) falls and breaks B) fallen and broken
C) fell and broke D) fell and has broken

77. ________ clever baby!
A) What B) How C) What a D) How a

78. Tell ________ back tomorrow.
A) Martha to come B) Martha come
C) to Martha to come D) to Martha come

79. At the post office he asked ________ .
A) stamps B) some stamps
C) four stamps D) for stamps

80. I’ve just finished ________ my shopping.
A) to make B) doing C) to do D) to

81. Do you know where ________ ?
A) is the hotel B) can I find the hotel
C) was the hotel D) the hotel is

82. The telephone rang ________ I was going out of the house.
A) just B) just as C) even if D) even

83. Peter isn’t very tall. ________ is John.
A) So B) Neither C) Too D) Short

84. They don’t have much free time. Neither ________ .
A) do we have B) do we C) we do D) are we

85. She is hungry, and ________ am I.
A) so B) nor C) neither D) too

86. This is the restaurant ________ we used to eat.
A) which B) where C) that D) when

87. Many people ________ Mohammed Ali is the greatest boxer of all
times.
A) are believing B) believe
C) do believe D) like

88. There ________ news tonight.
A) are not many B) is not much
C) are not much D) is not many

89. Albert is hungry. He ________ to have dinner now.
A) can B) want C) wants D) likes

90. Please call Gloria when you ________ home.
A) get B) will get C) get to D) are getting

91. May I ask a favor ________ you?
A) of B) from C) for D) to

92. We are going ________ a party tomorrow.
A) to have B) to go C) having D) to go

93. Betty couldn’t help ________ when Oscar fell down.
A) the laugh B) to laugh C) at laughing D) laughing

94. He took a shower before ________ dressed.
A) he gets B) to get C) getting D) he has gotten

95. I enjoy ________ music.
A) listen to B) listening C) listening to D) to listen to

96. Would you mind ________ the window?
A) open B) to open C) opening D) opened

97. The doctor made me ________ in bed for a week.
A) staying B) to stay C) stayed D) stay

98. I don’t mind ________ for you.
A) to wait B) waiting C) to waiting D) wait

99. I can’t stand ________ the bus to work.
A) riding B) ride C) the ride D) sitting

100. Sam likes to ________ on the weekends.
A) go fish B) go to fish C) go fishing D) do fishing
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TEST  11
1. ________ people don’t know what the weather is like in other

countries.
A) The most B) Most of C) Most D) A great

2. Our government spends ________ money on schools.
A) much B) many C) a lot of D) a great

3. We did ________ exercises yesterday without making ________
mistakes.
A) some / any B) some / some C) some / no D) any / some

4. The boys ate ________ sandwiches, but they didn’t drink ________
milk at all.
A) some / no B) any / no C) some / any D) some / some

5. That man never does ________ work
A) some B) any C) anything D) something

6. They have ________ butter.
A) some B) any C) a D) one

7. They don’t know ________ people in Florida.
A) much B) some C) a few D) many

8. ________ the volcanoes in Japan are active.
A) However, of B) Several of C) Few D) There are

9. The animal was hiding ________ a tree.
A) in front of B) behind C) next to D) with

10. ________ my friends live near me.
A) Most B) Most of C) Of D) Five

11. Helen works ________ a large office.
A) on B) in C) at D) for

12. My friends leads ________ a very easy life.
A) with B) in C) _ D) to

13. A lot of students were standing ________ a queue.
A) in B) on C) at D) with

14. The women are not interested ________ the demonstration in the
park.
A) on B) to C) for D) in

15. The party will start ________ Sunday.
A) 8 o’clock at B) 8 o’clock C) on 8 o’clock D) at 8 o’clock on

16. An old car was parked ________ the house.
A) front of B) at the front C) in front of D) in front

17. He takes good care ________ his motorcycle.
A) for B) of C) to D) with

18. A: Is this ________ book you were telling me about?
B: Yes, it is about ________ life of Queen Victoria.
A) _ / _ B) the / the C) a / a D) a / the

19. The whale is ________ of all living mammals.
A) the largest B) largest
C) the largest which is D) larger than

20. Tom plays tennis well, but he’s not very good ________ basketball.
A) in B) at C) on D) for

21. I never ________ coffee.
A) drink B) am drinking
C) from a cup of D) drink like that coffee

22. Barbara and Tony ________ to the beach last Sunday.
A) was B) went C) go D) were

23. Don’t forget to give him the message when you ________ him.
A) see B) will see C) have seen D) are seeing

24. Did Anne wash the dishes? Yes, she ________ .
A) did B) did wash C) is washing D) washed

25. Did they have dinner at home? No, they ________ .
A) didn’t have B) have not C) didn’t D) don’t

26. We ________ a good movie last week.
A) saw B) have seen C) were seeing D) see

27. Have you been to the post office? Yes, I ________ .
A) did B) have C) want D) was

28. Nancy ________ to play tennis tomorrow.
A) goes B) is going C) will like D) likes

29. They ________ to the park yet.
A) didn’t go B) have gone C) haven’t gone D) don’t go

30. They ________ the dishes when she left.
A) was washing B) were washing
C) are washing D) have washed

31. He’s taking ________ some chocolates.
A) her B) to her C) hers D) she

32. She doesn’t know ________ about sports.
A) anything B) something C) nothing D) none

33. Albert has a good radio. He doesn’t need ________ .
A) other one B) any C) some D) another one

34. A: Whose is that?
B: It’s ________ .
A) my B) ours C) of Tom D) my sisters.

35. I didn’t call the police. My son didn’t call ________ .
A) them, either B) them, too
C) him, either D) him, too

36. Both of those men are tall. ________ of them is short.
A) None B) Neither C) Any D) Some

37. The girls are washing ________ clothes.
A) there B) theirs C) their D) them

38. Marie has two radios. ________ of them are good.
A) Some B) Any C) Both D) One

39. Albert likes Linda. He brought ________ a bar of chocolate yesterday.
A) for her B) hers C) to her D) her

40. I don’t know ________ at the bank.
A) anyone B) any person C) someone D) nobody

41. You’d better take your umbrella. It ________ rain.
A) might B) must C) can D) would

42. He ________ play basketball in high school.
A) use to B) used to C) like to D) always

43. Linda ________ go to the market today.
A) have to B) has to C) need to D) likes to

44. Mr. Brown works very hard. He ________ relax more.
A) likes to B) would C) shall D) should

45. Last year Mr. Taylor ________ work 60 hours a week.
A) must B) had to C) would D) has to

46. I’m not used to ________ early.
A) get up B) getting up C) I get up D) be getting up

47. We would have to sign a lease, ________ ?
A) do we B) wouldn’t we C) haven’t we D) hadn’t we

48. He’ll have to stay home if he ________ to the bank.
A) can’t go B) can’t C) been going D) won’t go

49. ________ children went on the flight.
A) All of B) Them C) One of D) Both

50. I ________ rather go shopping tomorrow. I have a lot of work today.
A) would B) can C) much D) will

51. If the projector ________ , we won’t be able to see the movie.
A) doesn’t workB) worked C) didn’t work D) wasn’t work

52. If people ________ , he will feel bad.
A) will laugh B) wouldn’t laughed
C) laugh D) would laugh

53. If I had a car, I ________ to the theater.
A) drive B) would drive C) would drove D) drives
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54. If they stand up, we ________ see the screen.
A) doesn’t B) won’t be able to
C) haven’t to D) aren’t

55. If my car ________ start, I will be late.
A) didn’t B) doesn’t C) don’t D) did

56. I would come if I ________ enough time.
A) had B) have C) will have D) can have

57. He would feel better if he ________ more sleep.
A) got B) gets C) will get D) has gotten

58. You will succeed if you ________ .
A) are trying B) will try
C) try D) are going to try

59. ________ long books are interesting.
A) Many B) Many of C) Many the D) Of

60. ________ charming person she is!
A) What B) How C) That D) What a

61. ________ people came than I expected.
A) Other B) Fewer C) Another D) Few

62. I don’t know where ________ .
A) is the post-office B) has the post-office
C) the post-office D) the post-office is

63. Tom sat near the fire ________ .
A) to get warm B) for to get warm
C) for getting warm D) get warm

64. She came ________ because her car had broken down.
A) to walk B) walk C) by foot D) on foot

65. She is very fond ________ modern art.
A) in B) of C) with D) at

66. I find English spelling ________ .
A) it is difficult B) is difficult C) be difficult D) difficult

67. It is not easy ________ me to tell you what happened.
A) of B) for C) to D) from

68. The film has finished, and the people ________ home.
A) went B) have gone C) were going D) going

69. She felt ill after ________ the food.
A) eat B) eating C) to eat D) eaten

70. I saw somebody ________ towards your house.
A) going B) went C) gone D) to go

71. ________ his experiments, Faraday made an important discovery.
A) While B) During C) Since D) For

72. Tom is ________ Helen.
A) as tall than B) as tall as C) so tall as D) so tall than

73. A dozen is ________ twenty.
A) almost the same as B) half as much as
C) much more than D) less than

74. I felt ill on Saturday, but I felt ________ on Sunday.
A) worse B) badly C) worst D) _

75. Are you interested in ________ a watch?
A) by B) for C) buying D) to buy

76. I hope everyone in your family is ________ good health.
A) in B) for C) at D) on

77. Our visitor will arrive ________ the airport soon after midnight.
A) in B) at C) on D) over

78. How long have you been working ________ hospital?
A) this B) that C) at the D) next door the

79. It is not always easy to pass thread ________ the eye of a needle.
A) from B) to C) through D) in

80. We stepped ________ the house ________ the garden.
A) from / to B) out of / into C) out of / for D) _  / into

81. I lost my keys ________ I was playing football.
A) during B) while C) because of D) for

82. ________ does she take the bus? Because she doesn’t have a car.
A) Why B) Where C) When D) How

83. I don’t need ________ money.
A) no other B) another C) any D) any other

84. How much money ________ in the bank?
A) he has got B) has he got C) he had D) he did

85. There isn’t ________ water left, so we can’t make tea.
A) some B) a little C) any D) more

86. How ________ men work for Mr. White?
A) much B) a lot of C) hard D) many

87. How ________ do you earn a month?
A) many B) hard C) often D) much

88. ________ some paper on the desk.
A) It has B) There are C) They’re D) There’s

89. A living room is usually ________ than the kitchen.
A) bigger B) the bigger C) biggest D) very big

90. This is an old photograph of me when I ________ .
A) was having short hair B) have short hair
C) have had D) had short hair

91. A: What is your new partner like?
B: She ________ .
A) likes football B) is like any other partner
C) likes almost nothing D) is tall and slender

92. ________ is heavier, a kilo of gold or a kilo of feather?
A) What B) Which C) How much D) Who

93. ________ is the highest mountain in the world?
A) What B) Which C) Who D) How

94. ________ is the price of this blouse?
A) What B) Who C) How D) Which

95. ________ lives in that old house?
A) What B) Who C) Which D) How

96. ________ shall I give you, tea or lemonade?
A) Where B) How C) What D) Why

97. The rescue team ________ in the region hit by the recent earthquake
last week.
A) are B) were C) was D) went

98. We ________ to London last Monday.
A) can drive B) will drive C) drove D) had driven

99. I will probably work ________ six.
A) for B) under C) by D) until

100. ________ the time Mr. Brown is sixty, he will have completed more
than ten detective novels forty years.
A) When B) Until C) Over D) By
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TEST  12
1. ________ is the climate like in your country?

A) What B) Which C) Where D) How

2. ________ of these students studies hard?
A) What B) How C) Which D) Who

3. She will come at 7 o’clock ________ evening.
A) of this B) on this C) this D) at this

4. A: Are my shoes in the box?
B: No, there ________ in the box.
A) isn’t anything B) isn’t nothing
C) aren’t things D) isn’t any

5. Alice is ________ as the boys.
A) too strong B) so strong C) as strong D) also strong

6. I never eat potatoes, and ________.
A) so doesn’t Tom B) neither does Tom
C) neither is Tom D) neither Tom does

7. What ________ on Sundays?
A) Ali usually does B) does Ali usually do
C) does Ali usually D) usually does Ali do

8. ________ lovely food!
A) Which B) How C) What D) Where

9. I think there are ________ in the garden.
A) nobody B) someone C) some people D) anybody

10. This is ________.
A) the question thirty B) the question thirteenth
C) question thirty D) thirteen question

11. The sun came ________ the windows.
A) out of B) into C) with D) through

12. The old man came ________ the stairs.
A) out of B) through C) down D) off

13. In Britain people drive ________ the left.
A) on B) in C) at D) _

14. The distance ______ Ankara ______ Bursa is five hundred kilometers.
A) from / to B) to / to C) _ / from D) from / _

15. You may write ________ a pencil or a pen.
A) with B) for C) in D) from

16. Subtract two ________ ten.
A) under B) out of C) than D) from

17. Mt. Everest is a little ________ 29,000 feet high.
A) over B) than C) above D) for

18. Many women are afraid ________ mice.
A) with B) of C) from D) than

19. There is a big difference ________ a cheap watch and an expensive
one.
A) with B) than C) from D) between

20. Tom was really delighted ________ your gift.
A) with B) for C) about D) in

21. Wallace wasn’t very careful when he drove the car, ________ ?
A) wasn’t he B) did he C) didn’t he D) was he

22. She didn’t tell Robert where her wife was, ________ ?
A) wasn’t she B) did she C) didn’t she D) was she

23. Your friends aren’t given any chance, ________ ?
A) do they B) aren’t they C) haven’t they D) are they

24. Linda is thirsty. She wants ________ glass of milk.
A) other B) some C) any D) another

25. I want to give my brother ________ for his birthday.
A) a thing B) anything C) something D) any

26. Is that umbrella ________ ?
A) you B) to you C) your D) yours

27. We bought a lamp for Mr. Pools. We gave it ________ last night.
A) him B) to him C) his D) for him

28. Don’t talk ________ .
A) him B) he C) to him D) at him

29. A: Whose car is that?
B: It’s ________ .
A) to her B) hers C) her D) Mrs. Jacobs

30. A: Whose is this?
B: ________ .
A) His B) He’s C) It’s D) It is

31. There isn’t ________ in the restaurant.
A) any people B) any persons C) anybody D) nobody

32. A: Have you got any apples?
B: Yes, I’ve got ________ .
A) a small B) one small
C) two small ones D) two small

33. ________ don’t like red wine.
A) Some people B) Any people
C) Somebody D) Anybody

34. I can hardly see ________ without my glasses.
A) anything B) something C) nothing D) nowhere

35. The Nelsons enjoyed ________ on their vacation.
A) themselves B) yourselves C) yourself D) ourselves

36. Mrs. Baker is fond of her students. She’s giving ________ some
candy.
A) to them B) them C) they D) for them

37. My sister called last week. I haven’t spoken ________ since.
A) him B) she C) her D) to her

38. Is this typewriter ________ ?
A) your B) yours C) to you D) you

39. He ________ in the heavy rain and came home dripping wet.
A) was caught B) caught C) catch D) have caught

40. She has ________ strange in her handbag.
A) something B) some things C) a thing D) anything

41. She’s telling ________ an amusing story.
A) they B) them C) to them D) their

42. All of the students did ________ homework.
A) his B) her C) its D) their

43. I imagine ________ to have Italian ancestors.
A) she B) his C) her D) their

44. When I returned home, my father asked me where I ________ .
A) was B) had been C) have been D) went

45. Tom has just left for San Francisco. By six o’clock tomorrow he
________ New York.
A) will have reached B) will reach
C) reaches D) has reached

46. My brother told me that he ________ the letter.
A) has posted B) will post C) had posted D) is posting

47. You can go home if you ________ your work.
A) are finishing B) finished
C) will finish D) have finished

48. When I arrived home at 7 o’clock, I was very surprised. Everybody
________  out.
A) were B) has gone C) had gone D) is

49. He is sad because he ________ some money.
A) lost B) had lost C) has lost D) was lost

50. Mohammed Ali ________ his first world title fight in 1960.
A) has won B) is winning C) was winning D) won

51. Water ________ at a temperature of 1000 C.
A) is boiling B) boils C) boiled D) boil
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52. In cold climates people ________ sitting in the sun.
A) like B) likes C) are liking D) do like

53. I was doing the shopping while you ________ tennis.
A) played B) were playing
C) have played D) have been playing

54. We ________ television when a bird flew into the room.
A) was watching B) were watching
C) looked at D) saw

55. Do they often go to the beach? Yes, they ________ .
A) do B) go C) do go D) are going

56. Does Albert have any new magazines? No, he ________ .
A) does B) doesn’t C) has D) don’t

57. He didn’t understand me ________ I spoke to him slowly and clearly.
A) although B) however C) since D) because

58. ________ you open the window please?
A) Could B) Shall C) Should D) Must

59. She would rather read ________ listen to the radio.
A) than B) to C) or D) and

60. You look hungry. ________ you like a sandwich?
A) Will B) Would C) Do D) can

61. Professor Perkins ________ teach at your school.
A) has B) use to C) is used to D) used to

62. ________ to drive a bulldozer?
A) Are you using B) Did you use
C) Do you use D) Have you used

63. He ________ to go to college in his own hometown.
A) uses B) use C) used D) had used

64. Our suitcases ________ examined before anybody said anything.
A) have been B) is being C) can’t D) had been

65. Let’s drive ________ , shall we?
A) to downtown B) at downtown
C) up downtown D) downtown

66. The theater is located ______.
A) downtown B) to downtown
C) in downtown D) into downtown

67. The guests are ______.
A) in upstairs B) at door
C) in the living-room D) downstairs

68. You can find many stores ______ of town.
A) in center B) the center C) in the center D) center

69. The fish moved ______ and silently through the water.
A) swimming B) rapid C) to swim D) quickly

70. ______ countries waged a war against poverty
A) Both of B) Both C) None of D) None

71. The whale ______ as a fish, but it is actually a mammal.
A) regards B) is regarded
C) regarded D) which has been regarded

72. The Empire State Building is different ______ the Parliament Building
in Brasilia.
A) between B) from C) to D) for

73. The American pyramids are in some ways similar ______ the Egyptian
pyramids.
A) between B) from C) to D) for

74. He was ______ than I was at playing chess.
A) good B) better C)the best D) best

75. Martha has been watching television, and ______.
A) Ralph has too B) Ralph hasn’t either
C) so does Palph D) neither has Ralph

76. Jack finished the assignment quickly and ______.
A) correctly B) correct C) rapid D) hardly

77. Frank likes singing and ______.
A) to dance B) a dance C) dance D) dancing

78. Harvey’s new story is both short ______ interesting.
A) but B) nor C) and D) it,s

79. A: Why don’t you call Rita?
B:  I ______ call her a few minutes ago, but her phone was busy.
A) am B) do C) will D) did

80. Neither Jake ______ Diana can speak Japanese.
A) and B) or C) nor D) if

81. Many adult students of English wish they ______ their language
studies earlier.
A) would start B) started
C) would have started D) had started

82. Did they tell you whether or not they ______ there at 10 o’clock?
A) would be B) were gone C) will go D) can go

83. They’ll work on the problem ______ they solve it.
A) why B) by C) until D) that

84. Have you ever thought ______ psychology?
A) studied B) to study C) of studying D) have studied

85. Tina was afraid of ______ home by herself.
A) gone B) going C) go___ D) goes

86. I look forward ______ you soon.
A) of visiting B) to visiting C) to visit D) will visit

87. Before ______ to the meeting, Harry was at his office.
A) to come B) comes C) came D) coming

88. Have you met the new secretary ______ last week?
A) hired B) she was hired
C) was hired D) when she was hired

89. ______ of the students gave their views on the subject.
A) Each B) Neither C) All D) One

90. Neither Nancy nor Lorna remembered to bring ______ camera.
A) their B) neither C) them D) her

91. I fell and hurt ______ .
A) himself B) myself C) me D) ourselves

92. You didn’t damage car, ______ ?
A) I hope B) didn’t it C) you accident D) did you

93. ______ of the students did well on their test.
A) Each B) Either C) Neither D) Most

94. Before I woke up, the burglars ______ most of my possessions.
A) have taken B) had taken C) were taking D) will take

95. Thomas ______ his vacation for several months.
A) planning B) had been planning
C) is planning D) been planning for

96. The dog ______ bit me wasn’t mad, fortunately.
A) that B) who C) whom D) _

97. Tell me about the differences ______ this city and the one you come
from.
A) of B) than C) between D) from

98. There are many differences ______ the styles of these two writers.
A) between B) from C) to D) for

99. It was nice ______ to remember my mother’s birthday.
A) don’t forget B) a present C) for D) of you

100. The child grew ______ when his father entered the room.
A) silent B) silently C) happily D) up
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TEST  13
1. Her husband is ill in _____ hospital, so she has to stay at _____

home to look after _____ children instead of going to work.
A) __ / __ / __ C) the / the / the
B) __ / the / the D) __ / __ / the

2. Because _____ sun was so strong, they decided to sleep during
_____ day and travel by _____ night.
A) the / the / __ C) the / the / the
B) the / __ / __ D) __ / __ / __

3. Here is a picture of _____ village where I was born. It is about ten
minutes by _____ car from Wellington, _____ big town.
A) the / __ / a B) the / the / __
B) __ / the / __ D) the / __ / __

4. The two kinds of _____ dog that I detest most are _____ snow dogs
and _____ lap dogs.
A) the / __ / __ C) __ / __ / __
B) __ / the / the__ D) the / __ / __

5. Do you think that I could ever learn to speak _____ Japanese _____
way _____ Japanese speak it?
A) __ / the / the__ C) __ / __ / __
B) the / the / the__ D) __ / the / __

6. This is _____ toughest steak I have eaten. It is _____ last time I eat in
this restaurant.
A) __/__ C) __ / the B) the / __ D) the / the

7. I would like _____ there yesterday.
A) being C) to have been
B) having to be D) to be

8. I can’t find my sister. Do you know _____?
A) where is she B) where she is
C) somewhere she is D) is she anywhere

9. Mr. Green has a _____ vacation.
A) two weeks B) two-week’s
C) two weeks’ D) two-week

10. Have you heard _____ weather forecast?
A) yesterday B) tomorrow’s C) for today’s D) next week

11. She ran in a _____ race.
A) ten kilometer B) ten-kilometer
C) ten kilometer’s D) ten-kilometers

12. _____ weather will be great.
A) Tomorrow B) Yesterday’s C) Yesterday D) Tomorrow’s

13. I wish my car _____ make so much noise.
A) won’t B) can’t C) didn’t D) doesn’t

14. “Are you leaving, Sam?” asked Mabel.
She asked Sam if he _____.
A) is leaving B) leaves C) was leaving D) would leave

15. Alice said that _____.
A) I’m at my office B) she was at her office
C) I’m at her office D) you have been at your office

16. Jack _____ to Tom.
A) says that he had spoken B) said that he had spoken
C) say that he speaks D) had spoken that he will say

17. “How have you been, Mona?” asked Fred.
He asked Mona how _____.
A) she was B) she had been
C) was she D) had she been

18. He hoped that they _____ that question.
A) don’t ask B) will ask C) would ask D) can’t ask

19. The new system is more productive and _____.
A) cheap B) less dangerously
C) less expensive D) costing less

20. It was foolish _____ your advice.
A) to be forgotten B) for her forgetting
C) of her to forget D) to listen

21. She gave me a very nice book _____.
A) reading B) read C) to read D) will read

22. He can climb trees _____ a monkey.
A) as though B) like C) as D) as if

23. _____ poverty in the world.
A) There are always B) It has always
C) It has always been D) There has always been

24. _____ the children for me while I’m out.
A) Look after B) Take care C) Look at D) Care

25. Robert seems _____ ready.
A) it is B) to be C) being D) of being

26. He was working at the office when the telegram _____.
A) was arriving B) has arrived C) arrived D) arrives

27. This is the first time I _____ tennis this month.
A) play B) have played C) was playing D) played

28. Tom _____ carefully when he had the accident.
A) hadn’t been driving B) hadn,t been
C) drives D) driving very

29. The Browns family _____ about moving for several months.
A) thinking B) had been thinking
C) been thinking D) are thinking

30. We _____ for only a few minutes before you came.
A) will wait B) have to wait
C) have been waiting D) had been waiting

31. Julia _____ our visit.
A) hadn’t been expecting B) was very surprised
C) hadn,t been to expect D) had expected for

32. Tom: Have you seen that film?
Bob: Yes, I have.
Tom: When?
Bob: I _____ it a week ago.
A) would see B) had seen C) saw D) have seen

33. He _____ the rent last Friday.
A) pays B) has paid C) was paying D) paid

34. Has Nick finished his work yet? Yes, he _____ half an hour ago.
A) has finished B) had finished C) was finishing D) finished

35. At eight o’clock last night I _____ a book.
A) was reading B) have read C) read D) am reading

36. They would have gone home if we _____ here.
A) aren’t B) won’t be C) hadn’t been D) are

37. If Bruce had been careful, he _____ had an accident.
A) has B) have C) wouldn’t D) wouldn’t have

38. Wilma _____ called if she had forgotten her keys.
A) had B) was C) would D) would have

39. If they _____ harder, they would succeed.
A) could try B) try C) tried D) had tried

40. If Bruce ____ to a small country, his vacation would have been better.
A) went B) have gone C) has gone D) had gone

41. If I _____ a politician, I would never tell lies.
A) was B) were C) am D) cooked

42. _____ been made?
A) Have the arrangements B) When the invitations
B) The urgent steps D) A good salary was

43. “The letter _____ last week”, Lola said.
A) is sent B) was sent C) will be sent D) sent

44. When the door _____ Frank was very surprised.
A) opens B) is opened C) was opened D) shuts

45. I’m teaching _____ to speak English.
A) himself B) yourself C) us D) myself

46. The work had _____ under extremely difficult conditions.
A) for them B) completed C) to be done D) slightly

47. Traffic was bad because the highway _____ repaired.
A) will be B) was being C) is D) being

48. _____ mountains that we climbed were high.
A) All B) All of C) Of the D) All of the

49. Do you know the man _____ lives across the street?
A) which B) there C) who D) what
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50. I know a man _____ wife is a taxi driver.
A) who’s B) his C) the D) whose

51. A special computer had _____ for use in space.
A) to be B) to be designed
C) been used D) developed

52. Jack’s always reading books. He _____ like to read.
A) will B) must C) would D) can

53. He _____ buy a car so he could drive to work.
A) has to B) has had to C) will have to D) had to

54. The phone is ringing. _____ I answer it?
A) Will B) Would C) Shall D) Won’t

55. They _____ rather see a larger apartment.
A) had B) have C) would D) will

56. When _____ the best time to call?
A) it is B) they would C) have you D) would be

57. Tom hasn’t been working here since he came to Turkey, _____ ?
A) did he B) has he C) didn’t he D) hasn’t he

58. Coffee beans are picked by hand and then _____.
A) drying B) dried
C) which are dried D) by drying

59. Ray and Ida were not at work today, _____ ?
A) weren’t they B) they were C) they weren’t D) were they

60. Ramon and Jorge weren’t angry, _____ ?
A) have they been B) did they
C) have they D) were they

61. The European countries didn’t stop the war, _____ ?
A) could they B) did they C) would they D) didn’t they

62. Sandy likes the green dress. She’s _____ now.
A) trying for it. B) trying it on
C) trying them on D) trying on it

63. We were at the train station _____ meet our father.
A) to B) for C) in D) on

64. Albert has gone to the market _____ some eggs.
A) for buying B) for buy C) to buy D) buy

65. It’s no use _____. Nobody will take any notice of you.
A) you complain B) complaining
C) to complain D) complain

66. Isn’t it about time _____ taking life seriously?
A) you started B) starting C) you start D) start

67. I’d rather _____ in tonight. There is too much pollution outside.
A) stay B) to stay C) staying D) stayed

68. There’s no point _____ with him.
A) to argue B) you argue C) in arguing D) of arguing

69. _____ you stop that noise or I will.
A) Either B) If C) Or D) Rather

70. _____ Gordon or Sam will help you.
A) Both B) Because C) Either D) Neither

71. _____ you leave now, or you’ll miss the bus.
A) Neither B) Nor C) Either D) Or

72. _____ the child nor her mother could play the violin.
A) Either B) Although C) Both D) Neither

73. Neither of the boys brought _____ lunch.
A) his B) its C) their D) he

74. Each of the countries sent _____ representative to the international
conference.
A) their B) its C) some D) official

75. Please tell us about some of the dangers a detective _____ to face in
his work.
A) will B) can C) has D) have

76. His choice of words _____ very good.
A) is B) are C) will D) being

77. _____ does Helen behave foolishly.
A) Always B) Sometimes C) Usually D) Never

78. _____ to become a film star.
A) Every child want B) Not every child wants
C) Not every child want D) Not children want

79. Next month you _____.
A) will be as old as I am B) will be so old as I am
C) will be very old as me D) will be so old as me

80. They need some envelopes. They don’t have _____ left.
A) some B) any C) a few D) much

81. She runs _____ than her brother.
A) faster B) fastest C) as fast D) more fast

82. Ships are fun, but _____ to travel by plane.
A) also faster B) they were faster
C) it is faster D) they aren’t as fast as

83. Peter’s essay was different _____ Paul’s.
A) between B) to C) for D) from

84. They live _____ than we do.
A) comfortable B) more comfortably
C) comfortably D) very comfortably

85. She isn’t _____ to run a big business.
A) so old B) enough old C) very old D) old enough

86. Men _____ work is good receive high wages.
A) whom B) who C) whose D) of whom

87. Children _____ behavior is bad may be punished.
A) who B) of whom C) whom D) whose

88. Is that the man _____ sells newspapers?
A) who is known B) that is sometimes
C) whose brother I know D) who

89. Now that I’ve bought a car, I _____ walk to work.
A) mustn’t B) must C) needn’t D) hadn’t

90. They are giving away _____ of their old furniture.
A) any B) many C) few D) some

91. The author still works hard, but not quite as _____ as he used to.
A) hardly B) — C) hard D) more

92. The film was _____ boring that we walked out in the middle.
A) such B) so C) too D) because

93. He drove so _____ that he lost his job.
A) badly B) quick C) cowardly D) worse

94. After _____ , I washed my face.
A) got up B) getting up C) can get up D) gotten up

95. How _____ from Leeds to Liverpool?
A) far is there B) far is it C) long is there D) long is it

96. Don’t you think he’s still _____ young to stay out so late?
A) enough B) very much C) far too D) extremely

97. Jimmy took a book from the shelf a few minutes ago. He’s putting
_____ now.
A) it on B) back it C) it back D) them back

98. Tom has never been to Turkey. _____ .
A) Neither is Helen B) Nor is Helen
C) Neither has Helen D) Helen isn’t, either

99. It would be polite _____ to write and thank Martha for the gift.
A) your letter B) of you
C) of you a letter D) a short letter

100. It was good _____ to return my tools.
A) for you B) about you C) of you D) you come
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TEST  14
1. _____English people are forever complaining about _____ weather,

but in fact, ____ British Isles have a reasonable climate on the whole.
A) the / the / the B) __ / the / __
C) __ / the / the D) __ / __ / the

2. We always stay at the Palace Court Hotel because it is _____ only
one with ____ facilities for _____ disabled.
A) the / the / the B) __ / the / the
C) the / a / __ D) __ / __ / the

3. ______ Swiss Alps are a good place to go if you like _____ skiing.
There is usually plenty of _____ snow during the winter months.
A) The / __ / __ B) __ / __ / __
C) __ / the / __ D) the / the / the

4. Most people in our country prefer tea ____ coffee.
A) from B) for C) to D) at

5. I never ask favors ____ anyone unless it is absolutely necessary.
A) of B) from C) for D) to

6. The large house was made _____ two flats.
A) out of B) into C) from D) than

7. I want to know what _____ .
A) are those boys doing B) were those boys doing
C) will those boys do D) those boys are doing

8. You’re an intelligent person and you can take care of _____ .
A) you B) your C) yourself D) yourselves

9. Can’t we eat ______ somewhere else?
A) in B) _ _ _ C) on D) at

10. She only has ____ free time on the weekends.
A) much B) a few C) a little D) any

11. Wind power is ______ and clean.
A) either inexpensive B) neither cheap
C) both inexpensive D) inexpensive also

12. ____ them went to the movies.
A) All B) Of  both C) Both of D) They all of

13. ____ paragraphs in Ben’s essay are short.
A) Few of them B) All of them
C) Most of the D) They are all

14. A: Has Linda finished her homework yet?
B: Yes, she ______ it a little while ago.
A) had finished B) has finished C) is finishing D) finished

15. She’s doing her homework first. Then she ____ TV.
A) watches B) would watch C) Shall watch D) will watch

16. The boys were playing football when we _______ the park.
A) left B) have left C) were leaving D) leave

17. She was making dinner when he ______ home.
A) came B) has come C) was coming D) comes

18. Felix ____ just spoken to the landlord when I called.
A) was B) had C) will D) were

19. She ____ breakfast when I called.
A) had had B) did have C) have had D) has had

20. Ralph hadn’t _____ carefully when he broke the machine.
A) been very B) working
C) being worked D) been working

21. Oscar ____ already left when you arrived.
A) he B) just C) had D) was

22. _____ they rented it before you called?
A) How B) Who C) Did D) Had

23. They promised that they _____ Mike next year.
A) visit B) will visit C) would visit D) won’t visit

24. Mr. Brown was doing the shopping while his wife _____.
A) has been studying B) was studied
C) was studying D) had been studying

25. Johnson would go to the beach if it ______ cold outside.
A) weren’t B) isn’t C) wasn’t D) won’t

26. Jim ____ study harder if he had more time.
A) will B) were C) won’t D) would

27. If she _____ Peter her telephone number, he would call her.
A) gave B) will give C) gives D) has given

28. He would have met Mr. Taylor if he _____ to the meeting.
A) goes B) had gone C) went D) would go

29. If I were you, I ______ more exercise.
A) would get B) can get C) will get D) shall get

30. If Tom had been more careful, he _____ had an accident.
A) has B) have C) wouldn’t D) wouldn’t have

31. My son hopes _____ soon.
A) for a job B) to be hired
C) about working D) hired for a job

32. That computer _____ in another country.
A) was assembled B) repairs
C) are guaranteed D) makes

33. That information _____ over the telephone.
A) were given B) is giving
C) isn’t given D) hadn’t been giving

34. That product ______ sold in many countries.
A) were B) will C) is D) are being

35. _____ the answer given to you yesterday?
A) Are B) Could C) Is D) Was

36. These packages should _____ special care because they are fragile.
A) have given B) be given C) be needed D) be needing

37. We took the oranges _______ were in the refrigerator.
A) that B) who C) there D) those

38. The man with _____ she was arguing has a bad temper.
A) who B) that C) whose D) whom

39. A watch _______ is unreliable is not much use.
A) _ _ _ B) who C) which D) whose

40. The wrestler _____ leg was broken is better now.
A) who is B) whom C) whose D) that

41. Jim and Andrew can’t come tomorrow, and _____ .
A) so can’t I B) we can’t neither
C) neither can we D) so can’t we

42. Rita wants to visit Nebraska, and _____.
A) Clive does too B) also does Clive
C) does Clive also D) Clive wants too

43. John doesn’t like cheese, and Mary _____.
A) so too B) does either
C) doesn’t either D) does neither

44. My friend has graduated from a college, and _____ .
A) so do I B) so have I C) so did I D) so had she

45. Your house is not comfortable, and _____ .
A) so is mine B) so mine is
C) neither is mine D) neither mine is

46. A: Do you think our team will win the big game on Sunday?
B: I don’t know. They _____ win.
A) would B) will C) can D) might

47. Before the invention of the automobile, people _____ use horses for
transportation.
A) to B) to travel C) always D) used to

48. _____ it be possible to go next week if they were here?
A) Can B) How C) Rather D) Would

49. “Would you like ______ ?” he asked.
A) dancing B) a dance C) to dance D) dance
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50. Mr. Jasper ______ to be a basketball player.
A) was used B) used C) has been D) is used

51. I shall not waste time _______ his letter.
A) reply B) replying C) to reply D) replied

52. It’s nearly lunch time. Why don’t we stop ____ a bite to eat?
A) to have B) have C) having D) had

53. We had to stand up _____ a better view of the game.
A) to get B) getting C) get D) _ _ _

54. They earned a living by ____ old cars.
A) sell B) to sell C) sold D) selling

55. Mr. White is telling his wife ______ him tea.
A) to make B) make C) making D) made

56. Suzie’s mother allowed her _____ to the party last night.
A) go B) to go C) going D) went

57. He kept on ______ the same mistakes.
A) to make B) to do C) making D) doing

58. Don’t be nervous. I want you _____.
A) not nervous B) to relax C) relax D) relaxing

59. Excuse me, officer. I’d like you ______ me.
A) helping B) help C) to help D) for helping

60. There aren’t enough men, _____ the work might take a long time.
A) since B) in order to C) although D) so

61. She took time to help me _____ she was very busy.
A) since B) because C) although D) so

62. Not only did he call on time, _____ he also left an important message.
A) therefore B) however C) but D) and

63. The mechanic can’t fix the car, and _____ .
A) I can either B) so do I C) I can, too D) neither can I

64. Alexander plays basketball very well, and ____ .
A) so I do B) so do I C) also do I D) so what

65. We won’t leave _____ we do all there is to do.
A) that B) until C) by D) don’t

66. She dances as _____ as a professional dancer does.
A) worse B) good C) better D) fine

67. The Persian Empire is ____ empire history has ever seen.
A) greedier B) too greedy
C) the greediest D) greedy enough

68. I didn’t ____ like Chinese food, but now I am fond of it.
A) use to B) used to C) used D) usually

69. It was _____ that we felt exhausted when we finally arrived at the
camp.
A) such a long journey B) a long journey so
C) a long journey D) a journey so

70. Tom plays the piano ____ Arthur.
A) well B) more
C) a lot better than D) much more

71. Italian people usually speak _____ than Turkish people.
A) somewhat quickly B) more quickly
C) too quickly D) very quickly

72. All of those oranges are ripe. ____ of them are green.
A) Some B) Many C) Neither D) None

73. I think ____ took your umbrella.
A) anyone B) other C) person D) someone

74. Dr. Barnard has a lot of books. _____ of them were written in the
Middle Ages.
A) Some B) Any C) Neither D) Both

75. None of those glasses are clean. _____ of them are as dirty as can
be.
A) Some B) All C) Both D) Many

76. I don’t think there’s _____ home.
A) any person B) any people C) someone D) anyone

77. The ____ lamp is in the bedroom.
A) other B) another C) any D) other one

78. When would you like ____ you?
A) that I call B) I’m calling C) me to call D) I’d call

79. Be careful with that knife. You might cut _____ .
A) yourself B) myself C) itself D) you

80. She taught _____ to play the piano.
A) of  herself B) in herself C) by herself D) herself

81. You and Carl can help _____ , can’t you ?
A) myself B) yourself C) yourselves D) we

82. Fortunately, the snake ______ bit the explorer wasn’t poisonous.
A) that B) who C) whose D) whom

83. This poem is ______ long that I can’t learn it by heart.
A) very B) too C) so D) enough

84. He’s _____ to do any serious work.
A) too lazy B) lazy enough C) very lazy D) so lazy

85. ____ he was seriously wounded, he went on fighting.
A) Even B) Yet C) Although D) In spite

86. She isn’t _____ to face all these misfortunes.
A) strong for B) strong enough
C) enough strong D) very strong

87. It was thoughtful ______ us your summer house.
A) of you to offer B) for your offer
C) of your offering D) of you offering

88. It was foolish _____ to Ronald’s advice and buy this junk.
A) of him listening B) of him to listen
C) he was listening D) for him to listen to

89. Yesterday he had a terrible accident. He ran ______ a police car.
A) with B) on C) for D) into

90. Having lost their house in the disaster, they don’t have _____ to go.
A) nowhere B) any where C) somewhere D) anywhere

91. Marry isn’t going _____ this weekend.
A) anywhere B) somewhere C) to anywhere D) to somewhere

92. Joan was sick yesterday; ______ she didn’t go to work.
A) however B) nevertheless C) therefore D) frequently

93. The new system is more wasteful than _____ .
A) economical B) less efficiently
C) less expensively D) cost less

94. I saw a boy break your window with his ball. _____ it made me
really mad.
A) That he broke B) What he broke
C) He broke D) He has broken

95. In back of the house _______ built almost a century ago.
A) is a barn B) there a barn
C) a barn is D) has a barn there

96. ____ kindly she talks to everybody!
A) What B) That C) How D) What a

97. ____ crowded city New York is!
A) What a B) How C) That D) What is

98. _____ the stamps in Dave’s collection are rare ones.
A) Many of B) Some C) Of all D) Not any

99. Don’t tell me about your problems. I’ve got enough problems of
_____ .
A) my B) me C) my own D) own

100. He has taken the exam six times so far and he ______ to pass it yet.
A) isn’t able B) can’t
C) hasn’t been able D) wasn’t able
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TEST  15
1. A great many articles are made ______ nylon.

A) from B) than C) of D) out of

2. We have been working in terrible conditions ______ May.
A) for B) since C) by D) until

3. Please open your books ______ page 78.
A) to B) at C) on D) for

4. Why are those people ______ such a hurry?
A) in B) on C) for D) _____

5. My radio doesn’t work very well, but I don’t know what is wrong
______ it.
A) for B) to C) on D) with

6. Are there any objections ______ the committee’s plan of action?
A) to B) for C) at D) _____

7. I am going to ask a few questions ______ that old gentleman.
A) up B) from C) to D) _____

8. There are a number of differences ______ the two theories.
A) from B) among C) between D) than

9. Susan will probably work ______ six.
A) for B) under C) until D) by

10. The package should be here ______ ten o’clock tomorrow.
A) delivered B) sent C) by mail D) by

11. There is only one way to win the battle ______ inflation.
A) with B) against C) for D) over

12. Sam has a lot friends in Ankara, but he doesn’t know _____ in Bursa.
A) someone B) anyone C) any friend D) any person

13. Nancy traveled ______ the world.
A) around B) on C) across D) over

14. His friend lives ______ on the other side of town.
A) near B) here C) somewhere D) anywhere

15. Laura enjoys music, and _____ .
A) either do I B) neither can she
C) I do too D) she doesn’t either

16. He hates liars, and so ______ .
A) does he B) she does C) is she D) works she

17. Tom has been very busy, and ______ .
A) neither am I B) I have too C) so have I D) so do I

18. James wants to buy a new car; ______, he doesn’t have enough
money
A) therefore B) however C) moreover D) consequently

19. Mrs. Chunk doesn’t enjoy driving, and ______ .
A) either does she B) she does too
C) I do too D) neither do I

20. Jack can play the piano, and ______ .
A) so can Helen B) either can Helen
C) Helen plays either D) neither does Helen

21. Last year at this time Tom Brown ______ Hollywood.
A) lived at B) was living at
C) was living in D) is living in

22. A: Has Barbara typed the letter yet?
B: Yes, she ______ it a long time ago.
A) typed B) has typed
C) was typing D) has been typing

23. She was crossing the road when she ______ the package.
A) drops B) dropped C) was dropping D) has dropped

24. We ______ dinner when the guests arrived unexpectedly.
A) was having B) were having C) have D) has dropped

25. The telegram ______ at nine o’clock yesterday morning.
A) has arrived B) was arriving
C) arrived D) had arrived

26. I hope everyone ______ to the party tomorrow.
A) will come B) shall come C) come D) are coming

27. He said that he ______ me.
A) have met B) would meet C) meet D) are meeting

28. Did you think that they ______ their promise.
A) would keep B) won’t keep C) are keeping D) have to keep

29. The painters ______ finished their work by tomorrow.
A) have B) will have C) have been D) had

30. By May 10, Tom ______ been in Turkey for two years.
A) has B) have C) will D) will have

31. Our family owns an antique piano. We ______ since 1915.
A) have it B) got it C) have got it D) have had it

32. A: Have you been to the United States?
B: Yes, I ______ in 1989.
A) went there B) have gone there
C) have been there D) went

33. I will be glad when he ______ .
A) went B) had gone C) has gone D) will go

34. For years her only ambition ______ to become a film star.
A) is B) has been C) have been D) are

35. If you had got up earlier, you ______ not ______ the bus.
A) will/miss B) had/missed
C) would/have missed D) did/miss

36. If motorists were to drive more carefully, they ______ fewer accidents.
A) will have B) would have had
C) would have D) would be

37. He’ll have to leave town soon if he ______ trouble.
A) didn’t want B) hadn’t C) would rather D) doesn’t want

38. You can prolong your life, ______, eat wisely, and avoid smoking.
A) exercising B) with exercising
C) to exercise D) if you exercise

39. They ______ if the movie weren’t funny.
A) not laugh B) wouldn’t laugh
C) will laugh D) aren’t laughing

40. If Frank had more time, he ______ to see more movies.
A) would like B) will like C) like D) liked

41. The projector ______ if the shutter doesn’t open.
A) no work B) don’t work C) work D) won’t work

42. People ______ like the movie better if the dialogues were shorter.
A) would B) can
C) would be able D) had

43. If he ______ from that window, he would be killed.
A) fell B) will fall C) has fallen D) would fall

44. If Mohammed Ali ______ his first fight with Sonny Liston, no one
would have been surprised.
A) lost B) had lost
C) has lost D) would have lost

45. ______ you decide to go, call the station and reserve the tickets.
A) Had B) Do C) Should D) Would

46. Their passports ______ checked by the officer.
A) already have B) already been
C) have already been D) have already to be

47. The old patient ______ special care because his condition was critical.
A) giving B) is given C) give D) given

48. Many of the goods made in Japan ______ to other countries.
A) export B) exported C) exporting D) are exported

49. Two fishermen ______ in the open sea yesterday afternoon.
A) have been rescued B) rescued
C) were rescued D) are rescued

50. A: What are they doing to that old house?
B: It ______ .
A) pulled down B) being pulled down
C) is pull down D) is being pulled down

51. She was seriously sick. ______ she didn’t go to work last week.
A) That’s why C) Owing to
B) It is why D) However
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52. More people die in automobile accidents ______ in war.
A) than B) as C) like D) those

53. I feel sorry about the man ______ three sons were killed in a traffic
accident.
A) who had B) of whose C) that he had D) whose

54. From ______ did you borrow that book?
A) whom B) who C) that D) which

55. This is the key ______ I lost yesterday.
A) who B) whom C) ___ D)whose

56. We love to play tennis, but if they close the park we ______ play
tennis any more.
A) can’t B) won’t be able to
C) couldn’t D) won’t have to

57. Sam has worked hard today. He ______ be tired now.
A) shall B) can C)will D) must

58. Barney has just found a job, and he is very happy. He ______ like his
job.
A) should B) will C)must D) has to

59. The 100-year-old man ______ for the secret to his longevity.
A) often asked B) was often asked
C) who was often asked D) who often asked

60. I think that man is a burglar. ______ I call the police?
A) Could B) Will C) Shall D) Would

61. ______ he seems today, the old man was once a dangerous criminal.
A) Peaceful B) As peaceful as
C) Although peaceful D) No matter peaceful

62. She ______ taken another course. She can use the computer well.
A) was B) isn’t C) has been D) should have

63. When Jack was a child, he ______ to live on a farm with his family.
A) likes B) farmed C) used D) wishes

64. ______ speak to Felix?
A) Would you like to B) Had you
C) Have you D) When were you

65. You would like to see a good movie, ______ you?
A) wouldn’t B) hadn’t C) haven’t D) weren’t

66. The instructor wants us ______ for the test.
A) student B) study hard C) to prepare D) writing

67. ______ being useful, glass is also ornamental.
A) Besides B) Aside C) Though D)Because

68. Parents should always put medicine away after ______ it. Otherwise,
children might take it and harm themselves.
A) take B) you took C) took D) taking

69. You should always check your tires before ______ your car.
A) drive B) driving C) you drove D) you’re driving

70. She made him ______ the kitchen.
A) to paint B) painted C) painting D) paint

71. She has a very important report ______ .
A) typing B) to prepare
C) which it was typed D) she prepared

72. Would you mind ______ home early?
A) I came B) coming C) to come D) you come

73. I can’t stand ______ in a long line.
A) wait B) waiting C) to wait D) waited

74. We couldn’t help ______ when she fell off the horse.
A) the laugh B) laughing C) laugh D) to laugh

75. Do you know the beautiful lady ______ ?
A) sit in the car B) she sat in the car
C) sitting in the car D) she is sitting in the car

76. If you don,t ______ smoking, you’ll never regain your health?
A) give of B) give away
C) give up D) give off

77. The children ______ play with them.
A) want that I B) want me to
C) want me for D) want my

78. Send him to the baker’s ______ some bread.
A) to buy B) for buying
C) in order that D) for I buy

79. I was very happy ______ him that he had won the prize.
A) to tell B) tell C) telling D) has told

80. It was a waste of time ______ him to keep quiet. He simply could
not stop talking.
A) ask B) asking C) asked D) ____

81. Whoever ______ that picture was a fine artist.
A) paints B) was painted C) has painted D) had painted

82. What ______ here before you arrived?
A) happens B) had happened
C) happening D) happen

83. ______ ever painted an apartment before?
A) Do you B) Will you C) Had you D) Did you have

84. She had ______ late before.
A) no B) no ever C) not been D) not ever

85. The landlord ______ just rented the apartment before they called.
A) is B) has C) was D) had

86. ______ ever driven a car like this before?
A) You had B) Did you C) Have you D) Were you

87. Who ______ talking to before I came?
A) you are B) have they been
C) are D) had they been

88. I ______ rather not work in this office. It is terribly cold.
A) would B) had C) have D) will

89. When ______ possible to get some more information?
A) Would it be B) Had it C) Has it D) Would be it

90. The plan ______ will put a lot of people out of work.
A) to mechanize the factory B) has mechanized the factory
C) is to mechanize the factory D) is to mechanize the factory.

91. The director ______ consulted about the plan.
A) have been B) should have been
C) would D) being

92. A: It’s too bad you can’t come tomorrow.
B: I ______ come, but I’d rather stay home.
A) can B) did C) have D) do

93. Mace ______ a highly flavored spice used in foods.
A) is B) which is C) as it is D) to be like

94. Never ______ such a beautiful village before.
A) I had seen B) I saw
C) have I seen D) had I been seen

95. ______ difficult to work when you are tired.
A) It is B) It was C) It D) Its

96. ______ to read about the customs of other countries.
A) That was extremely interesting
B) It was interesting
C) Is it very interesting
D) That many students like

97. We have a lot of tasks this weekend, ______ .
A) each one is demanding great attention
B) each one has demanded great attention
C) each one demanding great attention
D) and each one has demanding great attention

98. Bethlehem, the city ______ Jesus was born, is regarded as a holy
sanctum by Christians.
A) which was B) that where C) where D) whose city

99. Physical therapy ______ assuage his pain and speed his recovery.
A) expects to B) has expected
C) expected D) is expected to

100. ______ is that there is a risk of heart attack for the elderly.
A) One important drawback of aerobics
B) There is one important drawback of aerobics
C) It is one important drawback of aerobics
D) If there is one important drawback of aerobics.
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TEST  16
1. I insisted that he ______ me the money.

A) is paying B) pays C) was paying D) pay

2. It is imperative that air pollution ______.
A) eliminated B) is eliminated
B) be eliminated D) was eliminated

3. It is essential that she ______ smoking.
A) give up B) is giving up
C) gives up D) gave up

4. I don’t enjoy ______at by other people.
A) laughing B) being laughed
C) laughed D) to laugh

5. It is easy ______ by his lies.
A) to be fooled B) fooling C) to fool D) fooled

6. It is ______to study for a test and then to fail it.
A) frustrating B) frustrate C) frustrated D) frustration

7. She felt great ______ at not being able to ride a horse.
A) frustration B) frustrating C) frustrate D) frustrated

8. Usually a bird species gains public recognition ______ faces the
danger of extinction.
A) which only B) only when it
C) only when D) which it

9. Why ______ at a given time is not known.
A) does a drought occur B) a drought should occur
C) it is a drought that D) a drought that occurs

10. It ______ the Titanic sank while crossing the Atlantic.
A) is 1912 when B) in 1912 that
C) which was in 1912 D) was in 1912 that

11. ____ 1980 that Voyager transmitted photographs of Saturn to earth.
A) When it was B) During B) It was D) It was in

12. It was in 1901 ____ Roosevelt became President of the United States.
A) when B) which C) that D) who

13. He must run very fast ______ he wants to catch the bus.
A) so that B) because C) unless D) so

14. Father is not going to light the bonfire ______ we have gathered
enough wood.
A) because B) although C) if D) so

15. “I will come to the meeting”, Tom said to me.
Tom promised me that ______.
A) he will come to the meeting.
B) I will come to the meeting.
C) I would come to the meeting.
D) he would come to the meeting.

16. “I will help you”, Bob said to me.
A) Bob told me he would help me.
B) Bob told me that I will help you.
C) Bob said that he would help you.
D) Bob told me that he would help you.

17. ______ was more than mere nervousness: it was a real phobia.
A) He was afraid of flying B) His fear of flying
C) Afraid of flying D) If he was afraid of flying

18. It was Albert Einstein who developed the theory ______ relativity.
A) of B) that C) was D) in

19. The icy conditions made road travel dangerous, so ______ going by
car we took the subway.
A) therefore B) instead of C) as well as D) in spite of

20. ______ the many hardships they had to face, the balloonists managed
to reach their destination.
A) Despite B) In addition to
C) Because of D) In accordance with

21. ______ the extraordinarily good results, it was decided to try the
same approach next year.
A) In spite of B) However C) In view of D) Despite

22. New oil deposits are being searched for; ______ they are very difficult
to find.
A) because B) therefore C) however D) too

23. The rate of energy consumption has increased; ______ it continues
to rise each year.
A) because B) moreover C) consequently D) therefore

24. Wilson works hard at school; ______, he does well on test.
A) not only B) correctly C) consequently D) studying

25. George, ______ speaks German, applied the job.
A) whom B) that C) who D) _ _ _ _

26. The beliefs ______ Moslems hold are based on the teachings of
Prophet Mohammed.
A) that B) whom C) who D) whose

27. Although ______ named until 1782, aluminum was used as early as
5300 B.C.
A) it was not B) could not be
C) there must not have been D) which was never

28. In front of the house ______ looking at us threateningly.
A) was a large dog B) a large dog
C) a large dog was D) a dog was large

29. Never before ______ such ridiculous arguments.
A) have we heard B) we had heard
C) we have heard D) we could have heard

30. Not once ______ offer to help me.
A) I have B) did he C) had his D) for him to

31. Known reserves of petroleum are said to be sufficient only ______
the end of the century.
A) by B) since C) until D) unless

32. Not only ______ buildings, they also specify different kinds of
materials for their buildings.
A) architects to design B) design architects do
C) do design architects D) do architects design

33. On top of the hill ______.
A) standing a huge building B) stood a huge building
C) a huge building was D) a huge building standing

34. Among the plays being presented ______ written by Eugene O.Neil.
A) is as famous B) is a famous one
C) a famous play D) one is famous

35. Never before ______ a war as bloody as the Vietnam War.
A) history has seen B) history has seen
C) does history see D) has history seen

36. Between the two trees ______.
A) a flower garden was B) garden was a flower
C) a garden was flower D) was a flower garden

37. Between the two mountains ______.
A) a river is B) is a river
C) the river is there D) along the river

38. In front of the station ______.
A) some people are B) stood several people
C) did I wait D) I am

39. Not once ______ the chance to talk to the project manager.
A) did we get B) we are C) will be able D) for us

40. ______ wants to come is welcome.
A) Who B) He C) A person D) Whoever

41. Never ______ a museum with as many paintings as this one.
A) they had visited B) they have visited
C) had they visited D) they must have visited

42. ______ but he must also avoid any evidence of partiality.
A) If you are a judge, you must be unbiased
B) A judge must be unbiased.
C) Not only must a judge be unbiased
D) Not just be punctual

43. ______ was obvious when she was caught with the stolen diamonds.
A) If she was involved in the robbery
B) She was involved in the robbery
C) Because she was involved in the robbery
D) That she was involved in the robbery

44. The world would be a better place ______ we could abolish wars.
A) if B) so that C) unless D) although

45. ______ sanitary conditions are so primitive, disease may be rampant
all throughout the poverty-stricken country.
A) Although B) Due to C) Because D) With

46. They told their friends that they ______ a vacation in August and
would visit them on their way to Ankara.
A) would take B) took C) had taken D) were taken

47. Some people think it’s time we all ______ a single international
language.
A) learned B) should learn C) learn D) will learn
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48. It’s no use ______ to learn a language just by studying a dictionary.
A) to try B) try C) trying D) in trying

49. ______ with a foreign family can be a good way to learn a language.
A) Live B) Living C) Lived D) Life

50. She turned off the tape recorder ______ pushing the stop button.
A) by B) with C) in D) be

51. Low-income families have a hard time ______.
A) they buy enough meat B) to buy enough meat
C) buying enough meat D) for buying meat.

52. He said that he ______ the film the day before.
A) would see B) has seen C) had seen D) saw

53. After Mohammed Ali ______ an Olympic gold medal, he became a
professional boxer.
A) has won B) had won C) won D) was winning

54. A: It’s too bad she’s never worked in a real estate office.
B: She ______ worked in one, but it was just a summer job.
A) has B) is C) was D) did

55. A: I’m sorry that Sam hasn’t learned to drive yet.
B: He ______ learned, but he doesn’t like to drive.
A) does B) have C) had D) has

56. If we don’t hurry, the wedding ______ before our arrival.
A) took place B) will have taken place
C) takes place D) should have taken place

57. In three years time, I ______ my studies.
A) will have finished B) finish
C) will finish D) am finishing

58. They never ______ the packages that they ______.
A) had received / had ordered B) received / ordered
C) received / had ordered D) received / has ordered

59. The secretary ______ the office after she ______ the letters.
A) left / had typed B) had left / had typed
C) left / typed D) had left / typed

60. For the past three days she ______ in a bad mood.
A) were B) have been C) was D) has been

61. One of the most effective ways of getting ahead in life ______.
A) you work hard and regularly
B) is to be a trustworthy person
C) know how to solve problems quickly
D) having invested in personal relationships

62. He ______ of Einstein before I gave him a book on relativity.
A) did not hear B) had not heard
C) would not hear D) would not have heard

63. Although he ______ the windows, they are still dirty.
A) has cleaned B) cleaned C) will clean D) had cleaned

64. Have you heard the ______ weather forecast?
A) yesterday B) three-week C) today,s D) two weeks

65. Carl has a ______ vacation every year.
A) two-week B) two week C) two weeks D) of two weeks

66. Had they gone to the island a day earlier, they ______ the storm.
A) will have avoided B) would avoid
C) would have avoided D) had avoided

67. They ______ a better project if they had worked harder.
A) might have B) had had
C) have D) might have had

68. I would have come, ______ I been invited.
A) should B) when C) if D) had

69. ______ he studied more carefully, he could have improved his grade.
A) However B) Might C) Had D) Should have

70. ______ you need my help tomorrow, please call me.
A) Should B) Had C) Might D) Would

71. Have you been ______ today?
A) to outside B) from C) outside D) of outside

72. Many people with spinal cord injuries can, with the help of computer
implants, ______.
A) recovering some of their mobility
B) they can recover some of their mobility
C) recover some of their mobility
D) who are recovering some of their mobility

73. She sang ______ and was admired by everybody.
A) as beautiful as a bird B) beautifying
C) beautifully D) beautiful like a bird

74. ______ require years of hard work to develop a successful software.
A) It will B) That will C) Will it D) The company

75. ______ possible that scientists will someday release the energy stored
in water.
A) That is B) To be C) It is D) That it is

76. He ate a huge supper. He ______ very hungry.
A) must be B) can’t be
C) must have been D) can’t have been

77. I feel a draught. The windows ______ open.
A) must be B) were
C) must have been D) had to be

78. There wasn’t any milk this morning. The milkman ______ to leave it.
A) must forget B) must have forgotten
C) can’t forget D) can’t have forgotten

79. According to some historians, if the United States had not used the
atom bomb, the Japanese ______ half of the world.
A) had conquered B) would conquer
C) would have conquered D) had had conquered

80. Alice ______ have been told about the problem because she was on
vacation and could not be reached.
A) shouldn’t B) couldn’t C) needn’t D) must

81. Could the package ______ to the wrong address?
A) being sent B) to be sent C) have been sent D) will be sent

82. You are broke now because you spent all your money foolishly. You
______ your money foolishly.
A) must spend B) shouldn’t have spent
C) must have spent D) mustn’t have spent

83. Architects also design theaters, ______ is the Sydney Opera House.
A) examples of which B) example which
C) an example of which D) of which

84. English is quite difficult because of all the exceptions ______ have
to be learned.
A) which B) what C) they D) those

85. We were impressed by the traditional architecture of Japan, ______
is in this picture.
A) it B) examples of which
C) an example of which D) that

86. Hydrogen peroxide ______ as a bleaching agent because it effectively
whitens a variety of fibers and surfaces.
A) which is used B) housewives are using
C) used D) is used

87. The Bengal tiger, ______ can be seen in the local zoo, is an extremely
interesting animal.
A) of B) examples of which
C) where D) of which

88. Niemeyer designed many buildings in Brazil, ______ are in Brasilia.
A) an example of which B) examples of which
C) examples  which D) of which

89. Many of the items ______ were given to the employees.
A) sell B) sale C) sold to D) not sold

90. Even though Mohammed Ali has now lost his title, people ______
always remember him as a champion.
A) would B) did C) will D) shall

91. There is only one kind of species of snake ______ poisonous in Turkey.
A) it is B) that is C) is D) being

92. ______ I prefer Bangkok, my friend would rather live in Tokyo.
A) Which B) But C) While D) For example

93. Not only ______ come late, you also haven’t brought my book.
A) are you B) you haven’t C) you did D) have you

94. Neither my friend ______ I like playing soccer.
A) or B) and C) but D) nor

95. It is said that Chinese is perhaps the world’s _____ language to master.
A) harder B) hardest C) hard D) too hard

96. Learning a second language is not the same _____ learning a first
language.
A) as B) like C) that D) which

97. Fewer babies are born with birth defects ______ advances in prenatal
care during this decade.
A) because of B) than C) since D) as to

98. The play was ______ one that I saw in London last year.
A) it B) similar from
C) similar to D) different between

99. Working provides people with personal satisfaction ______ wealth.
A) apart from B) as well as C) beside D) next to

100. A: Why don’t you send your resume if you want the job?
B: I ______ send it, but it got lost in the mail.
A) did B) do C) can D) will
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TEST  17
1. Neither of the men gave _____ approval.

A) their B) his C) its D) they

2. Most of the women sent____applications to the director of the
program.
A) their B) her C) her own D) them

3. Gold_____to be the most alliable metal of all.
A) know B) has known C) is known D) knows

4. _____enjoyed their meal.
A) Every guest B) Neither guest
C) Each of the guests D) Some guests

5. The cause of the series of disasters____not yet known, but an enquiry
has been set up to find out what happened.
A) are B) is C) has D) were

6. Each team has received_____new uniforms.
A) their B) them C) his D) its

7. It was____Dave to quit his job.
A) fired because B) stupid of
C) foolish by D) because of school

8. Robert didn’t study for the test; _____ he did very well.
A) consequently B) nevertheless
C) therefore D) moreover

9. The sheep_____to be brought down from the hills in bad weather,
or some might die.
A) has B) would C) must D) have

10. I’ll go to the station and_____for you
A) wait B) to wait C) waiting D) have waited

11. Their ship was designed to make several trips and____equipment.
A) carrying B) to carry C) for carrying D) carries

12. _____ of measurement has ever equaled the metric system in
simplicity.
A) Another system B) A new system
C) No other system D) Other systems

13. _____ to hear that Charles is doing well at his job.
A) That is good B) It is good C) I am good D) What is good

14. I don’t care if we go to the beach or not. _____ .
A) It’s up to you B) Mind your own business
C) We haven’t got all day D) It isn’t worth it

15. She lost her job yesterday. _____ .
A) We are proud of her B) I can’t stand her
C) I believe in her D) I feel sorry for her

16. Susie said, “I’ll wash the dishes.”
She said she _____ the dishes.
A) would wash B) will wash C) shall wash D) could wash

17. People respect Dr. Play. They _____ him because of his great
knowledge.
A) look up to B) look at C) look up D) look for

18. It’s high time _____ measures to protect our environment.
A) we take B) we took
C) we have taken D) we are taking

19. The Food and Drug Administration makes grocers and restaurant
owners _____ all milk before selling it.
A) pasteurized B) had pasteurized
C) pasteurize D) should have pasteurized

20. She has always wanted other people _____ slowly.
A) that they speak B) to speak
C) have spoken D) had spoken

21. We would like _____ our radio.
A) she’s fixing B) she’d fix C) she had fixed D) her to fix

22. The discovery was made after a _____ search.
A) two years B) twice a year
C) two year D) two year’s

23. It’s very important _____ before entering the contest.
A) having practiced B) to have practiced
C) having to practice D) practicing

24. ____ highway accidents may paralyze traffic for hours is known to all.
A) These B) That C) As D) Because

25. Mr. Nester can’t swim, and _____ .
A) I can too B) I can’t either
C) I swim neither D) neither do I

26. It would be _____ to write George and thank him.
A) a letter from you B) kind of letter
C) kind of you D) of you

27. Every year, a _____ automobile race is held in Indianapolis.
A) five hundred miles B) five hundred-mile
C) five hundred mile D) of hundred miles

28. Rose ran in a _____ race.
A) twenty-kilometer B) twenty kilometer’s
C) of twenty kilometers D) for twenty kilometers

29. A: Have you finished your book _____  ?
B: No, I am _____ in the middle of it.
A) yet/still B) already/still C) still/already D) yet/yet

30. _____ lucky I am to see you this morning!
A) What B) What a C) How D) That

31. The delay was due _____ negligence, not to lack of funds.
A) for B) to C) from D) because

32. We insist _____ prompt attention.
A) for B) on C) at D) in

33. We shall agree _____ any reasonable proposal.
A) for B) with C) to D) for

34. I’m afraid we can’t agree _____ each other _____ anything.
A) with/on B) with/with C) on/on D) on/with

35. The fluctuation in the money market is _____ worries the economists.
A) what B) which C) that D) whose

36. Is there a shop round here where they sell _____ clothes?
A) children’s B) child’s C) children D) childish

37. The building should be finished in about three _____ .
A) of months B) month’s C) month D) months

38. _____ motivate learning is well documented.
A) That is computers B) Computers that
C) That computers D) It is those computers

39. Raymond studies for several hours every evening; _____ , he does
very well on tests.
A) however B) not only C) nevertheless D) consequently

40. Dr. Osaka gives interesting lectures; _____, he is very popular with
his students.
A) however B) consequently
C) but also D) not only

41. I wasn’t in the office yesterday; _____ , I didn’t get the message you
left for me.
A) however B) not only C) therefore D) nevertheless

42. Who was the first person _____ today?
A) spoke to you B) you spoke to
C) you spoke D) whom you spoke

43. _____ city life has its advantages, it also has its disadvantages.
A) Like B) While C) But D) For example

44. The argument soon developed _____ a quarrel.
A) out B) from C) of D) into

45. I am ashamed _____ my mistakes on that composition.
A) of B) from C) for D) with

46. _____ my opinion, English is a difficult language.
A) For B) To C) In D) With

47. The service in the restaurant is very poor; there aren’t enough waiters
to wait _____ people.
A) to B) on C) for D) at

48. Don’t blame other people _____ your own mistakes.
A) on B) at C) for D) _____

49. This simple machine consists _____ three small wheels and a handle.
A) of B) for C) from D) at

50. Let’s not have fish again tonight; I am tired _____ fish.
A) from B) with C) of D) _____
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51. _____ I known you were coming, we would have stayed at home.
A) Should B) Had C) Might D) Would

52. _____ I not heard the warning, I would have had a serious accident.
A) Had B) If C) Should D) Would

53. _____ I listened to your advice, I wouldn’t have had any trouble.
A) When B) Had C) Although D) Then

54. The car _____ with gas if the service station had been open.
A) should have filled B) would have been
C) would have been filled D) could be filled

55. _____ Bruce not driven so fast, he wouldn’t have had an accident.
A) Should B) Had C) Might D) Would

56. Would Bruce _____ his car if he had driven slowly?
A) damage B) have damage
C) have damaged D) damaged

57. He wishes he _____ the exam.
A) will pass B) had passed C) has passed D) can pass

58. Intolerance between ethnic groups _____ on lack of information.
A) usually based B) which has been based
C) which is usually based D) is usually based

59. _____ bough gasoline if they had had more money?
A) Would they have B) Have they
C) They had D) Had they

60. If I had checked the gas, I wouldn’t _____ to walk to the gas station.
A) has had B) have had C) had had D) had have

61. My mother, _____ you never met, works in a hospital.
A) _____ B) that C) who D) whom

62. Helen’s sister, for _____ we work, is really a good manager.
A) _____ B) who C) that D) whom

63. Houses for _____ people pay high prices aren’t always well built.
A) _____ B) that C) which D) whom

64. Goods _____ we have paid for have not been delivered.
A) that B) of which C) who D) whose

65. The room in _____ Peter works is very small.
A) that B) which C) _____ D) who

66. The girl to _____ I spoke comes from Italy.
A) _____ B) who C) whose D) whom

67. The letter _____ I wrote to him was foolish.
A) who B) to which C) _____ D) whose

68. Although he has money, with _____ he can do most things, he is
rather unhappy.
A) that B) _____ C) which D) who

69. Manuel asked _____ to the project.
A) to work B) to be assigned
C) for a job D) to be fired

70. The mechanic expects the car _____ by nylon.
A) have fixed B) have finished
C) to have been repaired D) repairing

71. What happened when the recipes _____ presented?
A) were being B) are past
C) have been D) will be

72. I expect all the arrangements _____ by tomorrow.
A) to have been made B) will be making
C) have been made D) were made

73. Irma wants _____ an opportunity to explain.
A) being given B) to be given C) for D) to giving

74. This book is said _____ in the fourteenth century.
A) many times B) to have been written
C) when it was written D) by being written

75. One of the primary causes of traffic accidents _____ .
A) is reckless driving B) people drive recklessly
C) people who drive recklessly D) driving recklessly

76. Land _____ in large cities that architects conserve space by designing
skyscrapers.
A) is more expensive B) which is most expensive
C) is so expensive D) the most expensive thing

77. _____ is to visit Asia and Africa.
A) It would be exciting B) How interesting
C) What I’d like to do D) That’s what I’d do

78. _____ I am talking about does not really concern you.
A) What B) That’s what C) Why D) It’s why

79. _____ requires a lot of patience to learn a second language.
A) Teachers B) Students C) That D) It

80. _____ to know is the address of Tim’s house.
A) What I will need B) Had I needed
C) That I will need D) What directions are needed

81. Crocodiles are different from alligators _____ they have pointed snouts.
A) in which B) with which C) in that D) that

82. How long _____ here by the time she’s sixty-five?
A) will she work B) she will work
C) does she work D) will she have worked

83. We _____ several possibilities before we made the decisions.
A) had been B) hadn’t been
C) been considering D) had been considering

84. The lower the stock market falls, _____ .
A) then the price of gold rises higher
B) the higher the price of gold rises
C) because the price of gold rises high
D) the price of gold to rise higher

85. Rafts _____ the trunks of trees may have been the earliest vehicles.
A) are made from B) made from
C) which they are made from D) which made

86. For the past ten minutes I _____ for my friend to come. He hasn’t
arrived yet.
A) wait B) am waiting
C) have been waiting D) waiting

87. He _____ better as soon as he had eaten dinner.
A) would feel B) will feel C) felt D) could feel

88. They took a rest after they _____ the yard.
A) had cleaned up B) were cleaning up
C) would clean up D) have cleaned up

89. For three days we _____ the living room, and still haven’t finished.
A) paint B) are painting
C) have to paint D) have been painting

90. When she left the building, she had the feeling she _____ .
A) is watched B) may be watched
C) was being watched D) has been watched

91. I expect him _____ the job by four o’clock.
A) finishing B) to be complete
C) have been finished D) to have completed

92. I would like _____ to the concert last night.
A) to go B) going
C) to have gone D) will have gone

93. A chameleon is a tree lizard _____ can change colors in order to
conceal itself in the vegetation.
A) with which it B) that C) whose life it D) that it

94. He imagined the man _____ him.
A) to be following B) were following
C) want to follow D) follow

95. They were looking for a good _____ car.
A) use B) used C) to use D) using

96. They had their car _____ at  Nick’s Garage.
A) repairing B) to repair C) repaired D) repair

97. She was late to work. She _____ a taxi instead of waiting for the bus.
A) would have taken B) might have taken
C) must have taken D) should have taken

98. A new employee had _____ after Mr. Ferguson fired Oscar.
A) to have been working B) to be working
C) to be hired D) to be for the job

99. Hundreds of workers had _____ to build the pipeline.
A) hired B) to be hired C) been hiring D) hiring

100. No one realized that the document was important. It ____ thrown out.
A) would have been B) wouldn’t have been
C) should have been D) might have been
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TEST  18
1. ____ such as dogs and cats can teach children lessons in

responsibility.
A) Taking care of pets B) If they take care of pets
C) Take care of pets D) Only when they take care of

2. Many of the health problems are found to result from _____ an
unbalanced diet.
A) people eat B) eating C) eaten D) if people eat

3. Styles _____ in the 1940s have recently reappeared in high-fashion
boutiques.
A) have been popular
B) were popular
C) that were popular
D) which they were universally popular

4. The idea of a set _____ the most fundamental concept in
mathematics.
A) which is B) which it is C) to be D) is

5. It’s easier to talk about a problem _____ to resolve it.
A) that is difficult B) than
C) which is difficult D) one finds it difficult

6. Nancy had imagined life on the campus _____ different.
A) much B) is C) will be D) to be

7. Wine _____ its flavor when it has not been properly sealed.
A) which loses B) loses C) to lose D) is lost

8. Don’t forget _____  your lessons  before you get to bed.
A) study B) to study C) studying D) studied

9. I promise _____ after movies, no matter how sleepy I feel.
A) study B) to study C) studying D) studied

10. Please go on _____ until you know all these words by heart.
A) study B) to study C) studying D) studied

11. Where is the body of the _____ man?
A) murder B) to murder C) murdered D) murdering

12. Mr. Tanner can’t walk because he has a_____ leg.
A) break B) breaking C) broke D) broken

13. Have you ever seen a _____ fish?
A) fly B) to fly C) flew D) flying

14. I expected _____ last night, but I couldn’t find my book.
A) study B) studying C) to study D) studied

15. Why did you decide _____ before breakfast instead of after dinner?
A) studying B) to study C) study D) studied

16. Can you finish _____ before the guests arrive?
A) study B) to study C) studying D) studied

17. I’d like to exchange this shirt _____ a large one?
A) with B) to C) for D) from

18. The prisoners were forced to work outside _____ the danger from
wild animals and snakes.
A) in spite of B) for C) because D) of

19. The train arrived late _____ bad weather.
A) due to B) because C) out of D) from

20. His prices are too high; let’s bargain _____ him.
A) for B) from C) with D) _____

21. Don’t you ever feel bored _____ the same kind of music, day after
day?
A) from B) with C) on D) at

22. The princess was dressed _____ green silk.
A) in B) on C) from D) _____

23. What is the use _____ to convince a foolish person?
A) of trying B) to try C) from trying D) for trying

24. _____ human being had ever traveled alone to the North Pole until
1984.
A) No B) If no C) Although D) There was no

25. If every country _____ more money on education the world would
be a better place to live in.
A) spends B) spent C) would spend D) is spending

26. If nobody _____ taxes, governments would have no money.
A) paid B) would pay C) pays D) can pay

27. If every child _____ his teeth every day, dentists would not be very
busy.
A) brushes B) would brush C) brushed D) had brushed

28. If I _____ English perfectly, I wouldn’t be studying English now.
A) spoke B) speak C) am speaking D) would speak

29. Mr. Bell’s car _____ a taxi last night if he hadn’t been driving too
fast.
A) would not hit B) didn’t hit
C) had not hit D) wouldn’t have hit

30. If they _____ to me, they wouldn’t have made that mistakes.
A) listened B) could listen C) would listen D) had listened

31. An old lady, _____ looks younger than her years, takes care of the
library.
A) that B) _____ C) who D) whom

32. Chocolate, for _____ I have a great liking, is going up in price.
A) _____ B) that C) which D) whom

33. My doctor, from _____ I have few secrets, is a close friend of mine.
A) _____ B) who C) that D) whom

34. Mr. Black, _____ opinion I value, told me to look for a new job.
A) _____ B) which C) that D) whose

35. Two tables, _____ were beautifully polished, stood in the middle of
the room.
A) _____ B) that C) which D) who

36. Mrs. Brown is almost _____ tall _____ her husband.
A) so/so B) so/as C) as/as D) like/as

37. I saw the paintings _____ were in the living room.
A) that B) who C) there D) those

38. We’ve looked _____ for the keys we lost.
A) in all places B) at all places C) over all D) everywhere

39. Jean has _____ paid a good salary.
A) been B) being C) had D) _____

40. Al repairs are _____ without charge.
A) did B) doing C) made D) making

41. Why _____ sent late?
A) the order was B) it was
C) they  were D) was the order

42. _____ the stamps put on the package or in it?
A) Do B) Does C) Are D) Will

43. Kevin’s suitcase _____ examined already by the customs officer?
A) carefully B) is C) has D) has been

44. Much of the work _____ done yesterday.
A) being B) was C) will be D) won’t be

45. Was the package _____ carefully?
A) opens B) opening C) opened D) open

46. Traffic was bad because the highway _____ repaired.
A) will be B) was being C) is D) being

47. They were in danger of _____ .
A) injured B) injure C) been injured D) being injured

48. The English test was _____ yesterday.
A) being B) being here C) giving D) given

49. _____ her never- ending energy, the project turned out to be a
failure.
A) Nevertheless B) Although
C) Despite D) On condition that

50. _____ happened after she left the house is difficult to explain.
A) That B) Which C)  Before D) What

51. ____ was to have dinner after the movie.
A) What B) What I want
C) What we are to do D) What I wanted to do

52. ____best is riding horses.
A) She likes B) What she likes
C) That she likes D) What she is like

53. We heard that ____ called the mayor.
A) you would B) they will C) we are D) she had
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54. Did Smith tell the reporter that the small boats ____.
A) were crowding B) crowded
C) were the crowd D) were crowded

55. ____ next year, the highway will have been started.
A) At B) Until C) By D) On

56. ____ its fragile appearance, a newborn infant is extremely sturdy.
A) In spite of B) Although C) For D) Unlike

57. They will ____ to build the highway by next year.
A) starting B) have started C) had started D) started

58. The smoke ____ from the oil refinery distorts the view.
A) is rising B) that is rising C) has risen D) must rise

59. The landlord ____ just rented the apartment when I got there.
A) was B) had been C) have D) had

60. Nucleoproteins are the essential chemicals ____ living matter
duplicates itself.
A) which all B) what C) whose D) with which

61. ____and a strict sleeping schedule are necessary to sound health.
A) If you exercise daily B) With daily exercise
C) You exercise D) Daily exercise

62. ____ are brightly colored beetles that help farmers by eating harmful
insects.
A) Because ladybugs B) Ladybugs
C) Due to ladybugs D) If ladybugs

63. I got a letter from an old friend. It was a ____ surprise for me.
A) pleasantly B) pleased C) pleasant D) to please

64. She ____ take a taxi because she was in a hurry.
A) has to B) had to C) must D) should

65. It was very cold today. You ____ your sweater.
A) could wear B) should wear
C) should have worn D) couldn’t worn

66. After strict safety regulations have been introduced, only rarely ____.
A) does an accident occur B) accidents occur
C) occurring accidents D) an accident has occurred

67. I thought that he ____ something for me.
A) was supposed to do B) was supposed to
C) is supposed to do D) is supposed to

68. Tom ____ more for the test yesterday.
A) can always study B) could have studied
C) will be able to study D) always studied

69. Did Alice really ____ to live in this small town?
A) used B) use C) used to D) ever

70. The alarm clock is ringing. It ____ be time to get up.
A) must B) can’t C) will D) should

71. The higher a mountaineer climbs, ____.
A) the thinner the air will become.
B) there will be thinner air
C) the air will become thinner
D) thinner the air will become

72. A:  That desk is exactly what I need.
B:  Would you consider ____ it then?
A) to buy B) buy C) buying D) about buying

73. Today isn’t ____ cold ____ yesterday.
A) __/as B) so/like C) so/as D) so/so

74. There are apricots on our tree ____ large ____ a fist.
A) like/as B) so/as C) as/like D) as/as

75. Tokyo isn’t quite ____ far from Beijing ____ Istanbul is.
A) so/so B) so/like C) __/as D) so/as

76. I have ____ experience than you do.
A) as much B) less C) little D) fewer

77. ____ a person earns, the more the family spends.
A) The most B) When C) The more D) How much

78. Sue is ____ Lucy.
A) a lot pretty than B) a lot prettier than
C) pretty than D) prettier as

79. Why is there ____ traffic on the streets in August than in September?
A) fewer B) less C) little D) few

80. Helen hardly ever goes to ____ the theatre.
A) the cinema nor B) neither the cinema nor
C) either the cinema or D) the cinema or

81. ____ depends on good preparation and strong delivery.
A) If you want to win a debate B) People winning a debate
C) Winning a debate D) Some people win a debate

82. Of the four girls, Mary is the ____.
A) prettier B) prettiest C) pretty D) far prettier

83. We’ve missed the bus. There’s nothing we can do now ____ wait
for the next one.
A) although B) unless C) except D) if

84. Some women are wearing jeans ____ skirts.
A) to wearing B) until were
C) for wearing D) instead of wearing

85. ____ did Ellen enter the contest, but she also won the first prize.
A) How B) Both C) Neither D) Not only

86. To judge a person, ____ what he says but observe what he does.
A) do not listen to B) when you do not listen to
C) your not listening to D) listening not to

87. Not only were the students late, but they ____ their books.
A) forgot them B) also forgot
C) forget D) were forgetting

88. She plays tennis ____ that everyone thinks she is a professional player.
A) so good B) very well C) too well D) so well

89. Since it ____ for more than a week, everything in the house felt
damp.
A) has rained B) had been raining
C) it rained D) will have rained

90. A:  Where is Tom working these days?
B:  He’s still at Gima ____ I know.
A) as B) because C) that D) as far as

91. Only when every possible treatment had been tried ____ decide for
an operation.
A) didn’t they B) they did C) they didn’t D) did they

92. She doesn’t ____ English.
A) either speaks or writes B) neither speak nor write
C) speak or write D) speak nor write

93. I’m bad ____ remembering face.
A) at B) in C) with D) on

94. These are nice apples. How ____ a kilo.
A) many are there B) much are there
C) much are they D) many are they

95. Very small hotels ____ this serve good food.
A) as B) with C) in D) like

96. A sports car is expensive ____.
A) to run B) running C) run D) ran

97. Because early balloons were at the mercy of shifting winds, ____
not considered a practical means of transportation.
A) they were B) which were C) so they were D) were

98. Tom is waiting ____ the doctor.
A) to see B) for to see C) for seeing D) see

99. I haven’t a chair ____.
A) to sit B) for to sit on C) to sit on D) for sitting

100. In any line of business, it is ____ customers.
A) important pleasing B) important to please
C) important for pleasing D) important pleased
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TEST  19
1. Several ____ friends attended last night’s concert.

A) them B) my C) of my D) of them

2. The actor ____ house we visited was Robert Redford.
A) which B) whose C) who D) of whom

3. A person who talks to ____ is not necessarily mad.
A) himself B) oneself C) him D) itself

4. My sister taught ____ to cook Chinese dishes.
A) myself B) themselves C) himself D) herself

5. Sometimes it’s a good idea to study ____.
A) by yourself B) itself C) by itself D) in yourself

6. ____ of the men brought his tools.
A) Both B) Neither C) Some D) Not all

7. ____you decide to take violin classes let me know.
A) While B) Should C) Do D) Because

8. I wish I ____ what to do now.
A) know B) knew C) have known D) had known

9. The whole house ____ if he hadn’t called the fireman.
A) would be destroyed B) would have been destroyed
C) will have been destroyed D) would destroy

10. ____ been late if he hadn’t forgotten his keys?
A) Would he have B) He had
C) Had he D) Have he

11. ____, which is essential in learning a language, can be difficult for
beginners.
A) Students ask questions B) If students ask questions
C) Students who ask questions D) Asking questions

12. If Bruce ____ the top up, his car wouldn’t have gotten wet.
A) put B) has put C) had put D) puts

13. If she ____ somewhat taller, she would join the team.
A) were B) be C) am D) will be

14. They would refuse to read the book if they ____ it.
A) like B) doesn’t like C) didn’t like D) don’t like

15. Nancy would have ____ a vacation if she had had enough money.
A) take B) taken C) takes D) took

16. They ____ to the cinema if they had known it was the last night of
the film.
A) will go B) would go
C) would have gone D) had gone

17. ____ said under oath was disputed by several other witnesses.
A) It is the man B) What the man
C) That the man D) The man

18. ____ is prevalent in both primitive societies and advanced cultures.
A) They believe in life after death
B) Life after death
C) Their life after death
D) The belief in life after death

19. Holman’s Department Store ____ business in the same location for
fifty years before it moved.
A) doing B) had been
C) had been doing D) is doing

20. She will be late unless she ____ now.
A) leaves B) is leaving C) is going to leave D) will leave

21. She ____ the bus before the accident took place.
A) had gotten off B) was getting off
C) has gotten off D) would get off

22. ____, measles can now be prevented by a vaccine.
A) Although a serious health hazard
B) It was once a serious health hazard
C) That once a serious health hazard
D) Once a serious health hazard

23. Jimmy and Linda were walking home when they ____ a loud noise.
A) saw B) were hearing C) heard D) met

24. The library ____ since last Wednesday.
A) has been closed B) was closed
C) closed D) is closed

25. She ____ television since she got home a couple of hours ago.
A) watched B) is watching
C) has been watching D) watched

26. The last time ____ to the library was last week.
A) I have gone B) I have been  to
C) I was D) I  went

27. The old man died not of injuries ____ in the accident but of a heart
attack.
A) were sustained B) sustained
C) to sustain D) what sustained

28. It was recently reported that a young research scientist ____ a blood
test to diagnose cancer.
A) found B) finding C) who found D) to have found

29. There are over 12000 people ____ in New York.
A) they don’t have any fixed address
B) don’t have any fixed address
C) whose fixed address
D) with no fixed address

30. In the desert ____ for water is of primary importance.
A) all living things need B) if there is no need
C) the need D) all living things that need

31. ____, generally found in the desert, is useful as a water softener in
the laundry industry.
A) When Borax B) Borax C) It is Borax D) Borax is

32. Pete ____ by the time the meeting starts.
A) arrived B) had arrived C) will have arrived D) has arrived

33. No sooner ____ the door than the thief fled.
A) had I opened B) have I opened
C) did I open D) I had opened

34. Linda hoped ____ to Ralph’s party.
A) to be invited B) to have invitation
C) for being invited D) she will be invited

35. After working on the same project for several months, Mr. Williams
asked ____ a different assignment.
A) for a more interesting B) to be interested for
C) to be given D) for giving him

36. Before the computer could be repaired, a special part had ____
from Japan.
A) to import B) to be imported
C) a very long delivery D) to have been important

37. If it keeps on raining the game may ____.
A) delay B) be delayed C) have delayed D) have to delay

38. ____the president given a warm welcome?
A) Did B) Have C) Should D) Was

39. ____your company’s products guaranteed?
A) Do B) Are C) Would D) Will

40. The packages ____ at the post office.
A) weighs B) was weigh C) weigh D) are weighed

41. The Sea of Marmara ____ so much that it can now support only little
life.
A) is polluted B) with dangerous pollution
C) has been polluted D) has polluted

42. The answers ____ into Spanish.
A) were translated B) are translate
C) is translated D) are translating

43. The order ____ sent last month.
A) is B) will C) was D) will be

44. All developed countries are running out of space ____ their garbage.
A) it discards B) in which to discard
C) which discards D) which they discard

45. If Charles Lindbergh ____ across the Atlantic, another person would
have done that sooner or later.
A) hasn’t been B) would not fly C) did not fly D) hadn’t flown

46. Gilberto ____ more precise instructions; he couldn’t do the job.
A) must be given B) should be given
C) should have been given D) must have been given

47. ____the legendary land of the lost continent of Atlantis may some
day be found.
A) The belief B) It is believed that
C) Believing D) That belief

48. Do you intend ____ English while you are visiting England?
A) to study B) study C) studying D) studied

49. I’d appreciate ____ an answer as soon as possible.
A) receive B) to receive C) receiving D) received

50. Do you want me ____ that doctor’s address for you.
A) to copy B) copy C) copying D) copied

51. Won’t you let the children ____ a little longer?
A) stay B) to stay C) staying D) stayed
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52. Most teachers don’t permit their students ____ dictionaries during an
examination.
A) use B) to use C) using D) used

53. She doesn’t allow her daughter ____ high heels.
A) wear B) wearing C) to wear D) _ _ _

54. Her mother makes her ____ to bed before ten every evening.
A) to go B) going C) go D) went

55. Please have the doctor ____ that report.
A) sign B) to sign C) signing D) _ _ _

56. Shall we request the committee ____ our suggestion again?
A) consider B) considering C) to consider D) _ _ _

57. Oscar is expected to pick up the products and ____ them to
customers.
A) he delivers B) to deliver C) then delivers D) delivering

58. ____, Horace returned to the house.
A) Tired of waiting B) Tiring of wait
C) Of  waiting tiring D) After tired from waiting

59. Recycling ____ the process of collecting used materials and
manufacturing them into new products.
A) which is B) which is done by
C) which has D) is

60. A person ____ eventually deceives only himself.
A) tells lies B) who tells lies
C) can tell lies well D) has told lies

61. Learning to live with a chronic illness such as diabetes ____ an
ongoing process.
A) that has to be B) it has to be
C) has to be D) and has to be

62. The package ____ been sent to the wrong person; we’ve never
seen it.
A) must have B) would have C) should have D) can’t have

63. The ____ the thief is caught, the happier everyone will be.
A) quickly B) quickest C) fast D) sooner

64. He may have got delayed. This sentence means:
A) He will arrive shortly.
B) He has permission to arrive late.
C) It is probable that he has been delayed.
D) He was delayed.

65. He is very tired. He ____ hard today.
A) might have worked B) must have worked
C) should have worked D) would have worked

66. You ____ drive carefully. The roads are wet.
A) would rather B) had better C) had rather D) are better

67. Mary ____ be in Paris because I saw her here in Ankara only two
hours ago.
A) can’t B) mustn’t be C) isn’t able to D) may not

68. He’s ____ to know the answer.
A) likely B) probably C) maybe D) obviously

69. She ____ a lot by cutting down on the luxuries, but she didn’t.
A) could save B) could have saved
C) should save D) would save

70. As we drove on, the countryside became ____ and more beautiful.
A) beautiful B) very beautiful C) more D) so beautiful

71. Jack’s ability to wrong things at the wrong time ____.
A) it amazes us B) is amazed
C) which is amazing D) is amazing

72. She ____ terribly disappointed in her low grade because she ____
very hard the night before.
A) ___ / has studied B) was / had studied
C) would be / has studied D) was /can’t have studied

73. I should ____ my assignment last night, but there was no electricity.
A) have done B) do C) had done D) did

74. ____ has enough natural resources so as to be practically self-sufficient
in the event of war.
A) Our country which B) Only when our country
C) Our country D) If our country

75. ____ is to study Chinese.
A) What I plan to do B) A very difficult language
C) The language that D) What language

76. Were you ____ when the car started skidding?
A) frightening B) frightened
C) being frightening D) frighten

77. ____ is to finish this test.
A) That’s what I want B) What I want to do
C) This is what I want D) It was easy of me

78. ____ I’m calling about is the job advertised in Sunday’s newspaper.
A) Where B) What C) Why D) How

79. Mr. Smart, ____, walks five miles every day.
A) whose  is sixty B) he is sixty five
C) who is seventy D) almost eighty old

80. Mary has three children, ____.
A) who likes toys B) all of which like toys
C) one of whom likes toys D) both of them enjoy toys

81. The students, ____, did extremely well on today’s English test.
A) most of them had studied hard
B) most of whom to study hard
C) most of whom had studied hard
D) they all studied very hard

82. The Wilson’s had three children, ____.
A) and both of them are musicians
B) all who became musicians
C) all of whom became musicians
D) two musicians and one is salesman

83. The children, ____, were not injured in the crash.
A) frightened and seriously hurt in the crash
B) all of whom were frightened
C) all of them were frightened
D) both of them were frightened

84. There are two trails up the mountain, ____.
A) both of which are difficult B) either of them is difficult
C) that are difficult trails D) they are difficult

85. I ate two sandwiches, ____ were delicious.
A) one of them B) both of which
C) either of which D) none of whom

86. ____ I go, I seem to bump into people I was at school with.
A) Wherever B) Where C) When D) How

87. ____you lost your job, what would you do then?
A) When B) After C) So D) Supposing

88. Take an umbrella ____ you won’t get wet.
A) so that B) in case C) so D) _ _ _

89. Take an umbrella ____ it rains.
A) so that B) in case C) so D) _ _ _

90. Have something to eat ____ you can’t get anything to eat later.
A) in case B) so that C) so D) _ _ _

91. This picnic site ____ quite tidy is now a disgrace.
A) used to be B) could be
C) which used to be D) would be

92. He failed his driving test ____ he practiced a lot.
A) so B) because C) even though D) so that

93. She is fit and healthy ____ she doesn’t get much exercise.
A) so B) because C) even though D) so that

94. ____ my friend works at home, I have to drive to work.
A) While B) Like C) For example D) But

95. Neither the housing shortage ____ the problem of pollution can be
solved easily.
A) and B) or C) neither D) nor

96. If our friend had not warned us of the danger, we ____ now.
A) must have been dead B) would have been all dead
C) would all be dead D) had all died

97. ____ did Oswald damage his skis, but he also broke his leg.
A) Neither B) How C) Not only D) Why

98. Not only did Oscar lose his job, but he ____ his car.
A) also damaged B) and an accident
C) lost also D) and

99. I shall say no more ____ I be misunderstood.
A) so B) in order that C) lest D) even though

100. Children are forbidden to play with matches ____ they may get
burned.
A) so that B) for fear that C) if D) when
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TEST  20
1. He won’t be able to finish studying those reports at the office.

He wants to ____ at home.
A) look for them B) look after them
C) look them over D) look them up

2. Some of the tenants are upset because the landlord won’t ____ the
building.
A) keep off B) keep on C) keep up with D) keep up

3. Many of the items ____ were given to the poor.
A) sell B) sale C) sold to D) not sold

4. Mr. Green received all the complaints ____ to our office.
A) sent B) were sent C) sending D) be sent

5. Anyone ____ in hunting can come with me.
A) interesting B) interested
C) was interested D) was interesting

6. War and Peace is a long novel ____by Leo Tolstoy.
A) written B) it was written
C) was written D) wrote

7. Have you met the new secretary ____ last week?
A) hired B) was hired
C) she was hired D) when she was hired

8. ____ entering the hall, he found everyone waiting for him.
A) At B) While C) On D) In

9. His parents died when he was young, so he was ____ by his aunt.
A) brought out B) grown up
C) brought up D) grown

10. You can’t rely ____ him to do the job properly.
A) on B) with C) to D) in

11. Don’t make him ____ it if he doesn’t want to.
A) do B) doing C) to do D) done

12. He rushed out of the room, ____ the door as he went.
A) slam B) slamming C) slams D) slammed

13. He arrived without ____ us that he was coming.
A) warn B) having warned
C) have warned D) to warned

14. The man ____ for a bus were knocked down when a lorry skidded
and ran off the road.
A) wait B) waiting C) waited D) were waiting

15. After ____ all the doors and windows thoroughly, I went to bed.
A) check B) have checked
C) having checked D) have been checked

16. The man is going to drown ____ nobody jumps into the river to save
him.
A) in case B) unless C) so D) that

17. Martin hasn’t got a library ticket, ____ he can’t borrow books from
the library.
A) so B) unless C) if D) that

18. ____you have driven a car like this, you will never want to drive any
other car.
A) Once B) In case C) Although D) Therefore

19. He looked ____ he had seen a ghost.
A) as B) as if C) like D) because

20. Don’t use the car ____ it is absolutely necessary.
A) if B) so C) because D) unless

21. You can take books out of the library ____ you bring them back.
A) provided B) unless C) because D) so

22. It is ____ an expensive hotel that only the rich can afford it.
A) _ _ _ B) very C) so D) such

23. The restaurant was ____ crowded that we couldn’t get a table.
A) _ _ _ B) such C) so D) very

24. He has ____ large feet that he can’t get shoes to fit him.
A) so B) _ _ _ C) very D) such

25. He gave me ____ good advice that I was able to save thousands of
pounds.
A) _ _ _ B) very C) so D) such

26. ____it is getting late; I suggest we break off now.
A) As though B) So C) As D) Where

27. ____ I can see, he has no intention of paying the bill.
A) As far as B) So C) Because D) When

28. We will have a picnic on Saturday ____ it rains.
A) if B) as if C) however D) unless

29. He meets ____ people that he can’t remember all their names.
A) so many B) so much C) very many D) too many

30. ____ he does his work, I don’t mind what time he arrives at the
office.
A) As long as B) As C) Unless D) So

31. ____a good thing you didn’t get caught.
A) That’s B) It’s C) What is D) There is

32. We’ll go to Paris for our holiday ____ it isn’t too expensive.
A) unless B) provided C) so D) except

33. It looks ____ it is going rain.
A) that B) as C) as if D) like

34. ____ the weather was fine, I opened all the windows.
A) As B) Because of C) Due to D) Since that

35. I’ll leave him a note ____ he’ll know where we are.
A) so that B) that C) in order that D) for

36. ____ he worked all day, he couldn’t finish the job.
A) Even B) In case C) So D) Although

37. ____, the music company cancelled the record contract.
A) The band having broken up
B) The band has broken up
C) They have broken up the band
D) The band broke up

38. It’s difficult to make both ends meet these days, the taxes ____ so
high.
A) with B) being C) are D) be

39. Customers ____ with the product can return it to the store.
A) who buy B) bought C) purchased D) not satisfied

40. He ate all the meat ____.
A) A) giving him B) given to him
C) gave to him D) had given to him

41. Most tarantulas, ____ occur in the temperate zone, live in the tropics.
A) which they B) some of them
C) several species of which D) several species also

42. ____ two years ago, Rita’s car costs five thousand dollars.
A) Purchased less than B) To buy a car
C) Expensive cars D) Buying automobile

43. Mrs. Smith answers all the letters ____ to her husband.
A) sent B) send for C) are sent D) sending

44. I have two cars, ____.
A) and so do I B) both of which are old
C) all of them stolen D) and I do too

45. Ronald Eliot, ____, is in my English class.
A) his brother is a pilot B) whose brother is a pilot
C) who’s his brother a pilot D) whose not a pilot

46. Anyone ____ in taking the course can enroll next week.
A) wants B) is interested C) interested D) wanting

47. “Sunflowers” is one of many beautiful pictures ____ by Vincent van
Gogh.
A) painted B) was painted
C) it was painted D) when it was painted

48. Raymond has two brothers, ____.
A) both of whom live in Turkey B) whom they live in Turkey
C) both of them live in Turkey D) one of them lives in Turkey

49. ____only two elderly people who were enjoying the beautiful
weather.
A) _ _ _ B) As many as C) There were D) It was

50. There were twenty people near the scene, ____ saw the accident.
A) all of whom B) most C) whom D) both of them
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51. Two men ____ on the bridge were injured yesterday afternoon.
A) working B)  work C) worked D) were working

52. She bought many beautiful objects in Japan, ____ is this painting.
A) an example of which B) example of which
C) examples of which D) of which

53. According to black leaders, ____ the most malignant cancer in the
body of America.
A) it is racism B) racism which is
C) racism is D) nothing but racism

54. The interest on savings accounts at HSBC Bank are ____ Bank of Rome.
A) higher than B) higher than that of
C) higher of D) as high as

55. Fresh fruit costs twice ____ canned fruit.
A) more expensive than B) higher than
C) much as D) as much as

56. She was ____ I met at the party.
A) the one B) whom C) who D) that

57. ____she needs is a good rest.
A) That B) What
C) The thing what D) Which

58. Is this ____ looking for?
A) you were B) that you were
C) what you were D) which you were

59. The UN has destroyed an Iraqi factory which ____ to produce
biological weapons.
A) it is claimed B) claimed C) claiming D) is claimed

60. My father, ____ knows two languages, works for a publisher.
A) whom B) that C) who D) whose

61. The man ____ were all actors.
A) to those I talked B) I talked to
C) whom I talked D) talked

62. He didn’t thank me for the present. That is ____ annoyed me.
A) _ _ _ B) the thing C) what D) the thing what

63. The reason ____ I’m writing is to tell you about a party next week.
A) because B) why C) for D) as

64. ____ in my first visit to Turkey that I went to Bodrum.
A) It is B) It was C) It has been D) Its

65. ____ to see that you are feeling better.
A) It is nice B) Therefore C) That’s fine D) I went

66. It is less expensive for me to take the bus to work, but ____ to take
my car.
A) I will B) for I will C) it is less than D) it is faster

67. ____ requires years of practice to play the guitar as well as Carlos.
A) Music of high quality B) That music of high quality
C) It D) Playing music

68. ____ to spend that much money for a shirt.
A) Consequently, foolish B) Not only
C) Foolish of him D) It is foolish

69. ____ to hear from Lillian after so many years.
A) Consequently, nice B) It was nice
C) That was nice D) She was nice

70. ____ to watch the dancers perform.
A) Interesting nevertheless B) That was interesting
C) Not only was it interesting D) It was interesting

71. ____ an enjoyable way to spend an evening.
A) Therefore B) It was
C) Was it D) Going to a movie

72. Prime Minister ____ by members of his own party of using
undemocratic methods.
A) who was accused B) whom they have accused
C) has been accused D) had accused

73. ____ the bus yesterday morning, Mr. Gomez saw a terrible
automobile accident.
A) On his way to work B) Because it was crowded
C) Waiting for D) Missed

74. ____ down the street, Lionel lost his watch.
A) Running B) Fall C) Ran fast D) Run

75. ____ the problem, Susan was able to correct it.
A) Having recognized B) Recognize
C) Having been recognized D) Recognized

76. Not having ____ instructions, George could not do the job properly.
A) been given B) given C) giving D) given the

77. ____ in the city for several years, he was able to help the tourists.
A) They have lived B) Have lived
C) Having lived D) Having live

78. ____ by the noise, the bird flew away.
A) Fearing B) Afraid C) Frightened D) Building

79. ____ in 1795, the house has many interesting features.
A) Later B) Built
C) When it was built D) Building

80. ____ her problem, Tom wrote Susan a letter.
A) Because B) Hearing about
C) Write about D) What about

81. This ____ the fourth time you’ve asked me the same difficult question.
A) had to be B) must be C) to be D) have been

82. He told the police that he ____ there since March.
A) not be B) hasn’t been C) wasn’t D) hadn’t been

83. I’m not going to miss the chance of seeing this performance ____ it is.
A) however expensive B) although expensive
C) nevertheless expensive D) how expensive

84. She demanded that she ____ given the exact figures.
A) be B) are C) were D) have

85. No sooner ____ the match than flames shot across the floor.
A) did he drop B) he dropped
C) he had dropped D) plans

86. Not until now ____ popularly recognized that man is destroying his
environment.
A) it has become B) it becomes
C) does it become D) has it become

87. Not for one moment ____ my friend’s innocence.
A) I doubted B) I did doubt C) did I doubt D) I doubt

88. Hardly ____ the harbor when a storm broke out.
A) had we left B) we had left C) we left D) we did leave

89. You will pass the exam ____ you get over 50% in each section.
A) provided B) unless C)  so D) otherwise

90. There will be even greater unemployment ____ the government
radically alters its policies.
A) provided B) unless C) as if D) in case

91. I have taken out a life insurance to protect my wife and children
____ something should happen to me.
A) unless B) otherwise C) in case D) provided

92. We’ll have a good crop of beans this summer ____ an unexpected
frost damages the plants.
A) unless B) if C) provided D) so

93. The east of Argentina is agricultural, ____the west is industrialized.
A) whereas B) because C) so D) since

94. They would rather cut down on a few luxuries now ____ not be able
to go away on holiday in the summer.
A) than B) on C) to D) for

95. The government aims ____ inflation by at least 20% this year.
A) reducing B) to reduce C) reduce D) reduced

96. ”Don’t go out alone after dark in that city, Tom,” said Martha. Martha
____Tom not to go out after dark in that city.
A) said B) promised C) threatened D) warned

97. They prohibited him ____ going in.
A)  from B) to C) for D) in

98. I have dissuaded Mary ____ involving the police.
A) from B) to C) in D) for

99. The guard prevented the prisoner ____ escaping.
A) for B) to C) from D) than

100. Life is full of secrets, many ____ will never be explained.
A) of where B) of whose C) of whom D) of that
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73-D 74-C 75-D 76-A 77-A 78-C 79-A 80-D
81-C 82-C 83-B 84-A 85-B 86-C 87-C 88-A
89-A 90-C 91-A 92-D 93-B 94-C 95-C 96-A
97-B 98-C 99-B 100-C

Test 5  (Page 159)

1-C 2-D 3-A 4-B 5-D 6-C 7-D 8-C
9-B 10-B 11-A 12-B 13-B 14-C 15-D 16-A
17-C 18-B 19-C 20-B 21-B 22-B 23-D 24-D
25-A 26-C 27-C 28-B 29-A 30-A 31-C 32-D
33-C 34-C 35-D 36-C 37-A 38-B 39-D 40-D
41-D 42-B 43-A 44-B 45-A 46-A 47-A 48-C
49-D 50-A 51-D 52-B 53-B 54-D 55-C 56-B
57-D 58-C 59-C 60-D 61-B 62-A 63-D 64-A
65-D 66-C 67-C 68-B 69-C 70-D 71-C 72-C
73-B 74-B 75-D 76-A 77-C 78-D 79-A 80-B
81-C 82-C 83-B 84-C 85-C 86-D 87-A 88-D
89-A 90-B 91-C 92-D 93-D 94-B 95-C 96-A
97-A 98-D 99-C 100-C

Test 6  (Page 161)

1-B 2-D 3-C 4-B 5-B 6-A 7-B 8-C
9-D 10-A 11-C 12-C 13-A 14-C 15-A 16-B
17-D 18-A 19-B 20-A 21-C 22-A 23-C 24-A
25-C 26-B 27-D 28-D 29-C 30-A 31-B 32-D
33-A 34-D 35-C 36-A 37-C 38-B 39-C 40-A
41-D 42-B 43-D 44-D 45-A 46-A 47-C 48-C
49-C 50-A 51-B 52-C 53-A 54-C 55-A 56-D
57-C 58-B 59-C 60-C 61-C 62-A 63-B 64-D
65-A 66-A 67-A 68-B 69-B 70-B 71-B 72-D
73-B 74-D 75-B 76-C 77-C 78-B 79-C 80-C
81-B 82-A 83-A 84-C 85-B 86-B 87-D 88-A
89-C 90-B 91-D 92-B 93-A 94-C 95-C 96-A
97-D 98-C 99-A 100-B

Test 7  (Page 163)

1-B 2-C 3-B 4-A 5-C 6-A 7-C 8-A
9-B 10-A 11-B 12-C 13-C 14-A 15-C 16-A
17-C 18-A 19-C 20-A 21-B 22-B 23-D 24-A
25-C 26-B 27-B 28-C 29-A 30-B 31-D 32-B
33-B 34-B 35-A 36-B 37-A 38-C 39-B 40-C
41-B 42-D 43-A 44-B 45-C 46-D 47-B 48-C
49-B 50-C 51-B 52-C 53-C 54-C 55-D 56-B
57-D 58-C 59-C 60-B 61-D 62-A 63-B 64-A
65-D 66-B 67-D 68-B 69-D 70-B 71-A 72-C
73-B 74-A 75-A 76-C 77-B 78-A 79-C 80-C
81-D 82-A 83-B 84-B 85-D 86-A 87-B 88-C
89-C 90-B 91-C 92-C 93-D 94-A 95-C 96-B
97-D 98-B 99-B 100-B

Test 8  (Page 165)

1-C 2-B 3-B 4-A 5-C 6-B 7-C 8-B
9-C 10-C 11-A 12-B 13-C 14-B 15-B 16-A
17-C 18-B 19-A 20-B 21-C 22-B 23-C 24-A
25-A 26-B 27-D 28-C 29-B 30-A 31-B 32-A
33-C 34-B 35-B 36-C 37-A 38-C 39-D 40-A
41-C 42-C 43-D 44-A 45-C 46-C 47-D 48-B
49-D 50-D 51-B 52-D 53-B 54-D 55-C 56-B
57-A 58-C 59-C 60-B 61-C 62-A 63-D 64-D
65-B 66-D 67-D 68-A 69-A 70-D 71-B 72-C
73-A 74-C 75-A 76-D 77-D 78-D 79-C 80-A
81-A 82-B 83-B 84-A 85-D 86-A 87-B 88-B
89-C 90-B 91-A 92-C 93-C 94-D 95-D 96-A
97-D 98-C 99-D 100-A
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Test 9  (Page 167)

1-A 2-A 3-C 4-B 5-B 6-D 7-C 8-C
9-A 10-B 11-B 12-D 13-C 14-B 15-B 16-D
17-A 18-B 19-B 20-C 21-D 22-C 23-B 24-C
25-B 26-D 27-C 28-C 29-B 30-D 31-D 32-B
33-D 34-A 35-C 36-C 37-C 38-B 39-B 40-C
41-B 42-C 43-B 44-A 45-A 46-A 47-D 48-B
49-C 50-C 51-D 52-C 53-C 54-B 55-B 56-B
57-A 58-C 59-B 60-B 61-B 62-C 63-C 64-C
65-A 66-D 67-B 68-B 69-A 70-C 71-B 72-C
73-D 74-A 75-C 76-B 77-B 78-C 79-C 80-D
81-D 82-A 83-C 84-D 85-D 86-A 87-C 88-B
89-B 90-B 91-A 92-D 93-B 94-B 95-A 96-C
97-C 98-C 99-B 100-C

Test 10  (Page 169)

1-B 2-C 3-D 4-C 5-D 6-B 7-A 8-A
9-B 10-B 11-C 12-B 13-B 14-A 15-D 16-C
17-C 18-C 19-C 20-B 21-A 22-C 23-A 24-B
25-B 26-D 27-C 28-A 29-A 30-C 31-A 32-A
33-C 34-D 35-C 36-D 37-B 38-C 39-C 40-D
41-B 42-C 43-D 44-C 45-B 46-D 47-C 48-D
49-A 50-C 51-C 52-B 53-C 54-B 55-C 56-C
57-A 58-C 59-C 60-D 61-D 62-B 63-D 64-C
65-A 66-B 67-D 68-B 69-A 70-A 71-D 72-D
73-B 74-B 75-C 76-C 77-C 78-A 79-D 80-B
81-D 82-B 83-B 84-B 85-A 86-B 87-B 88-B
89-C 90-A 91-A 92-A 93-D 94-C 95-C 96-C
97-D 98-B 99-A 100-C

Test 11  (Page 171)

1-C 2-C 3-A 4-C 5-B 6-A 7-D 8-B
9-B 10-B 11-B 12-C 13-A 14-D 15-D 16-C
17-B 18-B 19-A 20-B 21-A 22-B 23-A 24-A
25-C 26-A 27-B 28-B 29-C 30-B 31-A 32-A
33-D 34-B 35-A 36-B 37-C 38-C 39-D 40-A
41-A 42-B 43-B 44-D 45-B 46-B 47-B 48-A
49-D 50-A 51-A 52-C 53-B 54-B 55-B 56-A
57-A 58-C 59-A 60-D 61-B 62-D 63-A 64-D
65-B 66-D 67-B 68-B 69-B 70-A 71-B 72-B
73-D 74-A 75-C 76-A 77-B 78-C 79-C 80-B
81-B 82-A 83-C 84-B 85-C 86-D 87-D 88-D
89-A 90-D 91-D 92-B 93-B 94-A 95-B 96-C
97-C 98-C 99-D 100-D

Test 12  (Page 173)

1-A 2-C 3-C 4-A 5-C 6-B 7-B 8-C
9-C 10-C 11-D 12-C 13-A 14-A 15-A 16-D
17-A 18-B 19-D 20-A 21-D 22-B 23-D 24-D
25-C 26-D 27-B 28-C 29-D 30-A 31-C 32-C
33-A 34-A 35-A 36-B 37-D 38-B 39-A 40-A
41-B 42-D 43-C 44-B 45-A 46-C 47-D 48-C
49-C 50-D 51-B 52-A 53-B 54-B 55-A 56-B
57-A 58-A 59-A 60-B 61-D 62-B 63-C 64-D
65-D 66-A 67-D 68-C 69-D 70-B 71-B 72-B
73-C 74-B 75-A 76-A 77-D 78-C 79-D 80-C
81-D 82-A 83-C 84-C 85-B 86-B 87-D 88-A
89-C 90-A 91-B 92-D 93-D 94-B 95-B 96-A
97-C 98-A 99-D 100-A

Test 13  (Page 175)

1-D 2-A 3-A 4-C 5-D 6-D 7-C 8-B
9-D 10-B 11-B 12-D 13-C 14-C 15-B 16-B
17-B 18-C 19-C 20-C 21-C 22-B 23-D 24-A
25-B 26-C 27-B 28-A 29-B 30-D 31-A 32-C
33-D 34-D 35-A 36-C 37-D 38-D 39-C 40-D
41-B 42-A 43-B 44-C 45-D 46-C 47-B 48-D
49-C 50-D 51-B 52-B 53-D 54-C 55-C 56-D
57-B 58-B 59-D 60-D 61-B 62-B 63-A 64-C
65-B 66-A 67-A 68-C 69-A 70-C 71-C 72-D
73-A 74-B 75-C 76-A 77-D 78-B 79-A 80-B
81-A 82-D 83-D 84-B 85-D 86-C 87-D 88-D
89-C 90-D 91-C 92-B 93-A 94-B 95-B 96-C
97-C 98-C 99-B 100-C

Test 14  (Page 177)

1-A 2-A 3-A 4-C 5-A 6-B 7-D 8-C
9-B 10-C 11-C 12-C 13-C 14-D 15-D 16-A
17-A 18-B 19-A 20-D 21-C 22-D 23-C 24-C
25-A 26-D 27-A 28-B 29-A 30-D 31-B 32-A
33-C 34-C 35-D 36-B 37-A 38-D 39-B 40-C
41-C 42-A 43-C 44-B 45-C 46-D 47-D 48-D
49-C 50-B 51-B 52-A 53-A 54-D 55-A 56-B
57-C 58-B 59-C 60-D 61-C 62-C 63-D 64-B
65-B 66-B 67-C 68-A 69-A 70-C 71-B 72-D
73-D 74-A 75-B 76-D 77-A 78-C 79-A 80-D
81-C 82-A 83-C 84-A 85-C 86-B 87-A 88-B
89-D 90-D 91-A 92-C 93-A 94-A 95-A 96-C
97-A 98-A 99-C 100-C

Test 15  (Page 179)

1-C 2-B 3-A 4-A 5-D 6-A 7-C 8-C
9-C 10-D 11-B 12-B 13-A 14-C 15-C 16-A
17-C 18-B 19-D 20-A 21-C 22-A 23-B 24-B
25-C 26-A 27-B 28-A 29-B 30-D 31-D 32-A
33-C 34-B 35-C 36-C 37-D 38-D 39-B 40-A
41-D 42-A 43-A 44-B 45-C 46-C 47-B 48-D
49-C 50-D 51-A 52-A 53-D 54-A 55-C 56-B
57-D 58-C 59-B 60-C 61-B 62-D 63-C 64-A
65-A 66-C 67-A 68-D 69-B 70-D 71-B 72-B
73-B 74-B 75-C 76-C 77-B 78-A 79-A 80-B
81-D 82-B 83-C 84-C 85-D 86-C 87-D 88-A
89-A 90-A 91-B 92-A 93-A 94-C 95-A 96-B
97-C 98-C 99-D 100-A

Test 16  (Page 181)

1-D 2-B 3-A 4-B 5-A 6-A 7-A 8-B
9-B 10-D 11-D 12-C 13-B 14-B 15-D 16-A
17-B 18-A 19-B 20-A 21-C 22-C 23-B 24-C
25-C 26-A 27-A 28-A 29-A 30-B 31-C 32-D
33-B 34-B 35-D 36-D 37-B 38-B 39-A 40-D
41-C 42-C 43-D 44-A 45-C 46-A 47-A 48-C
49-B 50-A 51-C 52-C 53-B 54-A 55-D 56-B
57-A 58-C 59-A 60-D 61-B 62-B 63-A 64-B
65-A 66-C 67-D 68-D 69-C 70-A 71-C 72-C
73-C 74-A 75-C 76-C 77-A 78-B 79-C 80-B
81-C 82-B 83-C 84-A 85-C 86-D 87-B 88-B
89-D 90-C 91-B 92-C 93-D 94-D 95-B 96-A
97-A 98-C 99-B 100-A
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Test 17  (Page 183)

1-B 2-A 3-C 4-D 5-B 6-D 7-B 8-B
9-D 10-A 11-B 12-C 13-B 14-A 15-D 16-A
17-A 18-B 19-C 20-B 21-D 22-C 23-B 24-B
25-B 26-C 27-B 28-A 29-A 30-C 31-B 32-B
33-C 34-A 35-A 36-A 37-D 38-C 39-D 40-B
41-C 42-B 43-B 44-D 45-A 46-A 47-B 48-C
49-A 50-C 51-B 52-A 53-B 54-C 55-B 56-C
57-B 58-D 59-A 60-B 61-C 62-D 63-C 64-A
65-B 66-D 67-C 68-C 69-B 70-C 71-A 72-A
73-B 74-B 75-A 76-C 77-C 78-A 79-D 80-A
81-C 82-D 83-D 84-B 85-B 86-C 87-C 88-A
89-D 90-C 91-D 92-C 93-B 94-A 95-B 96-C
97-D 98-C 99-B 100-D

Test 18  (Page 185)

1-A 2-B 3-C 4-D 5-B 6-D 7-B 8-B
9-B 10-C 11-C 12-D 13-D 14-C 15-B 16-C
17-C 18-A 19-A 20-C 21-B 22-A 23-A 24-A
25-B 26-A 27-C 28-A 29-D 30-D 31-C 32-C
33-D 34-D 35-C 36-C 37-A 38-A 39-A 40-C
41-D 42-C 43-D 44-B 45-C 46-B 47-D 48-D
49-C 50-D 51-D 52-B 53-D 54-D 55-C 56-A
57-B 58-B 59-D 60-D 61-D 62-B 63-C 64-B
65-C 66-A 67-A 68-B 69-B 70-A 71-A 72-C
73-C 74-D 75-D 76-B 77-C 78-B 79-B 80-C
81-C 82-B 83-C 84-D 85-D 86-A 87-B 88-D
89-B 90-D 91-D 92-C 93-A 94-C 95-D 96-A
97-A 98-A 99-C 100-B

Test 19  (Page 187)

1-C 2-B 3-A 4-D 5-A 6-B 7-B 8-B
9-B 10-A 11-D 12-C 13-A 14-C 15-B 16-C
17-B 18-D 19-C 20-A 21-A 22-D 23-C 24-A
25-C 26-D 27-B 28-A 29-D 30-C 31-B 32-C
33-A 34-A 35-C 36-B 37-B 38-D 39-B 40-D
41-C 42-A 43-C 44-B 45-D 46-C 47-B 48-A
49-C 50-A 51-A 52-B 53-C 54-C 55-A 56-C
57-B 58-A 59-D 60-B 61-C 62-A 63-D 64-C
65-B 66-B 67-A 68-A 69-B 70-C 71-D 72-B
73-A 74-C 75-A 76-B 77-B 78-B 79-C 80-C
81-C 82-C 83-B 84-A 85-B 86-A 87-D 88-A
89-B 90-A 91-C 92-C 93-C 94-A 95-D 96-B
97-C 98-A 99-C 100-B

Test 20  (Page 189)

1-C 2-D 3-D 4-A 5-B 6-A 7-A 8-C
9-C 10-A 11-A 12-B 13-B 14-B 15-C 16-B
17-A 18-A 19-B 20-D 21-A 22-D 23-C 24-D
25-D 26-C 27-A 28-D 29-A 30-A 31-B 32-B
33-C 34-A 35-A 36-D 37-A 38-B 39-D 40-B
41-C 42-A 43-A 44-B 45-B 46-C 47-A 48-A
49-C 50-A 51-A 52-A 53-C 54-B 55-D 56-A
57-B 58-C 59-D 60-C 61-B 62-C 63-B 64-B
65-A 66-D 67-C 68-D 69-B 70-D 71-B 72-C
73-C 74-A 75-A 76-A 77-C 78-C 79-B 80-B
81-B 82-D 83-A 84-A 85-A 86-D 87-C 88-A
89-A 90-B 91-C 92-A 93-A 94-A 95-B 96-D
97-A 98-A 99-C 100-D
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